HOW TO SOLVE THE FIRST WORLD PROBLEM
As the term arose in the Internet, the material that
you see and listen to is collected from the Internet,
from people sharing content and by that sharing
knowledge and opinions with the community. In this
PDF, the guide to the guide, you find the sources
of each video and audio piece. Furthermore, it contextualizes the material. You find a Wikipedia article
next to every quote, explaining not only the audio
piece but also my choice of each.
Video pieces are listed by #number and audio pieces
are listed by (number).
I do not own the rights for the material that has
been used for the video guide. This is a non-profit
project in a scientific context. Please contact me if
you see your owner rights violated. I do own the
rights for this specific arrangement of video and
audio pieces. If you would like to use any of the
content, please contact me as well.
info@howtosolvethefirstworldproblem.com

STORYTELLER
How to solve the First World Problem.
Dear observer, it is December 2015. As you are observing this guide, you might be an inhabitant of the
First World. You might ask yourself: What exactly
is the First World? In this guide, we will try to find
an answer to the question on how to solve the First
World Problem. In order to search for solutions,
we first have to understand the problem. In order
to understand the problem, we have to understand
it’s origin and the circumstances under which the
problem arose. According to Wikipedia, there is no
current consensus on an exact definition of the term
»First World«, in modern usage, »First World country« generally implies a relatively wealthy, stable and
functional non-theocratic democracy with a reasonably well educated population. It states that the First
World has more influence, wealth, and access to
information and technological innovations than the
Second and Third Worlds. The first division into different worlds is closest to the insuffiecient definition
of today: The United Nations came up with these
categories in the 1940s in order to define the relative
wealth of nations. During the Cold War a new Three
World Model arose according to the two blocs and
the parts of the world that neither belonged to one
nor the other bloc. With the invention of the Internet, divisions into different worlds blur. There is no
disparity in the access to information anymore. Not
countries are wealthy, individuals are. Your society
is not necessarily bound to a state. So, what is the
First World?
The First World is not a certain place. There are different categories which make it possible to describe
a territory: geographical, political or economical aspects. The First World does not refer to these guidelines. There are no territorial borders from which
you could tell, where the First World is. It is not an
aquivalent for industrial countries or the Western
world. Which at the same time means, that it is not
the opposite of the Third World or developing coun-
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tries. A country does not have to be rich, to have
some parts of it’s society live in the First World. The
First World describes not only a life quality but a
state of mind of individuals living in several different
countries on the world, but sharing the same problems. Everyone of us is living in many different parts
of the world. The First World is just one of them. It
is a sociocultural attribution that is being shaped at
the moment, without the First World’s inhabitants
even noticing.
You might be living in the First World, once you have
reached a certain life quality. This certain life quality
is frequently called luxury. This is where you might
think: I have heard this term »First World Problem«
before.
The term was born in the Internet, a place without
borders. People living in the First World invented
a term that created a sort of new territory, new
borders in this boundless place to describe their
own problems as luxury problems to laugh about in
memes. The choice of »first« implicates a differenciation of other parts of the world and a decision that
this hardly described world is the most important
one or the best, the first when it comes to worlds.
The choice for the meme as a medium ensures that
it’s message goes viral. So that not only the First
World inhabitants are informed, but all users or
inhabitants of the Internet.
This guide is not limited to the problems processed
in memes. The term’s initial use narrows the problems down to irrelevant ones. We should reconsider whether our problems can be generalised as
irrelevant. After observing this guide, you should be
able to redefine the term’s meaning. There are other
problems than an empty phone but no charger or
a MacBook but no WiFi. We won’t find solutions
to these problems. But maybe to the question why
these things became so importatant to us.

DIE GUTEN INS TÖPFCHEN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r3aQ26OW4XQ
VIEWS: 37
UPLOADED BY: Patrick Mehner
UPLOADED: 26/02/2015
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BODY LANGUAGE OF A SHOULDER SHRUG IN A CONVERSATION - SCOTT SYLVAN BELL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=slcHY1jdN8Y
VIEWS: 2.528
UPLOADED BY: Scott Sylvan Bell
UPLOADED: 26/05/2012
BODY LANGUAGE of a shoulder shrug in a conversation helps the
viewer understand the signs and signals of this non verbal communication. People typically shrug their shoulders when they do not know
the answer, do no want to give an answer or even sometimes when
they are lying.
Body language experts can help you understand what the signs and
signals of nonverbal communication means. When you read the
shoulder shrug of a man or woman it may mean that they dont know
that the answer is, they dont care what is going on or they may not
understand what the question is or even the language that is being
spoken. The shoulder shrug may be used as persuasive body language for business or even in aguments. The shoulder shrug is a semi
universal body langauge sign thoughout the world.
When the man or the woman shrugs their shoulders they may use
their facial expressions, micro expressions or even hands and arms
when using this nonverbal action.
Sometimes a should shrug will show lack of confidence.
Read the article here:
http://readingbodylanguagenow.com/shouldershrug/
Learn about persuasion and sales:
http://scottbellconsultant.com/persuasionexpertblog/
connect on twitter:
@scottsbell
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CAKE MARKER TESCOMA DELÍCIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXLl178U5LY
VIEWS: 2.818
UPLOADED BY: tescomavideo EN
UPLOADED: 06/08/2013
Excellent for easy dividing of round pies and cakes into 8 or 16 equal
wedges Depending on the number of wedges required, turn the marker with figure 8 or 16 upwards, attach the spike to the centre of the
pie/cake and push lightly. Remove the marker and divide using a knife
following the imprint. Made of excellent resistant plastic. Dishwasher
safe. 3-year warranty.
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THE SCIENTIFIC WAY TO CUT A CAKE - NUMBERPHILE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBU9N35ZHIw
VIEWS: 11.130.965
UPLOADED BY: Numberphile
UPLOADED: 17/06/2014
SUPPORT US ON PATREON: http://www.patreon.com/numberphile
Alex Bellos on cutting a cake using scientific principles.
Extra footage at Numberphile2: http://youtu.be/d5ZmPuta47Q
Alex’s book (US): http://amzn.to/1nDS4mM
and (UK): http://bit.ly/AlexLooking
The Francis Galton paper: http://bit.ly/galtoncake
Website: http://www.numberphile.com/
Numberphile on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/numberphile
Numberphile tweets: https://twitter.com/numberphile
Google Plus: http://bit.ly/numberGplus
Tumblr: http://numberphile.tumblr.com
Numberphile is supported by the Mathematical Sciences Research
Institute (MSRI): http://bit.ly/MSRINumberphile
Videos by Brady Haran
A run-down of Brady’s channels: http://bit.ly/bradychannels
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HOLE IN THE WALL 2
11. This educational project has spread like wildfire over the past six
years.
12. This was the first one. Now there are 48 of these across Delhi.
And the idea has caught on across the world.
13. And you’ll notice, it’s really just for kids.These (low roofs) were
put up to discourage adults from getting in here and close to the
computers.
14. Just as in the movie Slumdog Millionaire, some of these disadvantaged children know more than the adults around them now.
15. This is one area where they know more than their parents or their
friends. So, it seems to do a tremendous amount for their self-confidence.
16. And the computers are loaded with educational software and
word applications, something that can help them later in life.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CY3-a8gnwqI
VIEWS: 1.669
UPLOADED BY: professorwynnie
UPLOADED: 11/08/2012
TRANSCRIPT
HOLE IN THE WALL PROJECT #2

17. Eventually, the project wants to link some of the computers with
Internet access allowing the children to access a world they may not
have seen otherwise.
18. In this real life drama, it isn’t just fate that is playing a part in
improving the life of slum kids, it’s the
19. work of a few good men and women who dare to believe in the
spirit of children. Sara Siter iin New Delhi.

1. Children clamor to get a look at something fascinating. What is it?
A computer.
2. Some children in India have never had access to one before.
3. »I come here every day. That’s why I am happy,« says nine-year-old
Chavedon as she plays with the educational games.
4. What you are seeing inspired the book Q& A, which eventually
inspired the movie Slumdog Millionaire.
5. It’s called the Hole in the Wall Project dreamed up by a scientist in
Delhi.
6. He wondered what would happen if he stuck a computer in a wall
in a poor neighborhood and let children have free access to it with
no supervision, only a monitor that researchers could peer through in
another location.
7. So, kids will begin to do really interesting things. In a couple of
days, they got around to learning a set of things which they normally
don’t do in the classroom even when we teach them in a formal
sense.
8. In essence, the children started teaching themselves.
9. »I don’t have a computer,«12-year-old Rahul Tivari says. »I came
here from the very beginning and I learn by watching others.«
10. »After watching others, even I know how to operate it.« Tavari,
was just six at the time.
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LIFE IN A DAY: DIVIDING UP CAKE AND BIRTHDAY BOY EATING CAKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCNzW3-dPI0
VIEWS: 69
UPLOADED BY: Joelle Burnette
UPLOADED: 25/07/2010
Andy takes a bite of cake while his mom cuts cake for others.
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FASTEST WAY TO CUT A CAKE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKCCMdZMckY
VIEWS: 124.342
UPLOADED BY: Foodinese
UPLOADED: 25/08/2013
What’s the fastest way to cut a cake? Dental Floss. Most knives aren’t
long enough and things end up messy. Check out this quick and easy
way to cut your cake and eat it too!
www.Foodinese.com
Twitter: @foodinese
Facebook: www.facebook.com/foodinese
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50 CENTURIES IN 10 MINUTES
One interesting thing to note is that Rupert’s Land/Northwest Territories was not legally part of Canada at all, until the transfer of the
Charter from the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1869-1870, through the
Crown. Even then, none of the natives there had yet signed any of the
Numbered Treaties.

Europe, which is blank until well after 1 AD.

Q: Where is New France in America?

http://i.imgur.com/ryDGwDx.png
http://i.imgur.com/eLyaozY.png
http://i.imgur.com/YWVTVjX.png

Short answer: It is there. You can see the same dark blue as is used
for continental France in America. I placed all the major French forts
and cities in North America on the maps, starting in Canada. I did not
color in all the vast land connecting the more isolated forts, which
was not under their control in any sense. Doing so would be extremely sloppy compared to how I treated all other colonies. UPDATE: See
the special claims maps posted below.

Here are three maps showing the claims of the colonial empires at
three points in time. Thanks for the feedback and this will answer any
bias concerns.

Q: The Spanish & First Mexican Empire originally reached from Texas/
Colorado/Wyoming to California south of the 42nd parallel, so why is
that not shown?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp0tqdu7fH4
VIEWS: 959.870
UPLOADED BY: kardboardking
UPLOADED: 01/03/2014
A geopolitical history of all empires, nations, kingdoms, armies and
republics. More than 500 world maps spanning all historical events up
to today. View in the high resolution. Turn on annotations for labels if
you cannot read the key in the upper-left corner.
Thanks to everyone who gave me feedback in the previous video
while this was still in production. If you have any questions, think I
left something out, or find any mistake, leave a comment. All serious
feedback is valuable to me. Also see the FAQ section at the bottom of
this description.
Most of what is shown here are civilizations with a writing system
and urban centers. There are some exceptions to this where possible.
This does not include most pre-historical cultures.
Special Thanks to mutong for research and translation of several
Chinese maps.
FAQ-Q: Canada was released in 1867/Australia was released in 1901, why
is that not shown here? (Answer also applies to NZ, South Africa,
Newfoundland)
Canada became a Dominion in 1867 and Australia also in 1901. This
meant that it had a great amount of internal autonomy. However,
before the Balfour Declaration of 1926, Dominions had no control over
their foreign policy, which was completely determined by Whitehall in
London. Dominions basically became what they are today upon their
ratification of the Statute of Westminster 1931. For Canada, this was
in the same year. Some other Dominions adopted it later on. Australia
ratified it in 1942.
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This video does not and cannnot show all land claims. But in particular, I did not fully show many de jure claim changes such as the
Louisiana Purchase, the Oregon Treaty or the Treaty of Tordesillas.
Likewise, neither the Adams-Onis treaty nor the Mexican Cession are
fully shown, as much of the claimed land in question was virtually
untouched by either side at the time. Such areas remain blank here.
Of course, I did show all the missions and forts in Alta California that
actually were maintained by the Spaniards. They were interconnected
by roads, from San Diego to the Bay area. UPDATE: See the special
claims maps below.
Q: Why don’t I see all the Native American/African/Aborigine tribes?
Here are some maps of Old World tribes that never appear in this
video:
http://i.imgur.com/MCoNIU9.jpg
http://i.imgur.com/YBJxoXA.jpg
Many ancient cultures were prehistoric in that they left no known
record of their own history (non-oral). What this means is that much
less can now be directly inferred about these cultures, such as the extent to which they organized politically and how this might have specifically developed over time. I couldn’t objectively include pre-historic
cultures in one region (America) without also vastly expanding the
number of prehistoric cultures shown around the world, about which
very little tends to be known. Early Celtic cultures are a European
example. Despite having built Stonehenge at some point, they weren’t
included here for the same reasons. The prehistoric city of Dobrovody,
and the Langkasuka are two more examples.
A few important exceptions do exist for good reason. These are
certain major military powers who had extended contact with other
literate civilizations. For instance, the Inca did not have any (known)
writing system, but they were encountered by others who recorded
much of their oral history as it existed then. The Empire they built was
so important and well-known that I didn’t want to leave them out on
a technicality.
Despite a general lack of detailed knowledge, every map from 650 BC
onward has some major Native American civilizations represented,
despite some of them being pre-historical. There are about a dozen of
the most powerful ones shown here. This is in contrast to Northern
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THE WORLD IN THE LAST 200 YEARS!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8OEuj6-pVg
VIEWS: 4.508.876
UPLOADED BY: DailyKosia
UPLOADED: 29/06/2011
Le monde de 1800 à 2011 en drapeaux.
Мир с 1800-ого по 2011 год с флагами.
Made with Paint and Windows Movie Maker.
Sources: https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lijst_van_landen_in_1883
to https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lijst_van_landen_in_2011
Wikipedia, my knowledge and
http://www.worldstatesmen.org/COLONIES.html
The music is the soundtrack of the Librarian.
PS: Alaska is in blue like the top-left of the US flag.
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC COLLIDING CONTINENTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCSJNBMOjJs
VIEWS: 787.702
UPLOADED BY: King Ashur
UPLOADED: 14/10/2011
Documentary of earth’s violent past and tectonic plates
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FAVELA DA ROCINHA - RIO DE JANEIRO - BRASIL 2009

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xzVGGJcJb4
VIEWS: 211.233
UPLOADED BY: Maluco Nacho
UPLOADED: 24/11/2009
https://www.facebook.com/MalucoNachoProductor
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DISPARITY BETWEEN RICH, POOR REMAIN WIDE IN INDIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vh3d3V5brac
VIEWS: 729
UPLOADED BY: PressTV News Videos
UPLOADED: 10/08/2014
Economic disparity is growing in India. The number of millionaires has
gone up, and the population forced to live in slums is getting larger.
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GOOGLE MAPS: FIRST WORLD

Pauline Baumberger: Recording from my screen
searching for the First World on Google Maps,
28/10/2015, 8:52 PM
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MATERIAL BOYS UNCUT PART 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGPULIkaS2Y
VIEWS: 205.324
UPLOADED BY: Tshepo Pitso
UPLOADED: 12/07/2014
instagram: @materialboys_sa / @tshepo_dondada .It continues to part 2
etc PARENTAL GUIDANCE ADVICED. our website is www.thedondada.
webs.com/ kingmtshepos@gmail.com / FACEBOOK: The Don Dada
Inc. ALSO Mosha Dance Kings
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FAVELA DA ROCINHA - RIO DE JANEIRO - BRASIL 2009

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8xzVGGJcJb4
VIEWS: 211.233
UPLOADED BY: Maluco Nacho
UPLOADED: 24/11/2009
https://www.facebook.com/MalucoNachoProductor
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DISPARITY BETWEEN RICH, POOR REMAIN WIDE IN INDIA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vh3d3V5brac
VIEWS: 729
UPLOADED BY: PressTV News Videos
UPLOADED: 10/08/2014
Economic disparity is growing in India. The number of millionaires has
gone up, and the population forced to live in slums is getting larger.
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GLOZELL‘S CEREAL CHALLENGE!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mc06khDks1w
VIEWS: 11.929.660
UPLOADED BY: GloZell Green
UPLOADED: 09/08/2012
Check out more of my videos! xoxo
YouTube Challenges | http://bit.ly/GlozellChallenges
Collabs | http://bit.ly/GloZellCollabs
Cupcake’s Beauty Vlogs | http://bit.ly/CupcakesVlogs
Sister Inspirationah | http://bit.ly/SistahInspirationah
#AskGloZell | http://bit.ly/AskGloZell
Daily Vlogs | http://bit.ly/GloZellVlogs
Is you okay? Do you wanna be a GloBug? xoxo http://bit.ly/GloBugs
Follow me!
Twitter | http://bit.ly/GlozellTwitter
Instagram | http://bit.ly/GlozellInstagram
Facebook | http://bit.ly/GlozellFacebook
Vine | http://bit.ly/GlozellVine
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MATERIAL BOYS UNCUT PART 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGPULIkaS2Y
VIEWS: 205.324
UPLOADED BY: Tshepo Pitso
UPLOADED: 12/07/2014
instagram: @materialboys_sa / @tshepo_dondada .It continues to part
2 etc PARENTAL GUIDANCE ADVICED. our website is www.thedondada.webs.com/ kingmtshepos@gmail.com / FACEBOOK: The Don Dada
Inc. ALSO Mosha Dance Kings
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THE REAL IZIKHOTHANE BATTLE 2010 MGLADZ VS THAPELO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKpF5FBtz6g
VIEWS: 138.867
UPLOADED BY: Tshepo Pitso
UPLOADED: 03/09/2014
18 BOYS MEMBER vs STRESS FACTOR MEMBER, Thats what happened long time ago, it was not done by everyone
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PODIUM CELEBRATION IN MONZA 2006

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG_QhttG6jo
VIEWS: 173.671
UPLOADED BY: tallgal
UPLOADED: 14/09/2006
Michael’s last race ever as a formula 1 driver in this Ferrari’s home
grand pix. This was a really emotional podium ceremony and it was
too bad that there was no close ups here. It’s really sad to learn that
he is retiring at the end of the season because i really want to see
more of him. Nevertheless, as his fan, i will support him and let’s keep
our fingers cross for the final 3 GPs!
FORZA SCHUMI!!!
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MISS AMERICA 2016 - BETTY CANTRELL CROWNING MOMENT (9-13-15)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnqwOUsaGco
VIEWS: 10.502
UPLOADED BY: Miss America 2016
UPLOADED: 13/09/2015
Miss America 2016, the 89th Miss America pageant, was held at the
Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City, New Jersey on Sunday, September 13,
2015. Kira Kazantsev of New York crowned successor, Betty Cantrell
of Georgia at the end of the event. It was broadcast on ABC and
streamed to mobile devices and Xbox 360 consoles via the WatchABC
app.
Miss America 2016
Georgia (U.S. state) Georgia - Betty Cantrell
1st runner-up
Mississippi Mississippi - Hannah Roberts
2nd runner-up
Colorado Colorado - Kelley Johnson
3rd runner-up
Louisiana Louisiana - April Nelson
4th runner-up
Alabama Alabama - Meg McGuffin
Top 7
South Carolina South Carolina - Daja Dial
Tennessee Tennessee - Hannah Robison*
Top 10
Florida Florida - Mary Katherine Fechtel
Oklahoma Oklahoma - Georgia Frazier
Texas Texas - Shannon Sanderford
Top 12
Iowa Iowa - Taylor Wiebers
Nebraska Nebraska - Alyssa Howell
Top 15
Arkansas Arkansas - Loren McDaniel
Virginia Virginia - Savannah Lane
West Virginia West Virginia - Chelsea Malone
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CAR DRIFT ON STREET DUBAI 2015 BURNING NOP  استعراض مسيرة عرس الشيبVERY SHOCK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oToRLo1yTNs
VIEWS: –
UPLOADED BY: –
UPLOADED: –
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UNBELIEVABLE 200KM DRIFTING IN SAUDI ARABIA!!! DUBAI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdJQ-_8kJqg
VIEWS: 126.972
UPLOADED BY: Vlad Sargsyan
UPLOADED: 11/11/2013
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BRASILEIRA CONQUISTA O MISS MUNDO INFANTIL; /BRAZIL WIN THE MISS WORLD CHILD ! HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cRSKZomDXM
VIEWS: 323.497
UPLOADED BY: :D
UPLOADED: 16/08/2009
Ela é loira, tem olhos azuis e sorriso tímido de quem está trocando os
dentinhos. Aos 6 anos de idade, Natália Stangherlin adora estar com a
família, brincar com o irmãozinho e com as bonecas. Ela é fã de chocolate, de morangos com leite condensado, e, como boa gauchinha, diz
que gosta de »feijão, arroz e churrasco«.
Mas Natália não é uma garotinha comum - ela é considerada a
menina mais bonita do mundo. Apesar de pequena, ela passa por
uma produção de gente grande no salão de beleza: base, sombra,
rímel e lápis nos olhos. E, claro, um batom com muito brilho. É como
se fosse uma miss adulta. Só que a gente reforça mais os traços de
criança, como se fosse uma boneca, explica a maquiadora Edi Lemos.
Ela gosta de rosa, as maquiagens que ela pede quase todas em tons
de rosa, contou.
Também é preciso ter cuidado especial com os cabelos, que ficaram
ainda mais loiros com as luzes. A produção ainda tem um segredo,
guardado em um porta-joias: dentes postiços, porque ela está trocando os dentinhos de leite. São eles que garantem o sorriso usado para
conquistar os jurados.
O pessoal critica, mas eu costumo dizer assim: criticam aqueles que
não conhecem a Natália como criança. Não me conhecem como mãe
e não conhecem o nosso dia-a-dia. Já participei de concurso de beleza, sim, na minha adolescência, e não me arrependo. Se fosse uma
coisa ruim eu não teria posto a Natália, contou a mãe dela.
DESAFIOS !
Natália entrou no concorrido mundo dos concursos de beleza aos
dois anos de idade. Os títulos não chegaram de forma fácil. No ano
passado, ela disputou o Minimiss Rio Grande do Sul e ficou em segundo lugar. Mas não desistiu. Foi convidada a representar o estado
de Santa Catarina na etapa nacional e levou o título de Minimiss
Mundo Brasil.
No Equador, de faixa, coroa, e um pomposo vestido azul, conquistou
o título mundial. Este ano, como o concurso não foi realizado no Brasil,
Natália foi representar o país no Minimiss Mundo novamente, e mais
uma vez ela venceu.... Hoje ela têm dois títulos mundiais de beleza.
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STORYTELLER
Referring to Maslow’s pyramid of needs, luxury
means that one already fulfilled the basic needs for
living. As physiological needs are nothing you have
to worry about anymore, or nothing you ever had to
worry about since you were born, your focus lies on
reaching the top of the pyramid. It might be that you
never had to worry about security needs as well, but
that is not a necessity to be a First World inhabitant.
One need must not be satisfied a hundred percent
before other needs emerge. So one can work on
fulfilling all stages of the pyramid simultaneously:
social needs, individual needs and selffulfillment.
These three needs are the basis for the First World
Problems.
While trying to reach all stages of the pyramid
of needs, problems occur. You are not the only
one with these kind of problems. You share them
with at least one of your societies and the whole
First World. We are going to find out what these
problems really are and by that, we will try to find a
solution to them in this guide.
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TOILET PAPER TEST FROM THE FIT RV - NOW WITH CHILDREN!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-twQoVcZTaw
VIEWS: 16.652
UPLOADED BY: The Fit RV
UPLOADED: 08/11/2013
In this video we tackle that question that keeps coming back - what
toilet paper is safe to use in my RV? With a little help from almostthree-year-old Baby, we test four common brands of toilet tissue with
a standard test protocol. Have a look, and perhaps a laugh as well.
Cheers!
Check us out at http://www.theFitRV.com - There’s more than just
the videos!
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TESTING THE BEST TOILET PAPER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAEHGXWfvJY
VIEWS: 929
UPLOADED BY: WXYZ-TV Detroit | Channel 7
UPLOADED: 10/04/2012
We put toilet paper to the test so you Don’t Waste Your Money.
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PYRAMIDS OF EGYPT | EGYPT TOURISM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FH9op_tsSd4
VIEWS: 1.178
UPLOADED BY: GETTING CLOSE TO | travels
UPLOADED: 19/10/2014
Come inside the Giza pyramids and meet the Sphinx in this travel
video. We’ll also ride a camel called Michael Jackson and take cliché
jumping pics! Woohoo!
This is the closest you can get to the Giza necropolis and the Sphinx
without actually being there.
Full post : http://www.gettingcloseto.com/pyramids-giza-sphinx/
P.S. If you liked this video, please consider sending a donation so I can
keep on producing them: http://paypal.me/gettingcloseto
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GENIE Z45/25J BOOM LIFT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3xDccP8pKY
VIEWS: 8.793
UPLOADED BY: myequipment
UPLOADED: 25/03/2014
2005 Genie Z45 articulating boom lift for sale.
USA Sales: http://www.scissorliftboomlift.com
CANADA Sales: http://www.myequipment.ca
This Genie Z45 is 4x4, with a Diesel Engine. It has only 3,150 hours,
and has a 51 ft working height. We can ship this Genie Z45 anywhere
in Canada, USA, and the rest of the World.
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PERSONAL PROTECTION (TRAILER)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvR1fVibUNE
VIEWS: 2.428
UPLOADED BY: Systema Vasiliev
UPLOADED: 11/10/2015
This film features top bodyguard skills for defending your loved ones.
http://www.russianmartialart.com/catalog/product_info.
php?cPath=37&products_id=329#.Vh0fHRNViko
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AFTER EFFECTS TUTORIAL - PROGRESS BAR PERCENTAGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1XU_cZ-EZw
VIEWS: 28.159
UPLOADED BY: short-form video
UPLOADED: 28/02/2012
After uploading the Simple Loading Screen tutorial, I was asked if
there was a way to show a progress value as a percentage. So here’s
how you can feed the output from a Slider Control into a Text layer to
screen a simple per cent indication.
Standard toolkit in After Effects, no plug-ins required. Not sure how
useful it might be, but the project file is also available to download
from my website (CS5-only)
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MICHAEL DAVIS (JUGGLER)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKRrfAzdpW8
VIEWS: 1.249.428
UPLOADED BY: hiandras
UPLOADED: 27/11/2009
Michael Davis is a comedic American juggler. More information on
him: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Davis_(juggler)
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BRASILEIRA CONQUISTA O MISS MUNDO INFANTIL; /BRAZIL WIN THE MISS WORLD CHILD ! HD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cRSKZomDXM
VIEWS: 323.497
UPLOADED BY: :D
UPLOADED: 16/08/2009
Ela é loira, tem olhos azuis e sorriso tímido de quem está trocando os
dentinhos. Aos 6 anos de idade, Natália Stangherlin adora estar com a
família, brincar com o irmãozinho e com as bonecas. Ela é fã de chocolate, de morangos com leite condensado, e, como boa gauchinha, diz
que gosta de »feijão, arroz e churrasco«.
Mas Natália não é uma garotinha comum - ela é considerada a
menina mais bonita do mundo. Apesar de pequena, ela passa por
uma produção de gente grande no salão de beleza: base, sombra,
rímel e lápis nos olhos. E, claro, um batom com muito brilho. É como
se fosse uma miss adulta. Só que a gente reforça mais os traços de
criança, como se fosse uma boneca, explica a maquiadora Edi Lemos.
Ela gosta de rosa, as maquiagens que ela pede quase todas em tons
de rosa, contou.
Também é preciso ter cuidado especial com os cabelos, que ficaram
ainda mais loiros com as luzes. A produção ainda tem um segredo,
guardado em um porta-joias: dentes postiços, porque ela está trocando os dentinhos de leite. São eles que garantem o sorriso usado para
conquistar os jurados.
O pessoal critica, mas eu costumo dizer assim: criticam aqueles que
não conhecem a Natália como criança. Não me conhecem como mãe
e não conhecem o nosso dia-a-dia. Já participei de concurso de beleza, sim, na minha adolescência, e não me arrependo. Se fosse uma
coisa ruim eu não teria posto a Natália, contou a mãe dela.
DESAFIOS !
Natália entrou no concorrido mundo dos concursos de beleza aos
dois anos de idade. Os títulos não chegaram de forma fácil. No ano
passado, ela disputou o Minimiss Rio Grande do Sul e ficou em segundo lugar. Mas não desistiu. Foi convidada a representar o estado
de Santa Catarina na etapa nacional e levou o título de Minimiss
Mundo Brasil.
No Equador, de faixa, coroa, e um pomposo vestido azul, conquistou
o título mundial. Este ano, como o concurso não foi realizado no Brasil,
Natália foi representar o país no Minimiss Mundo novamente, e mais
uma vez ela venceu.... Hoje ela têm dois títulos mundiais de beleza.
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FUNNY PINEAPPLE JUGGLING FAIL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nF-qQv4xwU
VIEWS: 499
UPLOADED BY: David Paul
UPLOADED: 01/04/2015
Have you ever seen three pineapples and thought. Hell ya I could
juggle those if i tried...
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STORYTELLER
Your problems result out of a huge privilege: freedom.
Something people fought for ever since humanity.
We reached this state in the First World and we
keep on fighting for freedom, while protecting it.
With freedom comes responsibility. What else does
it bring with it?

0:10
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IN CAMERA, JEAN PAUL SARTRE, NO EXIT, HUIS CLOS, HAROLD PINTER (ENGLISH)

»A man is what he wills
himself to be.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mshvqdva0vY
VIEWS: 110.893
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 02/03/2012
English adaptation of Jean Paul Satre’s »Huis Clos«
(No Exit / In Camera)

NO EXIT
No Exit (French: Huis Clos, pronounced: [ɥi klo]) is a
1944 existentialist French play by Jean-Paul Sartre.
The original title is the French equivalent of the legal
term in camera, referring to a private discussion
behind closed doors; English translations have also
been performed under the titles In Camera, No Way
Out, Vicious Circle, Behind Closed Doors, and Dead
End. The play was first performed at the Théâtre du
Vieux-Colombier in May 1944.
The play is a depiction of the afterlife in which three
deceased characters are punished by being locked
into a room together for eternity. It is the source of
Sartre’s especially famous and often misinterpreted
quotation »L’enfer, c’est les autres« or »Hell is other
people«, a reference to Sartre’s ideas about the
look and the perpetual ontological struggle of being
caused to see oneself as an object in the world of
another consciousness.
PLOT SYNOPSIS
Three damned souls, Joseph Garcin, Inès Serrano,
and Estelle Rigault, are brought to the same room in
Hell and locked inside by a mysterious valet. They
had all expected torture devices to punish them for
eternity, but instead find a plain room furnished in
the style of the Second French Empire. At first, none
of them will admit the reason for their damnation:
Joseph says that he was executed for being a
pacifist, while Estelle insists that a mistake has been
made; Inès, however, is the only one to demand
that they all stop lying to themselves and confess
to their moral crimes. She refuses to believe that
they have all ended up in the room by accident and
soon realizes that they have been placed together to
make each other miserable; she deduces that they
are to be one another’s torturers. Joseph suggests
that they try to leave each other alone and to be
silent, but Inès starts to sing about an execution and
Estelle vainly wants to find a mirror to check on her
appearance. Inès tries to seduce Estelle by offering
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to be her »mirror« by telling her everything she sees,
but ends up frightening her instead. It is soon clear
that Inès is attracted to Estelle, Estelle is attracted
to Joseph, and Joseph is in no mood for sexual
behavior.
After arguing, they decide to confess to their crimes
so they know what to expect from each other.
Joseph cheated on and mistreated his wife; Inès
seduced her cousin’s wife while living with them;
and Estelle had an affair and then killed the resulting
child, prompting the child’s father to commit suicide.
Despite their revelations, they continue to get on
each other’s nerves. Joseph finally begins giving
in to the lascivious Estelle’s escalating attempts
to seduce him, which drives Inès crazy. Joseph is
constantly interrupted by his own thought, though,
and begs Estelle to tell him he is not a coward for
attempting to flee his country during wartime. While
she complies, Inès tells him that Estelle is just feigning attraction to him so that she can be with a man –
any man. This causes Joseph to abruptly attempt an
escape. After his trying to open the door repeatedly,
it inexplicably and suddenly opens, but he is unable
to bring himself to leave, and the others remain as
well. He says that he will not be saved until he can
convince Inès to trust in him. She refuses, saying
that he is obviously a coward, and promising to
make him miserable forever. Joseph concludes that
rather than torture devices or physical punishment,
»hell is other people.« Estelle tries to persevere in
her seduction of Joseph, but he says that he cannot
make love while Inès is watching. Estelle, infuriated,
picks up a paper knife and repeatedly stabs Inès. As
they are all already dead, this attack does nothing
and Inès even halfheartedly stabs herself, beginning
to laugh. As Estelle comments on the idea of their
being trapped here forever and laughs too, all three
join in prolonged fit of laughter before Joseph finally
concludes, »Eh bien, continuons« (roughly »Eh well,
let’s continue...«).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit
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KID EATING SPINACH. EWWW!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAIWLF9IfvM
VIEWS: 44
UPLOADED BY: David Welch
UPLOADED: 06/05/2015
Our son eating spinach. He calls it »grass«
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»That’s what’s expected
on you.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»You are responsible for the

period of history that you
are living in.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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DFW CONNECTOR - EASTBOUND

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVJhcXr5hN4
VIEWS: 115.550
UPLOADED BY: TxDOT
UPLOADED: 07/07/2009
Innovative, cutting-edge visualization allows project planners to walk
through their finished project digitally before construction begins on
the DFW Connector project. This visualization, produced by Halff in
cooperation with the TxDOT Fort Worth District, is a 14.4 mile, 3-dimensional visualization—that depicts a 24-lane corridor encompassing
7 highways, 6 interchanges and 10 bridges. NOTE: Due to funding
constraints, portions of the project will not be built until money is
available. This visualization shows the ultimate $1.5 billion project, not
the current $1.02 billion project that is under construction.
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»You have not only the right

to choose but the duty to
choose.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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SPAGHETTI JUNCTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKA-utioNCU
VIEWS: 2.180
UPLOADED BY: SkyEye Britain
UPLOADED: 04/12/2012
As seen on SkyEye Britain - LAUNCHING IN EARLY 2013! - www.
skyeye-app.com
The most famous road junction in the UK is also the most complicated, taking up 30acres of the busy West Midlands.
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We all of us have capacities

to make choices and guide
our own lives.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»You know you are in charge

of your own life. Only you
is in charge of that. You are
allowed to build it the way
you want and it’s – it will be
your own work of art.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.
He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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POCAHONTAS - JUST AROUND THE RIVER BEND

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DE5a80I8EU
VIEWS: 7.278.846
UPLOADED BY: essexboi1993
UPLOADED: 08/07/2014
Just Around The River Bend taken from Pocahontas
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»C’est à nous de lui trouver

de raison, de lui donner un
sense.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

1:06
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»Embrace the unique person
each was meant to be.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.

1:12
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»Me being responsible for
the decisions I make.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

1:14
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We make choices, we

are countable for trying all
the time to make the best
choices, trying to do good.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

1:17
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THREE SHELL GAME SCAM IN LONDON, WESTMINSTER. DON‘T GET CAUGHT!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yP-OvorryAU
VIEWS: 47.907
UPLOADED BY: videomarketing2012
UPLOADED: 24/03/2012
Filmed in London Westminster on 24-Mar 2012.
Don’t get scammed by these guys!

1:17
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»And as human beings we

have so much power to
shape the decisions that
we make.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

1:23
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BONNAROO GRIFTER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4uBJEHLH3o
VIEWS: 25.635
UPLOADED BY: John Stewart
UPLOADED: 20/06/2007
A grifter running the shell game at the campsite in Bonnaroo 2007.

1:24
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»It’s the cognitive capacity
to control our actions.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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BONNAROO GRIFTER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4uBJEHLH3o
VIEWS: 25.635
UPLOADED BY: John Stewart
UPLOADED: 20/06/2007
A grifter running the shell game at the campsite in Bonnaroo 2007.
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CHEF ANTON MAGIC CASTLE CLOSE-UP GALLERY - THREE SHELL GAME.MP4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jobXssSq4y0
VIEWS: 14.280
UPLOADED BY: ChefAnton1969
UPLOADED: 13/02/2013
The oldest American Con Game is performed by one of the world’s
foremost authorities on hustling and con games.
Never bet on another man’s game
To purchase this product, please visit our online store at
www.ScoundrelsStore.com

1:30
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»A man can do what he

wills, but he cannot will
what he wills.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

1:31
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STORYTELLER
Is it only a privilege or a problem? Too much freedom
as the basis for First World Problems?
An individual is part of a society. By being part of
a system, your freedom is already limited by moral
opinions and values. So, how much freedom do we
actually have regarding our moral-shaped behaviour?
Does this freedom vary depending on the system
you make your decisions for? And do we maybe
even want to be less free? Do we want our decisions
to be more predetermined in order to have less responsibility about our lives and futures?

1:34
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SHANGHAI TRIOWIN CITRUS CONCENTRATE JUICE PROCESSING LINE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qdEWF_pkZI
VIEWS: 1.955
UPLOADED BY: Shanghai Triowin China
UPLOADED: 09/09/2013
Triowin has been engaging in manufacturing citrus processing
machinery for more than 19 years. Benefited from experience of more
than 120 fruit processing lines, we are able to design, manufacture
and engineer citrus processing line, capacity ranging from 60 to 2,000
TPD. The high quality, life-cycle and after-sales service are highly recognized and appreciated through our worldwide customers.
Website: www.triowin.com
E-mail:info@triowin.com
TEL. :0086-21-37901188
FAX.:0086-21-54331011
Address:No.5899 Tingwei Rd.Jinshan Industrial Zone,shanghai, China
201506
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»The moment when you

realise that your existence
is not founded upon any
past objective facts, that
your existence consists
of what you are going to
make of it.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

2:27
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.
He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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JAPAN VENDING MACHINES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7p_-S78BG0
VIEWS: 60.289
UPLOADED BY: zedamex
UPLOADED: 06/04/2013
One thing I didn’t say in the video is that vending machines with
smokes etc typically requires you to present a card that acknowledges
you are of legal age.
I’m sure millions of people have done vending machine vids but here
is my take anyway XD.
Vending machines are everywhere in Japan, even splattered around in
residential areas.
I explore some vending machines in the hotel I recently stayed at,
I’m still on the look out for even more unique vending machines.
I end the video with a little bit of fun, excuse some of the camera
work, I only have my camera with me, none of my filming gear so
handheld solo operation with a camera weighing 2.2kg on its own is
a bit of a challenge.
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RUSH HOUR AT VIETNAMESE INTERSECTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIFc6RmKUWU
VIEWS: 1.779.139
UPLOADED BY: TurboMoz
UPLOADED: 25/08/2007
Re: Big Crash at Vietnamese Intersection

2:36
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»There is something slightly
horrifying maybe.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

2:40
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»It’s me being responsible

for the decision I make, as
the decision I make in everyday life.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

2:42
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L‘EXISTENTIALISME DE SARTRE, ENTRE DIALECTIQUE ET PHÉNOMÉNOLOGIE - 1 - ANNICK STEVENS

»À chaque moment on est

responsable de soi-même,
mais aussi des autres.«

EXISTENTIALISM
Existentialism (/ɛɡzɪˈstɛnʃəlɪzəm/) is a term applied to the
work of certain late 19th- and 20th-century European philosophers who, despite profound doctrinal
differences, shared the belief that philosophical
thinking begins with the human subject—not merely
the thinking subject, but the acting, feeling, living
human individual. In existentialism, the individual’s
starting point is characterised by what has been
called »the existential attitude«, or a sense of disorientation and confusion in the face of an apparently
meaningless or absurd world. Many existentialists
have also regarded traditional systematic or academic philosophies, in both style and content, as too abstract and remote from concrete human experience.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtX2FKqNccU
VIEWS: 7.559
UPLOADED BY: Université Populaire de Marseille
UPLOADED: 16/11/2014
L’existentialisme de Sartre, entre dialectique et phénoménologie 1ère séance - 12/11/2014
par Annick Stevens
Université populaire au Théâtre Toursky de Marseille

Søren Kierkegaard is generally considered to have
been the first existentialist philosopher, though he
did not use the term existentialism. He proposed
that each individual—not society or religion—is solely
responsible for giving meaning to life and living it
passionately and sincerely (»authentically«). Existentialism became popular in the years following World
War II, and strongly influenced many disciplines
besides philosophy, including theology, drama, art,
literature, and psychology.
DEFINITIONAL ISSUES AND BACKGROUND
There has never been general agreement on the
definition of existentialism. The term is often seen
as a historical convenience as it was first applied
to many philosophers in hindsight, long after they
had died. In fact, while existentialism is generally
considered to have originated with Kierkegaard, the
first prominent existentialist philosopher to adopt
the term as a self-description was Jean-Paul Sartre.
Sartre posits the idea that »what all existentialists
have in common is the fundamental doctrine that
existence precedes essence«, as scholar Frederick Copleston explains. According to philosopher
Steven Crowell, defining existentialism has been
relatively difficult, and he argues that it is better

2:48
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understood as a general approach used to reject
certain systematic philosophies rather than as a
systematic philosophy itself. Sartre himself, in a
lecture delivered in 1945, described existentialism as
»the attempt to draw all the consequences from a
position of consistent atheism.«
Although many outside Scandinavia consider the
term existentialism to have originated from Kierkegaard himself, it is more likely that Kierkegaard
adopted this term (or at least the term »existential« as a description of his philosophy) from the
Norwegian poet and literary critic Johan Sebastian
Cammermeyer Welhaven. This assertion comes
from two sources. The Norwegian philosopher Erik
Lundestad refers to the Danish philosopher Fredrik
Christian Sibbern. Sibbern is supposed to have had
two conversations in 1841, the first with Welhaven
and the second with Kierkegaard. It is in the first
conversation that it is believed that Welhaven came
up with »a word that he said covered a certain thinking, which had a close and positive attitude to life,
a relationship he described as existential«. This was
then brought to Kierkegaard by Sibbern.
The second claim comes from the Norwegian
historian Rune Slagstad, who claims to prove that
Kierkegaard himself said the term »existential« was
borrowed from the poet. He strongly believes that
it was Kierkegaard himself who said that »Hegelians do not study philosophy ‘existentially’; to use
a phrase by Welhaven from one time when I spoke
with him about philosophy«. On the other hand,
the Norwegian historian Anne-Lise Seip is critical of
Slagstad, and believes the statement in fact stems
from the Norwegian literary historian Cathrinus
Bang.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Existentialism
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»And this is a very

frightening thought.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

2:52
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»If human beings are truly

free to do anything they
want, how are we to live
our lives?«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

2:54
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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3 YEAR OLD FORCED TO CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO GIRLFRIENDS.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDa2Uk7D8bE
VIEWS: 95
UPLOADED BY: KEVIN BUTLER
UPLOADED: 22/11/2015
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We have these structures

of society and civilisation
to try and fulfil things about
morality, standards of ethics, things like that.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

2:59
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MADE IN CHINA - FACTORY OF THE WORLD - DOCUMENTARY
yuan ($2.78) per hour or 1,820 yuan ($297.15) a month. In Shenzhen
the rate is 1,808 yuan per month ($295.19) and 16.50 yuan ($2.69)
per hour based on an exchange rate of 1 yuan = $0.16. The huge labor
pool in China helps to produce in bulk, accommodate any seasonal
industry requirement, and even cater to sudden rises in the demand
schedule.
Business Ecosystem
Industrial production does not take place in isolation, but rather relies
on networks of suppliers, component manufacturers, distributors,
government agencies and customers who are all involved in the
process of production through competition and cooperation. The
business ecosystem in China has evolved quite a lot in the last thirty
years. For example Shenzhen, a city bordering Hong Kong in the
south-east, has evolved as a hub for the electronics industry. It has a
cultivated an ecosystem to support the manufacturing supply chain,
including component manufacturers, low cost workers, a technical
workforce, assembly suppliers and customers.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlSHo61nRWw
VIEWS: 311.081
UPLOADED BY: DocumentaryVideo
UPLOADED: 06/05/2015
Where does all the stuff you buy at Wall mart/Carrefour/Giant supermarket come from?
Right here in China’s »Factory City«
video by Mark Foerster DP Reels at https://vimeo.com/user6862231
Mark Foerster - DP
Why China Is »The World’s Factory«
Question: What do Lightening McQueen, a Nike sneaker and an iPad
have in common? Answer: China. Chinese products seem to be everywhere: the majority of tags, labels and stickers display the legend
»Made in China.« The Western consumer may ask, »why is everything
made in China?« Some may think the ubiquity of Chinese products is
due to the abundance of cheap Chinese labor that brings down the
production costs, but there is much more to it. Here are five reasons
China is »the world’s factory.«
Lower Wages
China is home to approximately 1.35 billion people, which makes it
the most populous country in the world. The law of supply and demand tells us that since the supply of workers is greater than the demand for low-wage workers, wages stay low. Moreover, the majority
of Chinese were rural and lower-middle-class or poor and until the late
20th century when internal migration turned the country’s rural-urban
distribution upside-down. Immigrants to industrial cities are willing to
work many shifts for low wages.

For example, American companies like Apple Inc. (AAPL) take advantages of supply chain efficiencies in the Mainland to keep costs low
and margins high. Foxconn (the main company which manufactures
Apple products) has multiple suppliers and manufactures of components that are at nearby locations, and it would be economically unfeasible to take the components to U.S. to assemble the final product.
Lesser Compliance
Manufacturers in the West are expected to comply with certain basic
guidelines with regards to child labor, involuntary labor, health and
safety norms, wage and hour laws, and protection of the environment. Chinese factories are known for not following most of these
laws and guidelines, even in a permissive regulatory environment. Chinese factories employ child labor, have long shift hours and the workers are not provided with compensation insurance. Some factories
even have policies where the workers are paid once a year, a strategy
to keep them from quitting before the year is out. Environmental protection laws are routinely ignored, thus Chinese factories cut down on
waste management costs. According to a World Bank report in 2013,
sixteen of the world’s top twenty most polluted cities are in China.
Taxes and Duties
The export tax rebate policy was initiated in 1985 by China as a way
to boost the competitiveness of its exports by abolishing double taxation on exported goods. Exported goods are subject to zero percent
value added tax (VAT), meaning they enjoy a VAT exemption or rebate
policy. On the other hand, the U.S. doesn’t have a VAT and import
taxes are only applicable to certain goods like tobacco and alcohol.
Consumer products from China are exempted from any import taxes.
Lower tax rates help to keep the cost of production low.
Read more: http://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/102214/
why-china-worlds-factory.asp

China doesn’t follow (not strictly at least) laws related to child labor
or minimum wages, which are more widely observed in the West.
However, this situation may change. According to the China Labour
Bulletin, from 2009 to 2014 minimum wages have almost doubled
in mainland China. Shanghai’s minimum hourly rate is now up to 17
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We make decisions that

are more or less constrained
by the environment and to
the extend of that more or
less constrained, we should
take responsibility for those
actions.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We all of us have capacities

to make choices and guide
our own lives, but the extend to which we can fulfil
them is going to increased
or decreased by the support
we get from family, society
and so forth.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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BABOON FIGHT AT THE BRONX ZOO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvOi1vjMgRo
VIEWS: 65.630
UPLOADED BY: Hannah Fink
UPLOADED: 17/10/2012
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»Liberty is for everybody,

everybody has got the right
to liberty, got the right to go
everywhere, say everything,
think everything, do
everything.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

3:28
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.
He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»Que la liberté, ce n’est pas

un bût, n’est pas non plus
un moteur, quelque chose
qui vous anime, c’est une
action.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

3:40
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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LABIRINTO P/ HAMSTER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T9F-gXraX0
VIEWS: 1.317.713
UPLOADED BY: sellidaniel
UPLOADED: 28/10/2009
O liberty foi colocado em um labirinto! Em quanto tempo será que ele
vai conseguir encontrar a saída?
Música da melhor qualidade, de graça:
http://pqpbach.opensadorselvagem.org/
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»La liberté, c’est seulement
un guissante.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

3:53
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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RAT LABYRINTH MAZE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRhqQuC1Xw4
VIEWS: 4.500
UPLOADED BY: Gulyás Tamás
UPLOADED: 06/10/2009
Rat Labyrinth, Maze,
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»L’important, ce n’est pas

dans la liberté, c’est le
chemin, un trace soi-même
pour y tendre.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

3:57
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»A man can do what he

wills, but he cannot will
what he wills.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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2011 ALL JAPAN MICROMOUSE CONTEST: BENGKIAT HALF-SIZE MOUSE SEARCH RUN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnFLi-peG78
VIEWS: 314.101
UPLOADED BY: suhu9379的頻道
UPLOADED: 21/11/2011
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»People have a desire
to know themselves.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.

4:08
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 2 OF 2)

»We are a society that

values the individual more
readerly than ever before.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 11.358
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
[…]
PERSONA
In his psychological theory – which is not necessarily
linked to a particular theory of social structure – the
persona appears as a consciously created personality or identity fashioned out of part of the collective
psyche through socialization, acculturation and
experience. Jung applied the term persona, explicitly
because, in Latin, it means both personality and the
masks worn by Roman actors of the classical period, expressive of the individual roles played.
The persona, he argues, is a mask for the „collective
psyche», a mask that ‚pretends‘ individuality, so that
both self and others believe in that identity, even if
it is really no more than a well-played role through
which the collective psyche is expressed. Jung regarded the „persona-mask» as a complicated system
which mediates between individual consciousness
and the social community: it is „a compromise
between the individual and society as to what a man
should appear to be». But he also makes it quite
explicit that it is, in substance, a character mask in
the classical sense known to theatre, with its double
function: both intended to make a certain impression to others, and to hide (part of) the true nature
of the individual. The therapist then aims to assist
the individuation process through which the client
(re)gains his „own self» – by liberating the self, both
from the deceptive cover of the persona, and from
the power of unconscious impulses.
Jung‘s theory has become enormously influential in
management theory; not just because managers and
executives have to create an appropriate „management persona» (a corporate mask) and a persuasive
identity, but also because they have to evaluate
what sort of people the workers are, in order to
manage them (for example, using personality tests
and peer reviews).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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APEC 2012 MICROMOUSE FAST RUNS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8YNhIpdzQ0
VIEWS: 52.877
UPLOADED BY: Derek Hall
UPLOADED: 12/02/2012
All the action from the APEC 2012 Micromouse contest in Florida USA
If we managed to get any of the captions wrong please let us know
as it was difficult to identify some mice as they move so fast!
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BEST DRAG QUEEN ENTRANCE EVER!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WrW0kySM6CE
VIEWS: 1.414.479
UPLOADED BY: Bryan Gruver
UPLOADED: 04/03/2009
http://www.billabonger.net
Tandi Iman Dupree
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DIGITAL FREEDOM: VIRTUAL REALITY, AVATARS, AND MULTIPLE IDENTITIES: JIM BLASCOVICH AT TEDXWINNIPEG

»Of course everyone has
multiple identities.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgEA4iM8CHc
VIEWS: 6.928
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 24/10/2011
Jim Blascovich, Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara
If Our Brains Can’t Distinguish between the Virtual World and the Real
World, How Do We Know What’s Real?
As a society we are continuing to spend more and more time in the
virtual world but recent research has found that it’s beginning to
shape the way we think and the way we act in the real world.
Jim is Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences and Co-Director
of the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior which
he co-founded with perceptual scientist, Jack Loomis, in 1997.
For more info: www.infinitereality.org | www.tedxwinnipeg.ca
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual Reality or Virtual Realities (VR), which can
be referred to as immersive multimedia or computer-simulated realities, replicates an environment that
simulates physical presence in places in the real
world or imagined worlds and lets the user interact
in that world. Virtual realities artificially create sensory experiences, which can include sight, hearing,
touch, and smell.
Most up to date virtual realities are displayed either
on a computer screen or with special stereoscopic
displays, and some simulations include additional
sensory information and focus on real sound through
speakers or headphones targeted towards VR users.
Some advanced, haptic, systems now include tactile
information, generally known as force feedback in
medical, gaming and military applications. Furthermore, virtual reality covers remote communication
environments which provide virtual presence of users with the concepts of telepresence and telexistence or a virtual artifact (VA) either through the use
of standard input devices such as a keyboard and
mouse, or through multimodal devices such as a
wired glove or omnidirectional treadmills. The simulated environment can be similar to the real world in
order to create a lifelike experience—for example, in
simulations for pilot or combat training—or it differs
significantly from reality, such as in VR games.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_reality
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DIGITAL FREEDOM: VIRTUAL REALITY, AVATARS, AND MULTIPLE IDENTITIES: JIM BLASCOVICH AT TEDXWINNIPEG

»Digital freedom is influ-

encing the evolution of the
human behaviour.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgEA4iM8CHc
VIEWS: 6.928
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 24/10/2011
Jim Blascovich, Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara
If Our Brains Can’t Distinguish between the Virtual World and the Real
World, How Do We Know What’s Real?
As a society we are continuing to spend more and more time in the
virtual world but recent research has found that it’s beginning to
shape the way we think and the way we act in the real world.
Jim is Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences and Co-Director
of the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior which
he co-founded with perceptual scientist, Jack Loomis, in 1997.
For more info: www.infinitereality.org | www.tedxwinnipeg.ca
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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VIRTUAL REALITY
Virtual Reality or Virtual Realities (VR), which can
be referred to as immersive multimedia or computer-simulated realities, replicates an environment that
simulates physical presence in places in the real
world or imagined worlds and lets the user interact
in that world. Virtual realities artificially create sensory experiences, which can include sight, hearing,
touch, and smell.
Most up to date virtual realities are displayed either
on a computer screen or with special stereoscopic
displays, and some simulations include additional
sensory information and focus on real sound through
speakers or headphones targeted towards VR users.
Some advanced, haptic, systems now include tactile
information, generally known as force feedback in
medical, gaming and military applications. Furthermore, virtual reality covers remote communication
environments which provide virtual presence of users with the concepts of telepresence and telexistence or a virtual artifact (VA) either through the use
of standard input devices such as a keyboard and
mouse, or through multimodal devices such as a
wired glove or omnidirectional treadmills. The simulated environment can be similar to the real world in
order to create a lifelike experience—for example, in
simulations for pilot or combat training—or it differs
significantly from reality, such as in VR games.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_reality
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 2 OF 2)

»We must stop trying to be

who we think we should be,
or who everyone expects us
to be, and figure out who
we really are.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 11.358
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
[…]
PERSONA
In his psychological theory – which is not necessarily
linked to a particular theory of social structure – the
persona appears as a consciously created personality or identity fashioned out of part of the collective
psyche through socialization, acculturation and
experience. Jung applied the term persona, explicitly
because, in Latin, it means both personality and the
masks worn by Roman actors of the classical period, expressive of the individual roles played.
The persona, he argues, is a mask for the „collective
psyche», a mask that ‚pretends‘ individuality, so that
both self and others believe in that identity, even if
it is really no more than a well-played role through
which the collective psyche is expressed. Jung regarded the „persona-mask» as a complicated system
which mediates between individual consciousness
and the social community: it is „a compromise
between the individual and society as to what a man
should appear to be». But he also makes it quite
explicit that it is, in substance, a character mask in
the classical sense known to theatre, with its double
function: both intended to make a certain impression to others, and to hide (part of) the true nature
of the individual. The therapist then aims to assist
the individuation process through which the client
(re)gains his „own self» – by liberating the self, both
from the deceptive cover of the persona, and from
the power of unconscious impulses.
Jung‘s theory has become enormously influential in
management theory; not just because managers and
executives have to create an appropriate „management persona» (a corporate mask) and a persuasive
identity, but also because they have to evaluate
what sort of people the workers are, in order to
manage them (for example, using personality tests
and peer reviews).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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KANT AND THE METAPHYSICAL PROBLEM OF HUMAN FREEDOM - WOLFGANG ERTL

»This seems to be threat-

ened by the idea that there
is this set of laws in the natural world which regulates
that behaviour.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PdWpwmudF90
VIEWS: 1.211
UPLOADED BY: Keio University Mita Campus
UPLOADED: 10/07/2014
Wolfgang Ertl, Professor of Ethics at Keio University, focuses his
research on issues located at the intersection of metaphysics and
ethics, such as objectivity in morals, free will and responsibility.
Metaphysics is concerned with questions about the fundamental
structure of reality, while ethics and moral philosophy are concerned
with normative principles that govern a person’s behavior.
For these principles to be valid, human freedom is required as a
precondition, which would make it a fundamental, and in this case
metaphysical, feature of reality.
Q: »The core interest of mine has to do with the problem of human
freedom, in particular in connection with what is called determinism.
Because we have on the one hand the idea that human beings are in
some sense free. They have a choice, they are responsible for what
they are doing, they act on insight, but on the other hand we have the
natural sciences for example, which assume that there is something
like a seamless web of natural laws which regulate everything which
happens in the world. Then of course, the question arises: how can
these two assumptions, human freedom on the one hand and determinism on the other be held simultaneously. This is probably the most
important issue which I do research on, mainly in connection with the
German philosopher Immanuel Kant, for whom this was also the crucial problem I should like to say because it’s in a sense the connecting
point between his theoretical philosophy and his practical philosophy.
The practical philosophy only works, if in some sense it’s legitimate to
say that human beings have freedom. But this seems to be threatened
by the idea that there is this set of laws in the natural world which
regulates that behavior.«
…

4:32
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IMMANUEL KANT
Immanuel Kant (/kænt/; German: [ɪˈmaːnu̯eːl kant]; 22
April 1724 – 12 February 1804) was a German
philosopher who is considered the central figure of
modern philosophy. Kant argued that fundamental concepts of the human mind structure human
experience, that reason is the source of morality,
that aesthetics arises from a faculty of disinterested judgment, that space and time are forms of our
understanding, and that the world as it is »in-itself«
is unknowable. Kant took himself to have effected
a Copernican revolution in philosophy, akin to Copernicus’ reversal of the age-old belief that the sun
revolved around the earth. His beliefs continue to
have a major influence on contemporary philosophy,
especially the fields of metaphysics, epistemology,
ethics, political theory, and aesthetics.
Kant in his critical phase sought to ‘reverse’ the
orientation of pre-critical philosophy by showing
how the traditional problems of metaphysics can be
overcome by supposing that the agreement between
reality and the concepts we use to conceive it arises
not because our mental concepts have come to passively mirror reality, but because reality must conform to the human mind’s active concepts to be
conceivable and at all possible for us to experience.
Kant thus regarded the basic categories of the
human mind as the transcendental »condition of
possibility« for any experience.
[…]

ophies of the 19th century. His work has also been a
starting point for many 20th century philosophers.
Kant asserted that, because of the limitations of
argumentation in the absence of irrefutable evidence, no one could really know whether there is a
God and an afterlife or not. For the sake of morality
and as a ground for reason, Kant asserted, people
are justified in believing in God, even though they
could never know God’s presence empirically. He
explained:
All the preparations of reason, therefore, in what
may be called pure philosophy, are in reality directed
to those three problems only [God, the soul, and
freedom]. However, these three elements in themselves still hold independent, proportional, objective
weight individually. Moreover, in a collective relational context; namely, to know what ought to be
done: if the will is free, if there is a God, and if there
is a future world. As this concerns our actions with
reference to the highest aims of life, we see that the
ultimate intention of nature in her wise provision
was really, in the constitution of our reason, directed
to moral interests only.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immanuel_Kant

PHILOSOPHY
In Kant’s essay »Answering the Question: What
is Enlightenment?«, Kant defined the Enlightenment as an age shaped by the Latin motto Sapere
aude (»Dare to be wise«). Kant maintained that one
ought to think autonomously, free of the dictates of
external authority. His work reconciled many of the
differences between the rationalist and empiricist
traditions of the 18th century. He had a decisive
impact on the Romantic and German Idealist philos-
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BEAUTIFUL FULL MOON RISE THROUGH 900MM TELESCOPE 4X TIMELAPSE V10189

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qiq0xKFqVE0
VIEWS: 116.074
UPLOADED BY: JCMegabyte
UPLOADED: 13/10/2011
Some nice footage of last night’s full moon rise, using a Celestron
900mm telescope and 2x optical teleconverter, resulting in an
1800mm equivalent magnification/focal length. The action is sped-up
4x in software (Sony Vegas) and a nice ambient soundtrack roundsout the scene.
The strange wavy movement is caused by looking through heat
waves in the Earth’s atmosphere. The variation in air density acts as
a sort of moving lens, much like looking down a desert road in the
summer. This is a problem with all ground-based astronomical observation, and why many telescopes are built high on mountain peaks,
or even in space like the Hubble, to avoid the distortion of looking
through atmosphere altogether.
The UFO around 1:10 is mostly likely a Bat, crossing the scene. See
the slow motion, zoomed analysis here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7XvSTq8DOU0
See an even closer, huge 2600mm full moon rise in HD here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_wt0M8vm0c
The soundtrack is »Oasis« from the »Silicon Landscape« CD by Technician (yours truly), album and single track available on iTunes at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_wt0M8vm0c Full artist discography,
CDs, and MP3 downloads available at HTTP://technician.jcmdi.com
Note: This is copyrighted material, however, you may download this
footage directly from YouTube and use it free of charge in your own
non-profit/non-commercial YouTube videos. The full free usage policy,
and copyright notice/claim and partner ad info can be found here:
http://jcmdi.com/stockfootage/faq.html#freeusage and
http://jcmdi.com/stockfootage/faq.html#partner
(please read both sections before using JCMDI material - Thanks!)
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We can’t decide what to

want, we can only decide
what to do given what we
want.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»It’s culturally bound. So we

are bound by our culture,
our setting, either politically,
economically or whatever to
make certain decisions, but
… .«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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C-MILK GOES WEST 6 - BUYING GUNS, DRUGS, AND HAMBURGERS IN YANGSHUO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iit1fD0lAF4
VIEWS: 3.005
UPLOADED BY: laowhy86
UPLOADED: 26/07/2014
We end up finding Krackhaus in Yangshuo.
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»Then you are likely to die privileged. If you are born privi-

leged, in our society, you are
very likely to die in similar
situations.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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LE CIMETIÈRE DES CHIENS D‘ASNIÈRES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CK_qhLX2noA
VIEWS: 478
UPLOADED BY: Ina Animaux
UPLOADED: 02/07/2012
21 juillet 1980
Visite d’un endroit insolite dans les Hauts de Seine, le cimetière des
chiens à Asnières qui accueille en fait les sépultures d’animaux très
variés. Reportage.Interview d’une femme occupée à nettoyer la tombe
de son chien : elle ne voulait pas qu’il soit »brûlé«. La sépulture lui a
coûté cher. Elle vient toutes les semaines.3000 animaux de compagnie
reposent dans le cimetière, édifié en 1899 par la journaliste Marguerite
DURAND. Le cimetière reste d’abord une curiosité du département.
Inetrview d’une vieille dame sur le tarif annuel de la concession.Le
cimetière est une société anonyme où sept personnes travaillent en
permanence. L’article 8 du réglement prohibe tout emblème religieux.
Images d’archive INA
Institut National de l’Audiovisuel
http://www.ina.fr Abonnez-vous https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCLx9m48AhFEJj423jAHBhkw?sub_confirmation=1
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»In people‘s power to transfer
their situation, but … .«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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INSTANT REGRET - FAIL COMPILATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxToKy-cEE4
VIEWS: 4.876
UPLOADED BY: Doris Zarate
UPLOADED: 19/12/2014
Instant Regret Fail Compilation
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SPIDER MAN - WITH GREAT POWER COMES GREAT RESPONSIBILITY

»With great power comes
great responsibility.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKmQW7JTb6s
VIEWS: 454.446
UPLOADED BY: VyTeg
UPLOADED: 18/10/2008
My friend wanted this, so I’m pretty sure there are other Spider Man
fanatics out there who would appreciate this.

SPIDER MAN
Spider-Man is a fictional superhero appearing in
American comic books published by Marvel Comics
existing in its shared universe. The character was
created by writer-editor Stan Lee and writer-artist
Steve Ditko, and first appeared in the anthology
comic book Amazing Fantasy #15 (Aug. 1962) in the
Silver Age of Comic Books. Lee and Ditko conceived
the character as an orphan being raised by his Aunt
May and Uncle Ben, and as a teenager, having to
deal with the normal struggles of adolescence
in addition to those of a costumed crime-fighter.
Spider-Man’s creators gave him super strength and
agility, the ability to cling to most surfaces, shoot
spider-webs using wrist-mounted devices of his
own invention, which he calls »web-shooters«, and
react to danger quickly with his »spider-sense«,
enabling him to combat his foes.
[…]
PERSONALITY
As one contemporaneous journalist observed, »Spider-Man has a terrible identity problem, a marked
inferiority complex, and a fear of women. He is anti-social, [sic] castration-ridden, racked with Oedipal
guilt, and accident-prone ... [a] functioning neurotic«.
Agonizing over his choices, always attempting to do
right, he is nonetheless viewed with suspicion by
the authorities, who seem unsure as to whether he
is a helpful vigilante or a clever criminal.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spider-Man
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STORYTELLER
Desire is a sense of longing or hoping for a person,
object, or outcome. One cannot desire for things
from which one is not aware of their existence. But
we know of almost everything that exists. We can
desire for everything.

0:09
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JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI : UNDERSTANDING DESIRE

»Why is there such tremen-

dous pressure of desire in
most of us?«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beLGSkblvJA
VIEWS: 3.459
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 26/08/2013
So, one can see desire, without being understood the whole nature
and structure of desire is one of the factor of disorder.
JKrishnamurti Talks on Nature of Desire, This was Krishnamurti
Second Public Talk on 27th August 1978
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JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
Jiddu Krishnamurti (/ˈdʒɪduː ˌkrɪʃnəˈmɜrti/; 11 May 1895
– 17 February 1986) was a speaker and writer on
matters that concerned humankind. His words were
often mistaken by those on spiritual or philosophical
subjects, which he regarded as other fragments of
thought. In his early life he was groomed to be the
new World Teacher but later rejected this mantle
and withdrew from the organisation behind it. His
subject matter included psychological revolution, the
nature of mind, meditation, inquiry, human relationships, and bringing about radical change in society.
He constantly stressed the need for a revolution in
the psyche of every human being and emphasised
that such revolution cannot be brought about by any
external entity, be it religious, political, or social.
[…]
TEACHING
Krishnamurti called for a radical revolution in the
inward psychological makeup of man, claiming it to
be the only way to eradicate conflict and suffering
in the world, which he saw as absolutely necessary.
He described the establishment of ‘total’ psychological order, which would also bring order outwardly in
all walks of life. To this end he enquired deeply into
the causes of psychological conflict and disorder.
His talks largely dealt with the deeper problems of
fear, desire and ‘becoming’, to which he associated
the fallacy of psychological time. He also pointed
out that a verbal understanding of his teaching was
insufficient for change and that words and images
acted as barriers against direct inward observation.
As a result of this perceived need for immediacy in
learning, Krishnamurti wrote comparatively little and
his published works are largely transcribed from
recorded public talks, many of which are available online. However the following summary of his
teaching was written by Krishnamurti in 1980 at the
request of his biographer Mary Lutyens:

The core of Krishnamurti’s teaching is contained in
the statement he made in 1929 when he said ‘Truth
is a pathless land’. Man cannot come to it through
any organization, through any creed, through any
dogma, priest or ritual, not through any philosophical knowledge or psychological technique. He has
to find it through the mirror of relationship, through
the understanding of the contents of his own mind,
through observation and not through intellectual
analysis or introspective dissection. Man has built
in himself images as a fence of security — religious,
political, personal. These manifest as symbols,
ideas, beliefs. The burden of these dominate man’s
thinking, relationships and daily life. These are the
causes of our problems for they divide man from
man in every relationship. His perception of life is
shaped by the concepts already established in his
mind. The content of his consciousness is this
consciousness. This content is common to all humanity. The individuality is the name, the form and
superficial culture he acquires from his environment.
The uniqueness of the individual does not lie in the
superficial but in the total freedom from the content
of consciousness.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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WORLD RECORD 357 WAY SKYDIVE FORMATION - THAILAND 2004

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHesdISfL5g
VIEWS: 79.006
UPLOADED BY: marzutta
UPLOADED: 21/10/2011
World Record 357 Way Skydive formation
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TOTAL PHILOSOPHY: ARISTOTLE‘S VIRTUE ETHICS

»Men desires to be happy

and virtues the way in which
they will get the highest
happiness.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-Lm0LuXJ68
VIEWS: 30.581
UPLOADED BY: Total Philosophy
UPLOADED: 21/01/2014
In this video we discuss Aristotle’s Virtue Ethics and look at what it
really means to be virtuous. Feedback is much appreciated. We are
always looking for ways to improve the quality of our videos, so if you
have any suggestions please do not hesitate to tell us!
You can follow us on our Twitter and Facebook feeds here:
Twitter - https://twitter.com/TotalPhilosophy
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TotalPhilosophy

ARISTOTLE
Aristotle (/ˈærɪˌstɒtəl/; Greek: Ἀριστοτέλης [aristotélɛːs],
Aristotélēs; 384 – 322 BC) was a Greek philosopher
and scientist born in the Macedonian city of Stagira,
Chalkidice, on the northern periphery of Classical
Greece. His father, Nicomachus, died when Aristotle
was a child, whereafter Proxenus of Atarneus
became his guardian. At eighteen, he joined Plato’s
Academy in Athens and remained there until the age
of thirty-seven (c. 347 BC). His writings cover many
subjects – including physics, biology, zoology, metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theater,
music, rhetoric, linguistics, politics and government
– and constitute the first comprehensive system
of Western philosophy. Shortly after Plato died,
Aristotle left Athens and, at the request of Philip of
Macedon, tutored Alexander the Great starting from
343 BC. According to the Encyclopædia Britannica,
»Aristotle was the first genuine scientist in history ...
[and] every scientist is in his debt.«

ed as moral (or ethical) virtue (or excellence).
Aristotle taught that to achieve a virtuous and
potentially happy character requires a first stage of
having the fortune to be habituated not deliberately,
but by teachers, and experience, leading to a later
stage in which one consciously chooses to do the
best things. When the best people come to live life
this way their practical wisdom (phronesis) and their
intellect (nous) can develop with each other towards
the highest possible human virtue, the wisdom of an
accomplished theoretical or speculative thinker, or in
other words, a philosopher.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
ETHICS
Aristotle considered ethics to be a practical rather
than theoretical study, i.e., one aimed at becoming
good and doing good rather than knowing for its
own sake. He wrote several treatises on ethics, including most notably, the Nicomachean Ethics.
Aristotle taught that virtue has to do with the proper
function (ergon) of a thing. An eye is only a good
eye in so much as it can see, because the proper
function of an eye is sight. Aristotle reasoned that
humans must have a function specific to humans,
and that this function must be an activity of the
psuchē (normally translated as soul) in accordance
with reason (logos). Aristotle identified such an
optimum activity of the soul as the aim of all human
deliberate action, eudaimonia, generally translated as
»happiness« or sometimes »well being«. To have the
potential of ever being happy in this way necessarily
requires a good character (ēthikē aretē), often translat-
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JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI : UNDERSTANDING DESIRE

»The pressure of sex, the

pressure of desire for sex,
desire for experience, desire to be popular, famous,
desire to, you know, all the
rest of it.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beLGSkblvJA
VIEWS: 3.459
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 26/08/2013
So, one can see desire, without being understood the whole nature
and structure of desire is one of the factor of disorder.
JKrishnamurti Talks on Nature of Desire, This was Krishnamurti
Second Public Talk on 27th August 1978
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JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
Jiddu Krishnamurti (/ˈdʒɪduː ˌkrɪʃnəˈmɜrti/; 11 May 1895
– 17 February 1986) was a speaker and writer on
matters that concerned humankind. His words were
often mistaken by those on spiritual or philosophical
subjects, which he regarded as other fragments of
thought. In his early life he was groomed to be the
new World Teacher but later rejected this mantle
and withdrew from the organisation behind it. His
subject matter included psychological revolution, the
nature of mind, meditation, inquiry, human relationships, and bringing about radical change in society.
He constantly stressed the need for a revolution in
the psyche of every human being and emphasised
that such revolution cannot be brought about by any
external entity, be it religious, political, or social.
[…]
TEACHING
Krishnamurti called for a radical revolution in the
inward psychological makeup of man, claiming it to
be the only way to eradicate conflict and suffering
in the world, which he saw as absolutely necessary.
He described the establishment of ‘total’ psychological order, which would also bring order outwardly in
all walks of life. To this end he enquired deeply into
the causes of psychological conflict and disorder.
His talks largely dealt with the deeper problems of
fear, desire and ‘becoming’, to which he associated
the fallacy of psychological time. He also pointed
out that a verbal understanding of his teaching was
insufficient for change and that words and images
acted as barriers against direct inward observation.
As a result of this perceived need for immediacy in
learning, Krishnamurti wrote comparatively little and
his published works are largely transcribed from
recorded public talks, many of which are available online. However the following summary of his
teaching was written by Krishnamurti in 1980 at the
request of his biographer Mary Lutyens:

The core of Krishnamurti’s teaching is contained in
the statement he made in 1929 when he said ‘Truth
is a pathless land’. Man cannot come to it through
any organization, through any creed, through any
dogma, priest or ritual, not through any philosophical knowledge or psychological technique. He has
to find it through the mirror of relationship, through
the understanding of the contents of his own mind,
through observation and not through intellectual
analysis or introspective dissection. Man has built
in himself images as a fence of security — religious,
political, personal. These manifest as symbols,
ideas, beliefs. The burden of these dominate man’s
thinking, relationships and daily life. These are the
causes of our problems for they divide man from
man in every relationship. His perception of life is
shaped by the concepts already established in his
mind. The content of his consciousness is this
consciousness. This content is common to all humanity. The individuality is the name, the form and
superficial culture he acquires from his environment.
The uniqueness of the individual does not lie in the
superficial but in the total freedom from the content
of consciousness.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»Why should pleasure
be controlled?«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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TOTAL PHILOSOPHY: ARISTOTLE‘S VIRTUE ETHICS

»To live a virtuous life in

order to achieve the highest
happiness.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-Lm0LuXJ68
VIEWS: 30.581
UPLOADED BY: Total Philosophy
UPLOADED: 21/01/2014
In this video we discuss Aristotle’s Virtue Ethics and look at what it
really means to be virtuous. Feedback is much appreciated. We are
always looking for ways to improve the quality of our videos, so if you
have any suggestions please do not hesitate to tell us!
You can follow us on our Twitter and Facebook feeds here:
Twitter - https://twitter.com/TotalPhilosophy
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TotalPhilosophy

ARISTOTLE
Aristotle (/ˈærɪˌstɒtəl/; Greek: Ἀριστοτέλης [aristotélɛːs],
Aristotélēs; 384 – 322 BC) was a Greek philosopher
and scientist born in the Macedonian city of Stagira,
Chalkidice, on the northern periphery of Classical
Greece. His father, Nicomachus, died when Aristotle
was a child, whereafter Proxenus of Atarneus
became his guardian. At eighteen, he joined Plato’s
Academy in Athens and remained there until the age
of thirty-seven (c. 347 BC). His writings cover many
subjects – including physics, biology, zoology, metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theater,
music, rhetoric, linguistics, politics and government
– and constitute the first comprehensive system
of Western philosophy. Shortly after Plato died,
Aristotle left Athens and, at the request of Philip of
Macedon, tutored Alexander the Great starting from
343 BC. According to the Encyclopædia Britannica,
»Aristotle was the first genuine scientist in history ...
[and] every scientist is in his debt.«

ed as moral (or ethical) virtue (or excellence).
Aristotle taught that to achieve a virtuous and
potentially happy character requires a first stage of
having the fortune to be habituated not deliberately,
but by teachers, and experience, leading to a later
stage in which one consciously chooses to do the
best things. When the best people come to live life
this way their practical wisdom (phronesis) and their
intellect (nous) can develop with each other towards
the highest possible human virtue, the wisdom of an
accomplished theoretical or speculative thinker, or in
other words, a philosopher.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
ETHICS
Aristotle considered ethics to be a practical rather
than theoretical study, i.e., one aimed at becoming
good and doing good rather than knowing for its
own sake. He wrote several treatises on ethics, including most notably, the Nicomachean Ethics.
Aristotle taught that virtue has to do with the proper
function (ergon) of a thing. An eye is only a good
eye in so much as it can see, because the proper
function of an eye is sight. Aristotle reasoned that
humans must have a function specific to humans,
and that this function must be an activity of the
psuchē (normally translated as soul) in accordance
with reason (logos). Aristotle identified such an
optimum activity of the soul as the aim of all human
deliberate action, eudaimonia, generally translated as
»happiness« or sometimes »well being«. To have the
potential of ever being happy in this way necessarily
requires a good character (ēthikē aretē), often translat-
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STOCK FOOTAGE - ADORABLE WOMAN SMILING AT CAMERA | VIDEOHIVE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjEpqvtFXrY
VIEWS: 1.374
UPLOADED BY: Richard McLaughlin
UPLOADED: 15/07/2014
Download Template Stock Footage - Adorable Woman Smiling at
Camera | VideoHive
Download Here : http://tinyurl.com/kyh4cwk
Category : Stock Footage
More from this Category : http://tinyurl.com/k7e35bm
Close Up of Adorable Woman, She Smiling at Camera
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»And what is the relation-

ship of pleasure to enjoyment and to joy and happiness?«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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PHILOSOPHY - ARISTOTLE

»Eleven virtues: courage,

temperance, liberality,
magnificence, magnanimity, pride, patience, truthfulness, wittiness, friendliness, modesty.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=csIW4W_DYX4
VIEWS: 357.691
UPLOADED BY: The School of Life
UPLOADED: 29/10/2014
The Master of virtues. Please subscribe here: http://tinyurl.com/
o28mut7
Help us to continue making films by visiting our online shop: http://
www.theschooloflife.com/shop
Brought to you by http://www.theschooloflife.com
Plato devoted his life helping people reach a state of fulfilment.
SUBSCRIBE to our channel for new films every week: http://tinyurl.
com/o28mut7
Brought to you by http://www.theschooloflife.com
Produced in collaboration with Mad Adam
http://www.madadamfilms.co.uk

VIRTUE ETHICS
Virtue ethics (or aretaic ethics /ˌærəˈteɪɪk/ from the
Greek arete) emphasizes the role of one’s character
and the virtues that one’s character embodies for
determining or evaluating ethical behavior. Virtue
ethics is one of the three major approaches to
normative ethics, often contrasted to deontology,
which emphasizes duty to rules, and consequentialism, which derives rightness or wrongness from the
outcome of the act itself.
The difference between these three approaches to
morality tends to lie more in the ways in which moral dilemmas are approached, rather than in the moral
conclusions reached. For example, a consequentialist may argue that lying is wrong because of the
negative consequences produced by lying—though
a consequentialist may allow that certain foreseeable consequences might make some lying (»white
lies«) acceptable. A deontologist might argue that
lying is always wrong, regardless of any potential
»good« that might come from lying. A virtue ethicist,
however, would focus less on lying in any particular
instance and instead consider what a decision to tell
a lie or not tell a lie said about one’s character and
moral behavior. As such, the morality of lying would
be determined on a case-by-case basis, which
would be based on factors such as personal benefit,
group benefit, and intentions (as to whether they are
benevolent or malevolent).
OVERVIEW
Concern for virtue appears in several philosophical
traditions; in the West, the roots of the tradition lie
in the work of Plato and Aristotle, and even today
the tradition’s key concepts derive from ancient
Greek philosophy. These concepts include arete
(excellence or virtue), phronesis (practical or moral
wisdom), and eudaimonia (flourishing). In the West,
virtue ethics was the prevailing approach to ethical
thinking in the ancient and medieval periods. The
tradition suffered an eclipse during the early modern
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period, as Aristotelianism fell out of favor in the
West. Virtue theory returned to prominence in Western philosophical thought in the 20th century, and
is today one of the three dominant approaches to
normative theories (the other two being deontology
and consequentialism). Virtue theory is not actually
in conflict with deontology or teleology: those two
viewpoints deal with which actions a person should
take in any given scenario, whereas virtue theorists simply argue that developing morally desirable
virtues for their own sake will help aid moral actions
when such decisions need to be made.
While the theory of virtue ethics was born with Plato and Aristotle, their theories are not the only that
are recognized. What virtue ethics refers to, rather,
is a collection of normative ethical philosophies that
place an emphasis on being rather than doing. Another way to say this is that in virtue ethics, morality
stems from the identity and/or character of the individual, rather than being a reflection of the actions
(or consequences thereof) of the individual. Today,
there is debate among various adherents of virtue
ethics concerning what specific virtues are morally
praiseworthy. However, most theorists agree that
morality comes as a result of intrinsic virtues. Intrinsic virtues are the common link that unites the disparate normative philosophies into the field known
as virtue ethics. Plato and Aristotle’s treatment of
virtues are not the same. Plato believes virtue is
effectively an end to be sought, for which a friend
might be a useful means. Aristotle states that the
virtues function more as means to safeguard human
relations, particularly authentic friendship, without
which one’s quest for happiness is frustrated.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtue_ethics
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KRISHNAMURTI - DOES PLEASURE BRING HAPPINESS

»Living then becomes
a great joy.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t63JXq40K4A
VIEWS: 4.102
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 22/10/2013
This is the eighth conversation between J Krishnamurti and Dr. Allan
W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.
Question in this series:
What relationship has pleasure to enjoyment, joy, and is pleasure
happiness?

PLEASURE
Pleasure describes the broad class of mental states
that humans and other animals experience as positive, enjoyable, or worth seeking. It includes more
specific mental states such as happiness, entertainment, enjoyment, ecstasy, and euphoria. The early
psychological account of pleasure, the pleasure principle, describes it as a positive feedback mechanism,
motivating the organism to recreate in the future the
situation which it has just found pleasurable and to
avoid situations that have caused pain in the past.
The experience of pleasure is subjective and different individuals will experience different kinds and
amounts of pleasure in the same situation. Many
pleasurable experiences are associated with satisfying basic biological drives, such as eating, exercise,
hygiene, sex or defecation. Other pleasurable experiences are associated with social experiences and
social drives, such as the experiences of accomplishment, recognition, and service. The appreciation
of cultural artifacts and activities such as art, music,
dancing, and literature is often pleasurable.
[…]

Is there any relationship between pleasure and enjoyment?
What is pleasure and what is it that keeps it going?
What is the pursuit, the constant direction of it?
Excerpts from Talks...
» A single tree standing on the hill. You see that it is really beautiful
the flowers, the deer, the meadows the water and the single tree,
and its shadow. You see that and it is almost breathtaking. Does
thought then come along and say how extraordinary it was, what a
delight it was? Isn’t there then desire for repetition? So thought gives
nourishment, sustains it and gives a direction to pleasure. Why should
thought come into it at all? » Jiddu Krishnamurti

NEUROBIOLOGY
The pleasure center is the set of brain structures,
predominantly the nucleus accumbens, theorized to
produce great pleasure when stimulated electrically.
Some references state that the septum pellucidium
is generally considered to be the pleasure center,
while others mention the hypothalamus when referring to the pleasure center for intracranial stimulation. Certain chemicals are known to stimulate the
pleasure centers of the brain.[citation needed] It has
been suggested that physical exertion can release
endorphins in what is called the runner’s high, and
equally it has been found that chocolate and certain
spices, such as from the family of the chilli, can
release or cause to be released similar psychoactive
chemicals to those released during sexual acts.

PSYCHOLOGY
The degree to which something or someone is
experienced as pleasurable not only depends on
its objective attributes (appearance, sound, taste,
texture, etc.), but on beliefs about its history, about
the circumstances of its creation, about its rarity,
fame, or price, and on other non-intrinsic attributes,
such as the social status or identity it conveys. For
example, a sweater that has been worn by a celebrity will be more desired than an otherwise identical
sweater that has not, though considerably less so
if it has been washed. Another example was when
Grammy-winning, internationally acclaimed violinist
Joshua Bell played in the Washington D.C. subway
for 43 minutes, attracting little attention from the
1,097 people who passed by, and earning about $59
in tips. Paul Bloom describes these phenomena as
arising from a form of essentialism. Some people
find things pleasurable which have adverse objective
attributes, such as horror films and spicy food.
PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS
Epicurus and his followers defined the highest
pleasure as the absence of suffering and pleasure
itself as „freedom from pain in the body and freedom from turmoil in the soul». According to Cicero
(or rather his character Torquatus) Epicurus also
believed that pleasure was the chief good and pain
the chief evil.
In the 12th century Razi‘s „Treatise of the Self and
the Spirit» (Kitab al Nafs Wa’l Ruh) analyzed different
types of pleasure, sensuous and intellectual, and
explained their relations with one another. He concludes that human needs and desires are endless,
and „their satisfaction is by definition impossible.»
The 19th-century German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer understood pleasure as a negative
sensation, one that negates the usual existential
condition of suffering.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleasure
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TOTAL PHILOSOPHY: ARISTOTLE‘S VIRTUE ETHICS

»Greatest happiness, what-

ever it turns out to be, must
contain these three properties: it must be desirable for
itself, it must not be desirable on account of other
goods and all other goods
are desirable for it’s sake.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-Lm0LuXJ68
VIEWS: 30.581
UPLOADED BY: Total Philosophy
UPLOADED: 21/01/2014
In this video we discuss Aristotle’s Virtue Ethics and look at what it
really means to be virtuous. Feedback is much appreciated. We are
always looking for ways to improve the quality of our videos, so if you
have any suggestions please do not hesitate to tell us!
You can follow us on our Twitter and Facebook feeds here:
Twitter - https://twitter.com/TotalPhilosophy
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TotalPhilosophy

ARISTOTLE
Aristotle (/ˈærɪˌstɒtəl/; Greek: Ἀριστοτέλης [aristotélɛːs],
Aristotélēs; 384 – 322 BC) was a Greek philosopher
and scientist born in the Macedonian city of Stagira,
Chalkidice, on the northern periphery of Classical
Greece. His father, Nicomachus, died when Aristotle
was a child, whereafter Proxenus of Atarneus
became his guardian. At eighteen, he joined Plato’s
Academy in Athens and remained there until the age
of thirty-seven (c. 347 BC). His writings cover many
subjects – including physics, biology, zoology, metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theater,
music, rhetoric, linguistics, politics and government
– and constitute the first comprehensive system
of Western philosophy. Shortly after Plato died,
Aristotle left Athens and, at the request of Philip of
Macedon, tutored Alexander the Great starting from
343 BC. According to the Encyclopædia Britannica,
»Aristotle was the first genuine scientist in history ...
[and] every scientist is in his debt.«

ed as moral (or ethical) virtue (or excellence).
Aristotle taught that to achieve a virtuous and
potentially happy character requires a first stage of
having the fortune to be habituated not deliberately,
but by teachers, and experience, leading to a later
stage in which one consciously chooses to do the
best things. When the best people come to live life
this way their practical wisdom (phronesis) and their
intellect (nous) can develop with each other towards
the highest possible human virtue, the wisdom of an
accomplished theoretical or speculative thinker, or in
other words, a philosopher.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
ETHICS
Aristotle considered ethics to be a practical rather
than theoretical study, i.e., one aimed at becoming
good and doing good rather than knowing for its
own sake. He wrote several treatises on ethics, including most notably, the Nicomachean Ethics.
Aristotle taught that virtue has to do with the proper
function (ergon) of a thing. An eye is only a good
eye in so much as it can see, because the proper
function of an eye is sight. Aristotle reasoned that
humans must have a function specific to humans,
and that this function must be an activity of the
psuchē (normally translated as soul) in accordance
with reason (logos). Aristotle identified such an
optimum activity of the soul as the aim of all human
deliberate action, eudaimonia, generally translated as
»happiness« or sometimes »well being«. To have the
potential of ever being happy in this way necessarily
requires a good character (ēthikē aretē), often translat-
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»A life in which there is

instant fulfilment of one’s
desire.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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IPHONE 6 PLUS BEND TEST

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znK652H6yQM
VIEWS: 67.699.627
UPLOADED BY: Unbox Therapy
UPLOADED: 23/09/2014
Does the iPhone 6 Plus bend under pressure?
Conspiracy theorists watch my new uncut test - http://youtu.be/
gJ3Ds6uf0Yg
Galaxy Note 3 bend test: http://youtu.be/FwM4ypi3at0
Squarespace: http://squarespace.com/unbox
Offer Code: UNBOX
FOLLOW ME IN THESE PLACES FOR UPDATES
Twitter - http://twitter.com/unboxtherapy
Facebook - http://facebook.com/lewis.hilsenteger
Instagram - http://instagram.com/unboxtherapy
Google Plus - http://bit.ly/1auEeak
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»This feeling of excitement
in possession.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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TEAM TRAINER IN CANTON, »HOW TO REACH THE TOP SHELF«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMCjF8BcToM
VIEWS: 482
UPLOADED BY: just1hour66
UPLOADED: 15/03/2010
Team Trainer in Canton attempts to zone the top shelf but cannot
reach the item on the top shelf. After many hours of video and in the
field training and 9 long months he finally reaches new heights.
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»If one is used to that,
one misses it.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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EPISODE 2: SCARCITY AND CHOICE

»Everyone has unlimited
wants.«

SCARCITY
Scarcity (also called paucity) is the fundamental economic problem of having seemingly unlimited human
wants in a world of limited resources. It states that
society has insufficient productive resources to fulfill
all human wants and needs.

through stockpiling, either as an attempt to corner
the market or for other reasons. Temporary scarcity
can be caused by (and cause) panic buying.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scarcity

CONCEPT
The notion of scarcity is that there is never enough
(of something) to satisfy all conceivable human
wants, even at advanced states of human technology. Scarcity involves making a sacrifice—giving
something up, or making a tradeoff—in order to
obtain more of the scarce resource that is wanted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoVc_S_gd_0
VIEWS: 305.416
UPLOADED BY: mjmfoodie
UPLOADED: 13/01/2011
What is economics all about?
»Episode 2: Scarcity and Choice« by Dr. Mary J. McGlasson is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.

The condition of scarcity in the real world necessitates competition for scarce resources, and competition occurs »when people strive to meet the criteria
that are being used to determine who gets what.«:p.
105 The price system, or market prices, are one way
to allocate scarce resources. »If a society coordinates economic plans on the basis of willingness to
pay money, members of that society will [strive to
compete] to make money«:p. 105 If other criteria are
used, we would expect to see competition in terms
of those other criteria.
For example, although air is more important to us
than gold, it is less scarce simply because the production cost of air is zero. Gold on the other hand
has a high production cost. It has to be found and
processed, both of which require a great deal of
resources. Additionally, scarcity implies that not all
of society’s goals can be pursued at the same time;
trade-offs are made of one goal against others. In
an influential 1932 essay, Lionel Robbins defined
economics as »the science which studies human
behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce
means which have alternative uses.«
In cases of monopoly of monopsony an artificial
scarcity can be created. Scarcity can also occur
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»Discipline is a form of

suppression and control
of desire.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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CARROT STICK RIDING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PVFBGN_zoM
VIEWS: 85.960
UPLOADED BY: TheRedHayflinger
UPLOADED: 16/08/2009
Solving the age old question...will the pony move under saddle while
being baited with a carrot dangling from a string attached to a stick.
Note: she received more carrots not dangling in front of her after we
were done. :)
Another note--this is a haflinger, a draft type of small horse. She is
only about 5’2« at the tip of her ears! For horse people, she stands a
towering 13.1hh. If you want to read up more on this versatile small
horse breed, please visit: http://www.haflingerhorses.com/
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EPISODE 2: SCARCITY AND CHOICE

»Which means there is no

possible way to satisfy all
the things we would like
to have.«

SCARCITY
Scarcity (also called paucity) is the fundamental economic problem of having seemingly unlimited human
wants in a world of limited resources. It states that
society has insufficient productive resources to fulfill
all human wants and needs.

through stockpiling, either as an attempt to corner
the market or for other reasons. Temporary scarcity
can be caused by (and cause) panic buying.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scarcity

CONCEPT
The notion of scarcity is that there is never enough
(of something) to satisfy all conceivable human
wants, even at advanced states of human technology. Scarcity involves making a sacrifice—giving
something up, or making a tradeoff—in order to
obtain more of the scarce resource that is wanted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoVc_S_gd_0
VIEWS: 305.416
UPLOADED BY: mjmfoodie
UPLOADED: 13/01/2011
What is economics all about?
»Episode 2: Scarcity and Choice« by Dr. Mary J. McGlasson is
licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.

The condition of scarcity in the real world necessitates competition for scarce resources, and competition occurs »when people strive to meet the criteria
that are being used to determine who gets what.«:p.
105 The price system, or market prices, are one way
to allocate scarce resources. »If a society coordinates economic plans on the basis of willingness to
pay money, members of that society will [strive to
compete] to make money«:p. 105 If other criteria are
used, we would expect to see competition in terms
of those other criteria.
For example, although air is more important to us
than gold, it is less scarce simply because the production cost of air is zero. Gold on the other hand
has a high production cost. It has to be found and
processed, both of which require a great deal of
resources. Additionally, scarcity implies that not all
of society’s goals can be pursued at the same time;
trade-offs are made of one goal against others. In
an influential 1932 essay, Lionel Robbins defined
economics as »the science which studies human
behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce
means which have alternative uses.«
In cases of monopoly of monopsony an artificial
scarcity can be created. Scarcity can also occur
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»So there is always this

suppression, control,
constant conflict.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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AFTER A BIG BUFFET BREAKFAST

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4XPbEha8aw
VIEWS: 13.521
UPLOADED BY: bellylover1977
UPLOADED: 09/12/2012
My belly was really full this morning..pfff. would somebody please rub
it for me next time?? contact me if you want...
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»Pleasure of possession,

pleasure of knowledge,
hmm? Pleasure of power.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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THE POWER OF DESIRE - B

»Desire is power.

– Desire is power.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnb2lPb8tdE
VIEWS: 2.273
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 09/03/2011

DESIRE
Desire is a sense of longing or hoping for a person,
object, or outcome. The same sense is expressed by
emotions such as »craving.« When a person desires
something or someone, their sense of longing is
excited by the enjoyment or the thought of the item
or person, and they want to take actions to obtain
their goal. The motivational aspect of desire has
long been noted by philosophers; Thomas Hobbes
(1588–1679) asserted that human desire is the fundamental motivation of all human action.
While desires are often classified as emotions by
laypersons, psychologists often describe desires
as different from emotions; psychologists tend to
argue that desires arise from bodily structures, such
as the stomach’s need for food, whereas emotions
arise from a person’s mental state. Marketing and
advertising companies have used psychological
research on how desire is stimulated to find more
effective ways to induce consumers into buying a
given product or service. While some advertising
attempts to give buyers a sense of lack or wanting,
other types of advertising create desire associating
the product with desirable attributes, by showing
either a celebrity or a model with the product.
[…]
IN PHILOSOPHY
In philosophy, desire has been identified as a philosophical problem since Antiquity. In The Republic,
Plato argues that individual desires must be postponed in the name of the higher ideal. In De Anima,
Aristotle claims that desire is implicated in animal interactions and the propensity of animals to motion;
at the same time, he acknowledges that reasoning
also interacts with desire.

view which contrasted with Hobbes, in that »he
saw natural desires as a form of bondage« that are
not chosen by a person of their own free will. David
Hume (1711–1776) claimed that desires and passions are noncognitive, automatic bodily responses,
and he argued that reasoning is »capable only of
devising means to ends set by [bodily] desire«.
Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) called any action based
on desires a hypothetical imperative, meaning by
this that it is a command of reason that applies only
if one desires the goal in question. Kant also established a relation between the beautiful and pleasure
in Critique of Judgment. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel claimed that »self-consciousness is desire«.
Because desire can cause humans to become obsessed and embittered, it has been called one of the
causes of woe for mankind. Within the teachings of
Buddhism, craving is thought to be the cause of all
suffering that one experiences in human existence.
The eradication of craving leads one to ultimate happiness, or Nirvana. However, desire for wholesome
things is seen as liberating and enhancing. While the
stream of desire for sense-pleasures must be cut
eventually, a practitioner on the path to liberation is
encouraged by the Buddha to »generate desire« for
the fostering of skillful qualities and the abandoning
of unskillful ones.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desire

Hobbes (1588–1679) proposed the concept of psychological hedonism, which asserts that the »fundamental motivation of all human action is the desire
for pleasure.« Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677) had a
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STORYTELLER
Our desires are endless, because we know of all our
possibilities. They are present everyday, everywhere.
So how to gain the state of pleasure or happiness
if we are never able to reach everything we desire
for? Once you own the desirable object or condition,
there is already an update. New features make us
think that we live with something outdated. Is there
ever a moment of satisfaction with what you own
or achieved? The state of »enough« can never be
fulfilled or does not even exist in a positive context
anymore.
Scarcity is the fundamental economic problem of
having seemingly unlimited human wants in a world
of limited resources. It states that society has insufficient productive resources to fulfill all human wants
and needs. Which means that we just have to improve ourselves in order to raise our resources.
The biggest goal, the thing we desire the most, is
self-fulfilment, which in the First World is synonymous for success.

2:18
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MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: LES BROWN - IT‘S NOT OVER - KEY OF SUCCESS TO KEEP GOING.

»I do not believe that any of

us have dreams, that were
not given to us, for the purpose of accomplishing those
particular dreams.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnb2lPb8tdE
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: BigMindSuccess
UPLOADED: 18/06/2013
http://ow.ly/RfjnG To help YOU to get what you WANT in YOUR LIFE,
we found a solution http://ow.ly/RfjnG !!! Have you ever wondered
how they earn so much money selling on eBay? Well have a look in
this and you will be one of them aswell!

MOTIVATION
Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain
behavior. It represents the reasons for people’s
actions, desires, and needs. Motivation can also
be defined as one’s direction to behavior, or what
causes a person to want to repeat a behavior and
vice versa. A motive is what prompts the person to
act in a certain way, or at least develop an inclination
for specific behavior. For example, when someone
eats food to satisfy their hunger, or when a student
does his/her work in school because he/she wants a
good grade. Both show a similar connection between
what we do and why we do it. According to Maehr
and Meyer, »Motivation is a word that is part of the
popular culture as few other psychological concepts
are«. Wikipedia readers will have a motive (or motives) for reading an article, even if such motives are
complex and difficult to pinpoint. At the other end
of the range of complexity, hunger is frequently the
motive for seeking out and consuming food.
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES AND MODELS
TEMPORAL MOTIVATION THEORY
The latest approach in developing a broad, integrative theory of motivation is temporal motivation
theory. Introduced in a 2006 Academy of Management Review article, it synthesizes into a single
formulation the primary aspects of several other
major motivational theories, including Incentive
Theory, Drive Theory, Need Theory, Self-Efficacy and
Goal Setting. It simplifies the field of motivation and
allows findings from one theory to be translated
into terms of another. Another journal article that
helped to develop the Temporal Motivation Theory,
»The Nature of Procrastination, » received American
Psychological Association’s George A. Miller award
for outstanding contribution to general science.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
Achievement motivation is an integrative perspective
based on the premise that performance motivation
results from the way broad components of personali-
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ty are directed towards performance. As a result, it
includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to
success at work but which are not conventionally
regarded as being part of performance motivation.
The emphasis on performance seeks to integrate formerly separate approaches as need for achievement
with, for example, social motives like dominance.
Personality is intimately tied to performance and
achievement motivation, including such characteristics as tolerance for risk, fear of failure, and others.
Achievement motivation can be measured by The
Achievement Motivation Inventory, which is based
on this theory and assesses three factors (in 17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional
success. This motivation has repeatedly been linked
with adaptive motivational patterns, including working hard, a willingness to pick learning tasks with
much difficulty, and contributing success to effort.
Achievement motivation was studied intensively
by David C. McClelland, John W. Atkinson and
their colleagues since the early 1950s. This type
of motivation is a drive that is developed from an
emotional state. One may feel the drive to achieve
by get striving for success and avoiding failure. In
achievement motivation, one would hope that they
excel in what they do and not think much about the
failures or the negatives. Their research showed that
business managers who were successful demonstrated a high need to achieve no matter the culture.
There are three major characteristics of people who
have a great need to achieve according to McClelland’s research.
They would prefer a work environment in which
they are able to assume responsibility for solving
problems. They would take calculated risk and
establish moderate, attainable goals. They want to
hear continuous recognition, as well as feedback, in
order for them to know how well they are doing.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motivation
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GABRIELA ANDERSEN LOS ANGELES 1984

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Hjm29CmMfg
VIEWS: 298.477
UPLOADED BY: dimi Andi
UPLOADED: 26/06/2012
Produced with CyberLink PowerDirector 10
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MOTIVATION: MIKE TYSON‘S WORDS OF WISDOM

»If you have something in

life that you want to accomplish greatly, you have to
be willing to give up your
happiness.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNTfEdm_J4c
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: The Lose Weight Guru
UPLOADED: 16/06/2012
For More Motivation, Free Resources & Informative Articles On How
To Lose Weight & Stay Fit Visit: http://www.theloseweightguru.com
Sign Up To Our Mailing List To Receive Our Free Weight Loss E-Book
@:
http://tinyurl.com/weightlossebooklw
This Channel Does Not Claim To Own This Content. No Copywright
Infringement Intended. Uploaded Videos Are For Entertainment Value
Only. Enjoy.

MIKE TYSON
Michael Gerard »Mike« Tyson (/ˈtaɪsən/; born June 30,
1966) is an American former professional boxer. He
held the undisputed world heavyweight championship and holds the record as the youngest boxer to
win the WBC, WBA and IBF heavyweight titles at 20
years, 4 months, and 22 days old. Tyson won his
first 19 professional bouts by knockout, 12 of them
in the first round. He won the WBC title in 1986 after defeating Trevor Berbick by a TKO in the second
round. In 1987, Tyson added the WBA and IBF titles
after defeating James Smith and Tony Tucker. This
made him the first heavyweight boxer to simultaneously hold the WBA, WBC and IBF titles, and the
only heavyweight to successively unify them.
[…]
AFTER PROFESSIONAL BOXING
In an interview with USA Today published on June
3, 2005, Tyson said, »My whole life has been a
waste – I’ve been a failure.« He continued: »I just
want to escape. I’m really embarrassed with myself
and my life. I want to be a missionary. I think I could
do that while keeping my dignity without letting
people know they chased me out of the country. I
want to get this part of my life over as soon as possible. In this country nothing good is going to come
of me. People put me so high; I wanted to tear that
image down.« Tyson began to spend much of his
time tending to his 350 pigeons in Paradise Valley,
an upscale enclave near Phoenix, Arizona.

drug possession; he nearly crashed into a police
SUV shortly after leaving a nightclub. According to
a police probable-cause statement, filed in Maricopa
County Superior Court, »[Tyson] admitted to using
[drugs] today and stated he is an addict and has a
problem.« Tyson pleaded not guilty on January 22,
2007 in Maricopa County Superior Court to felony
drug possession and paraphernalia possession
counts and two misdemeanor counts of driving
under the influence of drugs. On February 8 he
checked himself into an inpatient treatment program
for »various addictions« while awaiting trial on the
drug charges.
On September 24, 2007, Mike Tyson pleaded guilty
to possession of cocaine and driving under the
influence. He was convicted of these charges in
November 2007 and sentenced to 24 hours in jail,
360 hours community service and 3 years probation.
Prosecutors had requested a year-long jail sentence,
but the judge praised Tyson for seeking help with
his drug problems. On November 11, 2009, Mike
Tyson was arrested after getting into a scuffle at Los
Angeles International airport with a photographer.
No charges were filed.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Tyson

Tyson has stayed in the limelight by promoting
various websites and companies. In the past Tyson
had shunned endorsements, accusing other athletes
of putting on a false front to obtain them. Tyson has
held entertainment boxing shows at a casino in Las
Vegas and started a tour of exhibition bouts to pay
off his numerous debts.
On December 29, 2006, Tyson was arrested in
Scottsdale, Arizona, on suspicion of DUI and felony
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DESIRE FOR SUCCESS.

»When you want to suc-

ceed as bad as you want
to breathe, then you will
be successful.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLiKpz2cjsg
VIEWS: 147
UPLOADED BY: Zija Australia
UPLOADED: 03/08/2012
Eric Thomas speaks to young college students at Michigan Student
University about having a desire for success.

ERIC THOMAS (MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER)
Dr. Eric D. Thomas is an American motivational
speaker, author and minister. Speeches by Thomas have been widely viewed and are popular on
YouTube.
CAREER
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
In 2003, Thomas took a job with Michigan State
University (MSU) where he also accepted a fellowship to attend MSU to complete his Master’s
degree in K-12 Administration with an emphasis in
Educational Leadership. He worked as an academic
adviser to disadvantaged students at MSU. With
MSU, Thomas developed The Advantage Program,
an undergraduate retention program targeting
academically high-risk students of color. Thomas
also served as senior pastor at A Place of Change
Ministries in Lansing, Michigan. Thomas obtained
a master’s degree from MSU in 2005, and a PhD in
Education Administration in 2015.
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER
After becoming well known as a preacher and
motivational speaker, Thomas founded a company,
which offers education consulting, executive coaching and athletic development. Thomas has given
motivational talks to collegiate and professional
athletes. Lebron James has credited Thomas as part
his inspiration for winning the 2012 NBA Championship. Thomas voice-overs on ESPN advertisements
for Major League Baseball and the National Football
League. Thomas also gives motivational talks to
young people and at colleges. Thomas has appeared
on Fox News to discuss his work. Portions of Thomas’ sermons can be heard on the tracks »When A
Fire Starts To Burn« and the opening track of deep
house producers [Disclosure’s] 2013 debut album,
Settle.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eric_Thomas_(motivational_speaker)
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FANTASTIC MARATHON FINISHES AND THE AGONY OF THE FEET

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BwpNJSeNYqI
VIEWS: 183.911
UPLOADED BY: The Boston Globe
UPLOADED: 18/04/2011
Whether in agony, victory, or both, completing the 2011 Boston Marathon was an accomplishment. Watch some of the finishes. By Dina
Rudick, Globe Staff
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Das Geheimnis meines

Erfolgs: Nie entmutigt sein.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
© Textualisierung
Life-ART-CHANNEL

-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Vera F. Birkenbihl: http://amzn.to/1NSBf0R
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Nikolaus B. Enkelmann: http://amzn.to/1RZyhZg
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Rene Egli: http://amzn.to/1HdyDLu
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THE BEST MIKE TYSON INTERVIEW ABOUT SUCCESS {MOTIVATION}

»Sometimes we have to

fight, even if we know we
are going to lose, we still
have to fight.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y4oCxLj1QQ
VIEWS: 188.205
UPLOADED BY: DreamChaserShow
UPLOADED: 26/06/2013
Learn how to create your online empire with my 7 day course on
internet marketing...FREE http://bit.ly/1iY23wm
In my opinion this is probably the best mike tyson interview about
success that you can find anywhere on the internet. Mike Tyson has
always been ahead of his time when it comes to timeless wisdom. In
this Mike Tyson interview he talks about some of his challenges and
the mindset that he used to become one of the most fear fighters in
boxing history.
Subscribe to http://dreamchasershow.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y4oCxj1QQ&list=TLz8N6IQ37x
4cIHlg1pQlWUlAi4d4L56jW
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RAPE CONVICTION,
PRISON, AND CONVERSION
Tyson was arrested in July 1991 for the rape of
18-year-old Desiree Washington, Miss Black Rhode
Island, in an Indianapolis hotel room. Tyson’s rape
trial took place in the Indianapolis courthouse from
January 26, 1992 to February 10, 1992.

Alan Dershowitz, acting as Tyson’s counsel, filed an
appeal urging error of law in the Court’s exclusion
of evidence of the victim’s past sexual conduct, the
exclusion of three potential defense witnesses, and
the lack of a jury instruction on honest and reasonable mistake of fact. The Indiana Court of Appeals
ruled against Tyson in a 2–1 vote.

Desiree Washington testified that she received a
phone call from Tyson at 1:36 am on July 19, 1991
inviting her to a party. Having joined Tyson in his
limousine, Washington testified that Tyson made
sexual advances towards her. She testified that
upon arriving at his hotel room, Tyson pinned her
down on his bed and raped her despite her pleas
to stop. She ran out of the room and asked Tyson’s
chauffeur to drive her back to her hotel.[citation
needed] Partial corroboration of Washington’s story
came via testimony from Tyson’s chauffeur, Virginia
Foster, who confirmed Desiree Washington’s state
of shock. Further testimony came from Thomas
Richardson, the emergency room physician who
examined Washington more than 24 hours after the
incident and confirmed that Washington’s physical
condition was consistent with rape.

On March 26, 1992, Tyson was sentenced to six
years in prison followed by four years on probation.
He was assigned to the Indiana Youth Center (now
the Plainfield Correctional Facility) in April 1992, and
he was released in March 1995 after serving three
years. Hakeem Olajuwon claims that during his
incarceration, Tyson converted to Islam.
Due to his conviction, Tyson is required to register
as a tier II sex offender under federal law.

Under lead defense lawyer Vincent J. Fuller’s direct
examination, Tyson claimed that everything had
taken place with Washington’s full cooperation and
he claimed not to have forced himself upon her.
When he was cross-examined by lead prosecutor
Gregory Garrison, Tyson denied claims that he had
misled Washington and insisted that she wanted
to have sex with him. Because of Tyson’s hostile
and defensive responses to the questions during
cross-examination, some have speculated that his
behavior made him unlikable to the jury who saw
him as brutish and arrogant. Tyson was convicted
on the rape charge on February 10, 1992 after the
jury deliberated for nearly 10 hours.
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MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: LES BROWN - IT‘S NOT OVER - KEY OF SUCCESS TO KEEP GOING.

»I don’t care how disappointing it might have been.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnb2lPb8tdE
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: BigMindSuccess
UPLOADED: 18/06/2013
http://ow.ly/RfjnG To help YOU to get what you WANT in YOUR LIFE,
we found a solution http://ow.ly/RfjnG !!! Have you ever wondered
how they earn so much money selling on eBay? Well have a look in
this and you will be one of them aswell!

MOTIVATION
Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain
behavior. It represents the reasons for people’s
actions, desires, and needs. Motivation can also
be defined as one’s direction to behavior, or what
causes a person to want to repeat a behavior and
vice versa. A motive is what prompts the person to
act in a certain way, or at least develop an inclination
for specific behavior. For example, when someone
eats food to satisfy their hunger, or when a student
does his/her work in school because he/she wants a
good grade. Both show a similar connection between
what we do and why we do it. According to Maehr
and Meyer, »Motivation is a word that is part of the
popular culture as few other psychological concepts
are«. Wikipedia readers will have a motive (or motives) for reading an article, even if such motives are
complex and difficult to pinpoint. At the other end
of the range of complexity, hunger is frequently the
motive for seeking out and consuming food.
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES AND MODELS
TEMPORAL MOTIVATION THEORY
The latest approach in developing a broad, integrative theory of motivation is temporal motivation
theory. Introduced in a 2006 Academy of Management Review article, it synthesizes into a single
formulation the primary aspects of several other
major motivational theories, including Incentive
Theory, Drive Theory, Need Theory, Self-Efficacy and
Goal Setting. It simplifies the field of motivation and
allows findings from one theory to be translated
into terms of another. Another journal article that
helped to develop the Temporal Motivation Theory,
»The Nature of Procrastination, » received American
Psychological Association’s George A. Miller award
for outstanding contribution to general science.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
Achievement motivation is an integrative perspective
based on the premise that performance motivation
results from the way broad components of personali-
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ty are directed towards performance. As a result, it
includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to
success at work but which are not conventionally
regarded as being part of performance motivation.
The emphasis on performance seeks to integrate formerly separate approaches as need for achievement
with, for example, social motives like dominance.
Personality is intimately tied to performance and
achievement motivation, including such characteristics as tolerance for risk, fear of failure, and others.
Achievement motivation can be measured by The
Achievement Motivation Inventory, which is based
on this theory and assesses three factors (in 17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional
success. This motivation has repeatedly been linked
with adaptive motivational patterns, including working hard, a willingness to pick learning tasks with
much difficulty, and contributing success to effort.
Achievement motivation was studied intensively
by David C. McClelland, John W. Atkinson and
their colleagues since the early 1950s. This type
of motivation is a drive that is developed from an
emotional state. One may feel the drive to achieve
by get striving for success and avoiding failure. In
achievement motivation, one would hope that they
excel in what they do and not think much about the
failures or the negatives. Their research showed that
business managers who were successful demonstrated a high need to achieve no matter the culture.
There are three major characteristics of people who
have a great need to achieve according to McClelland’s research.
They would prefer a work environment in which
they are able to assume responsibility for solving
problems. They would take calculated risk and
establish moderate, attainable goals. They want to
hear continuous recognition, as well as feedback, in
order for them to know how well they are doing.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motivation
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PEKINGESE CANNOT REACH THE FOOD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yRiJXm4_J5s
VIEWS: 32.761
UPLOADED BY: Andrew Leung
UPLOADED: 02/01/2008
pekingese is trying so hard to reach the food by using his hands
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We need a sort of, a spectre

of suffering in order to better ourselves.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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BRUCE LEE AND JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI

»Do you know yourself? Do

you know your skills? Do you
know your weaknesses? Are
you able to adjust your life to
compensate for whatever is
happening and take advantage of whatever is happening.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mGPqdM4evk
VIEWS: 391.641
UPLOADED BY: Ronald Viquez
UPLOADED: 28/09/2013
Bruce Lee and Jiddu krishnamurti
Did You Know?
Bruce Lee the first Chinese star to break the international market,
impacted popular culture with his own iconoclastic approach to self
defense, Jiddu Krishnamurti is often sited as a conceptual influence.
For more stuff like this visit my page on facebook: https://www.
facebook.com/r.viquez88

BRUCE LEE
Bruce Lee (Chinese: 李小龍; born Lee Jun-fan, Chinese: 李振藩; November 27, 1940 – July 20, 1973)
was a Hong Kong American martial artist, Hong
Kong action film actor, martial arts instructor, philosopher, filmmaker, and the founder of Jeet Kune Do.
Lee was the son of Cantonese opera star Lee HoiChuen. He is widely considered by commentators,
critics, media and other martial artists to be one of
the most influential martial artists of all time, and
a pop culture icon of the 20th century. He is often
credited with helping to change the way Asians
were presented in American films.
Lee was born in Chinatown, San Francisco on
November 27, 1940 to parents from Hong Kong and
was raised in Kowloon with his family until his late
teens. He was introduced to the film industry by his
father and appeared in several films as a child actor.
Lee moved to the United States at the age of 18 to
receive his higher education, at the University of
Washington, at Seattle and it was during this time
that he began teaching martial arts. His Hong Kong
and Hollywood-produced films elevated the traditional Hong Kong martial arts film to a new level of
popularity and acclaim, sparking a surge of interest
in Chinese martial arts in the West in the 1970s.
The direction and tone of his films changed and
influenced martial arts and martial arts films in the
United States, Hong Kong and the rest of the world.
ARTISTRY
PHILOSOPHY
Lee is best known as a martial artist, but he also
studied drama and philosophy while a student at
the University of Washington. He was well-read and
had an extensive library. His own books on martial
arts and fighting philosophy are known for their
philosophical assertions, both inside and outside
of martial arts circles. His eclectic philosophy often
mirrored his fighting beliefs, though he was quick
to claim that his martial arts were solely a metaphor
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for such teachings. He believed that any knowledge
ultimately led to self-knowledge, and said that his
chosen method of self-expression was martial arts.
His influences include Taoism, Jiddu Krishnamurti,
and Buddhism. On the other hand, Lee’s philosophy
was very much in opposition to the conservative
worldview advocated by Confucianism. John Little
states that Lee was an atheist. When asked in 1972
about his religious affiliation, he replied, »none
whatsoever«. In 1972, he was asked if he believed in
God, and responded, »To be perfectly frank, I really
do not«.
POETRY
Aside from martial arts and philosophy which focus
on the physical aspect and self-consciousness for
truths and principles, Lee also wrote poetry that
reflected his emotion and a stage in his life collectively. Many forms of art remain concordant with the
artist creating them. Lee’s principal of self-expression was applied to his poetry as well. His daughter
Shannon Lee said »He did write poetry, he was really
the consummate artist«. His poetic works originally
handwritten on paper, later on edited and published.
John Little being the major author (editor), for Bruce
Lee’s works. Linda Lee Cadwell (Bruce Lee’s wife)
shared her husbands notes, poems and experiences with followers. She mentioned »Lee’s poems
are, by American standards, rather dark-reflecting
the deeper, less exposed recesses of the human
psyche«. Most of Bruce Lee’s poems are categorized
as anti-poetry or fall into a paradox. The mood in his
poems show the side of the man that can be compared with other poets such as Robert Frost, one
of many well-known poets expressing himself with
dark poetic works. The paradox taken from the Yin
and Yang symbol in martial arts, also integrated in
his poetry. His martial arts, and philosophy contribute a great part to his poetry. The free verse form of
Lee’s poetry reflect his famous quote »Be formless
... shapeless, like water.«
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Lee
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»People have a desire
to know themself.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»Embrace the unique person
each was meant to be.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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TOTAL PHILOSOPHY: ARISTOTLE‘S VIRTUE ETHICS

»And ground the ability to

both want to do the right
thing and know what the
right thing is.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T-Lm0LuXJ68
VIEWS: 30.581
UPLOADED BY: Total Philosophy
UPLOADED: 21/01/2014
In this video we discuss Aristotle’s Virtue Ethics and look at what it
really means to be virtuous. Feedback is much appreciated. We are
always looking for ways to improve the quality of our videos, so if you
have any suggestions please do not hesitate to tell us!
You can follow us on our Twitter and Facebook feeds here:
Twitter - https://twitter.com/TotalPhilosophy
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TotalPhilosophy

ARISTOTLE
Aristotle (/ˈærɪˌstɒtəl/; Greek: Ἀριστοτέλης [aristotélɛːs],
Aristotélēs; 384 – 322 BC) was a Greek philosopher
and scientist born in the Macedonian city of Stagira,
Chalkidice, on the northern periphery of Classical
Greece. His father, Nicomachus, died when Aristotle
was a child, whereafter Proxenus of Atarneus
became his guardian. At eighteen, he joined Plato’s
Academy in Athens and remained there until the age
of thirty-seven (c. 347 BC). His writings cover many
subjects – including physics, biology, zoology, metaphysics, logic, ethics, aesthetics, poetry, theater,
music, rhetoric, linguistics, politics and government
– and constitute the first comprehensive system
of Western philosophy. Shortly after Plato died,
Aristotle left Athens and, at the request of Philip of
Macedon, tutored Alexander the Great starting from
343 BC. According to the Encyclopædia Britannica,
»Aristotle was the first genuine scientist in history ...
[and] every scientist is in his debt.«

ed as moral (or ethical) virtue (or excellence).
Aristotle taught that to achieve a virtuous and
potentially happy character requires a first stage of
having the fortune to be habituated not deliberately,
but by teachers, and experience, leading to a later
stage in which one consciously chooses to do the
best things. When the best people come to live life
this way their practical wisdom (phronesis) and their
intellect (nous) can develop with each other towards
the highest possible human virtue, the wisdom of an
accomplished theoretical or speculative thinker, or in
other words, a philosopher.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
ETHICS
Aristotle considered ethics to be a practical rather
than theoretical study, i.e., one aimed at becoming
good and doing good rather than knowing for its
own sake. He wrote several treatises on ethics, including most notably, the Nicomachean Ethics.
Aristotle taught that virtue has to do with the proper
function (ergon) of a thing. An eye is only a good
eye in so much as it can see, because the proper
function of an eye is sight. Aristotle reasoned that
humans must have a function specific to humans,
and that this function must be an activity of the
psuchē (normally translated as soul) in accordance
with reason (logos). Aristotle identified such an
optimum activity of the soul as the aim of all human
deliberate action, eudaimonia, generally translated as
»happiness« or sometimes »well being«. To have the
potential of ever being happy in this way necessarily
requires a good character (ēthikē aretē), often translat-
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Arbeiten Sie also an Ihrem

Selbstbild. Malen Sie es in
den schönsten Farben. Ihr
Unterbewusstsein wird es
für wahr halten.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
© Textualisierung
Life-ART-CHANNEL

-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Vera F. Birkenbihl: http://amzn.to/1NSBf0R
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Nikolaus B. Enkelmann: http://amzn.to/1RZyhZg
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Rene Egli: http://amzn.to/1HdyDLu
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BODYBUILDING POSING INSTRUCTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMht70Q1QAM
VIEWS: 82.920
UPLOADED BY: Brian Cannone
UPLOADED: 30/05/2012
Learn how to do all the madatory bodybuilding poses
by http://www.fitnessatlantic.com
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»You’ve got to be that sort

of person. You have to have
somediscipline, you have to
use your intelligence, you
have to put some effort
into it.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: LES BROWN - IT‘S NOT OVER - KEY OF SUCCESS TO KEEP GOING.

»Let’s say that together,
please: It’s possible.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnb2lPb8tdE
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: BigMindSuccess
UPLOADED: 18/06/2013
http://ow.ly/RfjnG To help YOU to get what you WANT in YOUR LIFE,
we found a solution http://ow.ly/RfjnG !!! Have you ever wondered
how they earn so much money selling on eBay? Well have a look in
this and you will be one of them aswell!

MOTIVATION
Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain
behavior. It represents the reasons for people’s
actions, desires, and needs. Motivation can also
be defined as one’s direction to behavior, or what
causes a person to want to repeat a behavior and
vice versa. A motive is what prompts the person to
act in a certain way, or at least develop an inclination
for specific behavior. For example, when someone
eats food to satisfy their hunger, or when a student
does his/her work in school because he/she wants a
good grade. Both show a similar connection between
what we do and why we do it. According to Maehr
and Meyer, »Motivation is a word that is part of the
popular culture as few other psychological concepts
are«. Wikipedia readers will have a motive (or motives) for reading an article, even if such motives are
complex and difficult to pinpoint. At the other end
of the range of complexity, hunger is frequently the
motive for seeking out and consuming food.
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES AND MODELS
TEMPORAL MOTIVATION THEORY
The latest approach in developing a broad, integrative theory of motivation is temporal motivation
theory. Introduced in a 2006 Academy of Management Review article, it synthesizes into a single
formulation the primary aspects of several other
major motivational theories, including Incentive
Theory, Drive Theory, Need Theory, Self-Efficacy and
Goal Setting. It simplifies the field of motivation and
allows findings from one theory to be translated
into terms of another. Another journal article that
helped to develop the Temporal Motivation Theory,
»The Nature of Procrastination, » received American
Psychological Association’s George A. Miller award
for outstanding contribution to general science.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
Achievement motivation is an integrative perspective
based on the premise that performance motivation
results from the way broad components of personali-
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ty are directed towards performance. As a result, it
includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to
success at work but which are not conventionally
regarded as being part of performance motivation.
The emphasis on performance seeks to integrate formerly separate approaches as need for achievement
with, for example, social motives like dominance.
Personality is intimately tied to performance and
achievement motivation, including such characteristics as tolerance for risk, fear of failure, and others.
Achievement motivation can be measured by The
Achievement Motivation Inventory, which is based
on this theory and assesses three factors (in 17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional
success. This motivation has repeatedly been linked
with adaptive motivational patterns, including working hard, a willingness to pick learning tasks with
much difficulty, and contributing success to effort.
Achievement motivation was studied intensively
by David C. McClelland, John W. Atkinson and
their colleagues since the early 1950s. This type
of motivation is a drive that is developed from an
emotional state. One may feel the drive to achieve
by get striving for success and avoiding failure. In
achievement motivation, one would hope that they
excel in what they do and not think much about the
failures or the negatives. Their research showed that
business managers who were successful demonstrated a high need to achieve no matter the culture.
There are three major characteristics of people who
have a great need to achieve according to McClelland’s research.
They would prefer a work environment in which
they are able to assume responsibility for solving
problems. They would take calculated risk and
establish moderate, attainable goals. They want to
hear continuous recognition, as well as feedback, in
order for them to know how well they are doing.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motivation
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»And we live under this
pressure.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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MOTIVATION: MIKE TYSON‘S WORDS OF WISDOM

»It’s be willing to sacrifice,

you know. Discipline, doing
what you hate to do, but
do it like you love it. Always
testing yourself, forcing
yourself to the limits.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNTfEdm_J4c
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: The Lose Weight Guru
UPLOADED: 16/06/2012
For More Motivation, Free Resources & Informative Articles On How
To Lose Weight & Stay Fit Visit: http://www.theloseweightguru.com
Sign Up To Our Mailing List To Receive Our Free Weight Loss E-Book
@:
http://tinyurl.com/weightlossebooklw
This Channel Does Not Claim To Own This Content. No Copywright
Infringement Intended. Uploaded Videos Are For Entertainment Value
Only. Enjoy.

MIKE TYSON
Michael Gerard »Mike« Tyson (/ˈtaɪsən/; born June 30,
1966) is an American former professional boxer. He
held the undisputed world heavyweight championship and holds the record as the youngest boxer to
win the WBC, WBA and IBF heavyweight titles at 20
years, 4 months, and 22 days old. Tyson won his
first 19 professional bouts by knockout, 12 of them
in the first round. He won the WBC title in 1986 after defeating Trevor Berbick by a TKO in the second
round. In 1987, Tyson added the WBA and IBF titles
after defeating James Smith and Tony Tucker. This
made him the first heavyweight boxer to simultaneously hold the WBA, WBC and IBF titles, and the
only heavyweight to successively unify them.
[…]
AFTER PROFESSIONAL BOXING
In an interview with USA Today published on June
3, 2005, Tyson said, »My whole life has been a
waste – I’ve been a failure.« He continued: »I just
want to escape. I’m really embarrassed with myself
and my life. I want to be a missionary. I think I could
do that while keeping my dignity without letting
people know they chased me out of the country. I
want to get this part of my life over as soon as possible. In this country nothing good is going to come
of me. People put me so high; I wanted to tear that
image down.« Tyson began to spend much of his
time tending to his 350 pigeons in Paradise Valley,
an upscale enclave near Phoenix, Arizona.

drug possession; he nearly crashed into a police
SUV shortly after leaving a nightclub. According to
a police probable-cause statement, filed in Maricopa
County Superior Court, »[Tyson] admitted to using
[drugs] today and stated he is an addict and has a
problem.« Tyson pleaded not guilty on January 22,
2007 in Maricopa County Superior Court to felony
drug possession and paraphernalia possession
counts and two misdemeanor counts of driving
under the influence of drugs. On February 8 he
checked himself into an inpatient treatment program
for »various addictions« while awaiting trial on the
drug charges.
On September 24, 2007, Mike Tyson pleaded guilty
to possession of cocaine and driving under the
influence. He was convicted of these charges in
November 2007 and sentenced to 24 hours in jail,
360 hours community service and 3 years probation.
Prosecutors had requested a year-long jail sentence,
but the judge praised Tyson for seeking help with
his drug problems. On November 11, 2009, Mike
Tyson was arrested after getting into a scuffle at Los
Angeles International airport with a photographer.
No charges were filed.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Tyson

Tyson has stayed in the limelight by promoting
various websites and companies. In the past Tyson
had shunned endorsements, accusing other athletes
of putting on a false front to obtain them. Tyson has
held entertainment boxing shows at a casino in Las
Vegas and started a tour of exhibition bouts to pay
off his numerous debts.
On December 29, 2006, Tyson was arrested in
Scottsdale, Arizona, on suspicion of DUI and felony
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VINTAGE ADULT CARTOON FROM 1940S POST-WW2 ERA - US NAVY - SAILOR AND THE SEAGULL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E4w7FI2pYWc
VIEWS: 4.060.566
UPLOADED BY: Bright Enlightenment
UPLOADED: 05/08/2012
Watch this rare classic entertaining cartoon aimed at urging WWII US
Navy Sailors to reenlist in the military following World War Two.
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MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: LES BROWN - IT‘S NOT OVER - KEY OF SUCCESS TO KEEP GOING.

»I can do that.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnb2lPb8tdE
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: BigMindSuccess
UPLOADED: 18/06/2013
http://ow.ly/RfjnG To help YOU to get what you WANT in YOUR LIFE,
we found a solution http://ow.ly/RfjnG !!! Have you ever wondered
how they earn so much money selling on eBay? Well have a look in
this and you will be one of them aswell!

MOTIVATION
Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain
behavior. It represents the reasons for people’s
actions, desires, and needs. Motivation can also
be defined as one’s direction to behavior, or what
causes a person to want to repeat a behavior and
vice versa. A motive is what prompts the person to
act in a certain way, or at least develop an inclination
for specific behavior. For example, when someone
eats food to satisfy their hunger, or when a student
does his/her work in school because he/she wants a
good grade. Both show a similar connection between
what we do and why we do it. According to Maehr
and Meyer, »Motivation is a word that is part of the
popular culture as few other psychological concepts
are«. Wikipedia readers will have a motive (or motives) for reading an article, even if such motives are
complex and difficult to pinpoint. At the other end
of the range of complexity, hunger is frequently the
motive for seeking out and consuming food.
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES AND MODELS
TEMPORAL MOTIVATION THEORY
The latest approach in developing a broad, integrative theory of motivation is temporal motivation
theory. Introduced in a 2006 Academy of Management Review article, it synthesizes into a single
formulation the primary aspects of several other
major motivational theories, including Incentive
Theory, Drive Theory, Need Theory, Self-Efficacy and
Goal Setting. It simplifies the field of motivation and
allows findings from one theory to be translated
into terms of another. Another journal article that
helped to develop the Temporal Motivation Theory,
»The Nature of Procrastination, » received American
Psychological Association’s George A. Miller award
for outstanding contribution to general science.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
Achievement motivation is an integrative perspective
based on the premise that performance motivation
results from the way broad components of personali-
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ty are directed towards performance. As a result, it
includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to
success at work but which are not conventionally
regarded as being part of performance motivation.
The emphasis on performance seeks to integrate formerly separate approaches as need for achievement
with, for example, social motives like dominance.
Personality is intimately tied to performance and
achievement motivation, including such characteristics as tolerance for risk, fear of failure, and others.
Achievement motivation can be measured by The
Achievement Motivation Inventory, which is based
on this theory and assesses three factors (in 17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional
success. This motivation has repeatedly been linked
with adaptive motivational patterns, including working hard, a willingness to pick learning tasks with
much difficulty, and contributing success to effort.
Achievement motivation was studied intensively
by David C. McClelland, John W. Atkinson and
their colleagues since the early 1950s. This type
of motivation is a drive that is developed from an
emotional state. One may feel the drive to achieve
by get striving for success and avoiding failure. In
achievement motivation, one would hope that they
excel in what they do and not think much about the
failures or the negatives. Their research showed that
business managers who were successful demonstrated a high need to achieve no matter the culture.
There are three major characteristics of people who
have a great need to achieve according to McClelland’s research.
They would prefer a work environment in which
they are able to assume responsibility for solving
problems. They would take calculated risk and
establish moderate, attainable goals. They want to
hear continuous recognition, as well as feedback, in
order for them to know how well they are doing.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motivation
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Erfolg – jeder will ihn, jeder

braucht ihn und jeder hat ein
Anrecht darauf.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
© Textualisierung
Life-ART-CHANNEL

-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Vera F. Birkenbihl: http://amzn.to/1NSBf0R
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Nikolaus B. Enkelmann: http://amzn.to/1RZyhZg
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Rene Egli: http://amzn.to/1HdyDLu
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GENIE AERIAL LIFTS / WORK PLATFORMS 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EywNRf6jNuI
VIEWS: 7.744
UPLOADED BY: ConstructionGuide
UPLOADED: 17/02/2010
Genie Aerial Lifts / Work Platforms
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»And it’s a constant strain.«

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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HARD WORK - MOTIVATIONAL VIDEO

»Never losing-, never giving

up-attitude. Quitting – it’s
not even in my vocabulary.«

DILIGENCE
Diligence is steadfast application, assiduousness
and industry; the virtue of hard work. It is one of the
seven heavenly virtues.
Diligent behavior is indicative of a work ethic; a
belief that work is good in itself.
DUE DILIGENCE
Due diligence is the necessary amount of diligence
required in a professional activity to avoid being
negligent. This commonly arises in major acquisitions where the legal principle of caveat emptor (let
the buyer beware) requires the purchaser to make a
diligent survey of the property or service.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sowtSXudT_8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diligence

VIEWS: 148.496
UPLOADED BY: Alfredo Aguilar
UPLOADED: 13/11/2014
If you like my videos, become a fan of my work.
Social Networks:
Facebook Page
http://www.facebook.com/itsalfredoa
Google+ Page
https://plus.google.com/u/0/b/1160813...
Instagram: @itsalfredoa
http://www.instagram.com/itsalfredoa
Twitter: @itsalfredoa
http://www.twitter.com/itsalfredoa
Speakers:
Aaron aka Dat Sexy voice ;)
Go to his channel and write, »Sheeps are cool«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yum_O...
Like the video? Like it!! Love the video? Share it!!! you gotta share
the love!!:)
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MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: LES BROWN - IT‘S NOT OVER - KEY OF SUCCESS TO KEEP GOING.

»As we run toward it, as

we work on it, day in and
day out.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cnb2lPb8tdE
VIEWS: 294.962
UPLOADED BY: BigMindSuccess
UPLOADED: 18/06/2013
http://ow.ly/RfjnG To help YOU to get what you WANT in YOUR LIFE,
we found a solution http://ow.ly/RfjnG !!! Have you ever wondered
how they earn so much money selling on eBay? Well have a look in
this and you will be one of them aswell!

MOTIVATION
Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain
behavior. It represents the reasons for people’s
actions, desires, and needs. Motivation can also
be defined as one’s direction to behavior, or what
causes a person to want to repeat a behavior and
vice versa. A motive is what prompts the person to
act in a certain way, or at least develop an inclination
for specific behavior. For example, when someone
eats food to satisfy their hunger, or when a student
does his/her work in school because he/she wants a
good grade. Both show a similar connection between
what we do and why we do it. According to Maehr
and Meyer, »Motivation is a word that is part of the
popular culture as few other psychological concepts
are«. Wikipedia readers will have a motive (or motives) for reading an article, even if such motives are
complex and difficult to pinpoint. At the other end
of the range of complexity, hunger is frequently the
motive for seeking out and consuming food.
PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORIES AND MODELS
TEMPORAL MOTIVATION THEORY
The latest approach in developing a broad, integrative theory of motivation is temporal motivation
theory. Introduced in a 2006 Academy of Management Review article, it synthesizes into a single
formulation the primary aspects of several other
major motivational theories, including Incentive
Theory, Drive Theory, Need Theory, Self-Efficacy and
Goal Setting. It simplifies the field of motivation and
allows findings from one theory to be translated
into terms of another. Another journal article that
helped to develop the Temporal Motivation Theory,
»The Nature of Procrastination, » received American
Psychological Association’s George A. Miller award
for outstanding contribution to general science.
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION
Achievement motivation is an integrative perspective
based on the premise that performance motivation
results from the way broad components of personali-
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ty are directed towards performance. As a result, it
includes a range of dimensions that are relevant to
success at work but which are not conventionally
regarded as being part of performance motivation.
The emphasis on performance seeks to integrate formerly separate approaches as need for achievement
with, for example, social motives like dominance.
Personality is intimately tied to performance and
achievement motivation, including such characteristics as tolerance for risk, fear of failure, and others.
Achievement motivation can be measured by The
Achievement Motivation Inventory, which is based
on this theory and assesses three factors (in 17 separated scales) relevant to vocational and professional
success. This motivation has repeatedly been linked
with adaptive motivational patterns, including working hard, a willingness to pick learning tasks with
much difficulty, and contributing success to effort.
Achievement motivation was studied intensively
by David C. McClelland, John W. Atkinson and
their colleagues since the early 1950s. This type
of motivation is a drive that is developed from an
emotional state. One may feel the drive to achieve
by get striving for success and avoiding failure. In
achievement motivation, one would hope that they
excel in what they do and not think much about the
failures or the negatives. Their research showed that
business managers who were successful demonstrated a high need to achieve no matter the culture.
There are three major characteristics of people who
have a great need to achieve according to McClelland’s research.
They would prefer a work environment in which
they are able to assume responsibility for solving
problems. They would take calculated risk and
establish moderate, attainable goals. They want to
hear continuous recognition, as well as feedback, in
order for them to know how well they are doing.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motivation
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TALLEST LADDER EVER! AMAZING INDIAN WORKER!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcW8Yo17qvs
VIEWS: 67.425
UPLOADED BY: Amazing Videos
UPLOADED: 15/01/2015
Really impressive: so tall ladder used to fix air conditioning on building! Only in India!
Tallest ladder ever: crazy indian guy working so high!
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HARD WORK - MOTIVATIONAL VIDEO

»There is no losing.«

DILIGENCE
Diligence is steadfast application, assiduousness
and industry; the virtue of hard work. It is one of the
seven heavenly virtues.
Diligent behavior is indicative of a work ethic; a
belief that work is good in itself.
DUE DILIGENCE
Due diligence is the necessary amount of diligence
required in a professional activity to avoid being
negligent. This commonly arises in major acquisitions where the legal principle of caveat emptor (let
the buyer beware) requires the purchaser to make a
diligent survey of the property or service.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sowtSXudT_8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diligence

VIEWS: 148.496
UPLOADED BY: Alfredo Aguilar
UPLOADED: 13/11/2014
If you like my videos, become a fan of my work.
Social Networks:
Facebook Page
http://www.facebook.com/itsalfredoa
Google+ Page
https://plus.google.com/u/0/b/1160813...
Instagram: @itsalfredoa
http://www.instagram.com/itsalfredoa
Twitter: @itsalfredoa
http://www.twitter.com/itsalfredoa
Speakers:
Aaron aka Dat Sexy voice ;)
Go to his channel and write, »Sheeps are cool«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yum_O...
Like the video? Like it!! Love the video? Share it!!! you gotta share
the love!!:)
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BRUCE LEE AND JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI

»Using no way as way,

having no limitation as
limitation.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mGPqdM4evk
VIEWS: 391.641
UPLOADED BY: Ronald Viquez
UPLOADED: 28/09/2013
Bruce Lee and Jiddu krishnamurti
Did You Know?
Bruce Lee the first Chinese star to break the international market,
impacted popular culture with his own iconoclastic approach to self
defense, Jiddu Krishnamurti is often sited as a conceptual influence.
For more stuff like this visit my page on facebook: https://www.
facebook.com/r.viquez88

BRUCE LEE
Bruce Lee (Chinese: 李小龍; born Lee Jun-fan, Chinese: 李振藩; November 27, 1940 – July 20, 1973)
was a Hong Kong American martial artist, Hong
Kong action film actor, martial arts instructor, philosopher, filmmaker, and the founder of Jeet Kune Do.
Lee was the son of Cantonese opera star Lee HoiChuen. He is widely considered by commentators,
critics, media and other martial artists to be one of
the most influential martial artists of all time, and
a pop culture icon of the 20th century. He is often
credited with helping to change the way Asians
were presented in American films.
Lee was born in Chinatown, San Francisco on
November 27, 1940 to parents from Hong Kong and
was raised in Kowloon with his family until his late
teens. He was introduced to the film industry by his
father and appeared in several films as a child actor.
Lee moved to the United States at the age of 18 to
receive his higher education, at the University of
Washington, at Seattle and it was during this time
that he began teaching martial arts. His Hong Kong
and Hollywood-produced films elevated the traditional Hong Kong martial arts film to a new level of
popularity and acclaim, sparking a surge of interest
in Chinese martial arts in the West in the 1970s.
The direction and tone of his films changed and
influenced martial arts and martial arts films in the
United States, Hong Kong and the rest of the world.
ARTISTRY
PHILOSOPHY
Lee is best known as a martial artist, but he also
studied drama and philosophy while a student at
the University of Washington. He was well-read and
had an extensive library. His own books on martial
arts and fighting philosophy are known for their
philosophical assertions, both inside and outside
of martial arts circles. His eclectic philosophy often
mirrored his fighting beliefs, though he was quick
to claim that his martial arts were solely a metaphor
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for such teachings. He believed that any knowledge
ultimately led to self-knowledge, and said that his
chosen method of self-expression was martial arts.
His influences include Taoism, Jiddu Krishnamurti,
and Buddhism. On the other hand, Lee’s philosophy
was very much in opposition to the conservative
worldview advocated by Confucianism. John Little
states that Lee was an atheist. When asked in 1972
about his religious affiliation, he replied, »none
whatsoever«. In 1972, he was asked if he believed in
God, and responded, »To be perfectly frank, I really
do not«.
POETRY
Aside from martial arts and philosophy which focus
on the physical aspect and self-consciousness for
truths and principles, Lee also wrote poetry that
reflected his emotion and a stage in his life collectively. Many forms of art remain concordant with the
artist creating them. Lee’s principal of self-expression was applied to his poetry as well. His daughter
Shannon Lee said »He did write poetry, he was really
the consummate artist«. His poetic works originally
handwritten on paper, later on edited and published.
John Little being the major author (editor), for Bruce
Lee’s works. Linda Lee Cadwell (Bruce Lee’s wife)
shared her husbands notes, poems and experiences with followers. She mentioned »Lee’s poems
are, by American standards, rather dark-reflecting
the deeper, less exposed recesses of the human
psyche«. Most of Bruce Lee’s poems are categorized
as anti-poetry or fall into a paradox. The mood in his
poems show the side of the man that can be compared with other poets such as Robert Frost, one
of many well-known poets expressing himself with
dark poetic works. The paradox taken from the Yin
and Yang symbol in martial arts, also integrated in
his poetry. His martial arts, and philosophy contribute a great part to his poetry. The free verse form of
Lee’s poetry reflect his famous quote »Be formless
... shapeless, like water.«
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruce_Lee
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APPLE PICKING HACK TO REACH THE TOP OF THE TREE
Check us out on
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/stephenlegaree14
Webpage: www.albertaurbangarden.ca
Google +: google.com/+StephenLegaree
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AlbertaUrbanGarden
Twitter: https://twitter.com/northern1485
Pintrest: http://www.pinterest.com/ABurbanGarden/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T4GX3LwaPzc
VIEWS: 2.611
UPLOADED BY: Alberta Urban Garden Simple Organic and Sustainable
UPLOADED: 14/08/2015
Now most of us can with carrying success reach the apples that grow
in the lower limb but what happens when there are plenty of fantastic
apples growing well out of reach?
Today I thought I would show you the tip a good friend of mine
showed me this week as I was harvesting our first crop of apples in
Alberta. The best part is you probably already have everything you
need!
It is very s simple. Most of us have a broom hanging around our
homes. You will need one with an end that screws to the broom head.
Separate the head from the broom and place a small paint roller on
the end.
Now when you go out side place the roller just under the apple and
give it a gentle flick. If the apple is ripe it will pop right off and sail in
the air towards you.
If you can’t afford bruises make sure to catch it if not a soft landing
on the grass is not going to harm if for making apple juice, sauce or in
my case hard apple cider.
When you can reach those apples you can use the roller to hock
around a branch to give is a good little shake to free the remaining
ripe apples.
After all that hard work it makes a good cane to help save your back
while picking up the apples you have freed from the tree.
on my next apple clip I am going to show you how I used my working
antique Cider Mill.
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DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»We need things to chal-

lenge ourselves in order
to better ourselves.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Und ohne Erfolg gibt es

keinen Fortschritt, keine
Höherentwicklung und
keine Weiterentwicklung.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure
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LIFT TABEL TMT 1500 - VERTICAL DOUBLE & TRIPLE SCISSOR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSy7_hNmDic
VIEWS: 73.681
UPLOADED BY: EdmoLiftWebmaster
UPLOADED: 11/04/2011
EdmoLift’s vertical double and triple scissor lift tables can be used as
working platforms, pallet stackers, work tables, lifts and lifts for disabled persons, to name a few applications. Compared to a traditional
lift solution, EdmoLift’s vertical double and triple scissor lift tables
provide a rational and cost effective solution.
With a variety of designs and models, load capacity of between 200
kilo and 5 metric tons and a lift range from 1170 mm to 5900mm,
we offer a very large selection. The lift tables are available in different
colours, with a range of different accessories or control units - all
tailored to the needs and requirements of the customer. Most models
are even available in heavy duty versions if intensive operation is
planned for them.
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»Gratification, satisfaction,
sense of fulfilment.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Wir alle leben nur
vom Erfolg.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Jeder wird nach seiner
Leistung beurteilt.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure
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WGL SCHWÄBISCH HALL STABHOCHSPRUNG FEHLVERSUCHE GEISLINGEN GENO-CUP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aqXSzcn2bB4
VIEWS: 400
UPLOADED BY: WGL Schwäbisch Hall
UPLOADED: 16/09/2012
die beiden 14-jährigen WGL Stabhochspringerinnen Samantha Lauter
& Nicole Butz beim Versuch neue Bestleistungen zu springen, welche
dieses Mal noch scheiterten.
Versuche über 3,52m, 3,62m und 3,72m
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MUHAMMAD ALI ON WHY WEALTH IS IMPORTANT

»People don’t respect

you when you look like
you have no money.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9OxtHEYIjE
VIEWS: 242.134
UPLOADED BY: mycomeup.com
UPLOADED: 23/03/2010
For More Daily Inspiration & Motivation Go to http://mycomeup.com/
is the number one web platform to find inspiration and network with
like-minded individuals.

Muhammad Ali (/ɑːˈliː/; born Cassius Marcellus
Clay, Jr.; January 17, 1942) is an American former
professional boxer, generally considered among the
greatest heavyweights in the history of the sport. A
controversial and polarizing figure during his early
career, Ali is now highly regarded for the skills he
displayed in the ring plus the values he exemplified
outside of it: religious freedom, racial justice and
the triumph of principle over expedience. He is one
of the most recognized sports figures of the past
100 years, crowned »Sportsman of the Century«
by Sports Illustrated and »Sports Personality of the
Century« by the BBC.
Ali began training at 12 years old and at the age of
22 won the world heavyweight championship in 1964
from Sonny Liston in a stunning upset. Shortly after
that bout, Ali joined the Nation of Islam and changed
his name. He converted to Sunni Islam in 1975.
[…]
At a time when most fighters let their managers do
the talking, Ali, inspired by professional wrestler
»Gorgeous« George Wagner, thrived in—and indeed
craved—the spotlight, where he was often provocative and outlandish. He controlled most press
conferences and interviews, and spoke freely about
issues unrelated to boxing. He transformed the role
and image of the African American athlete in America by his embrace of racial pride and his willingness
to antagonize the white establishment in doing so.
In the words of writer Joyce Carol Oates, he was
one of the few athletes in any sport to »define the
terms of his public reputation«.
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PRODUCTION OF THE NEW 10 EURO BANKNOTES - PRINTING BILLS EUR BCE USD MONEY AS DEBT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bFPahz39e0
VIEWS: 109.965
UPLOADED BY: Tutti quanti
UPLOADED: 30/08/2014
© Banque centrale européenne
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MARTIN HEIDEGGER - EIN INTERVIEW 1/2

»Wirklich ist nur das,
was messbar ist.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4F0V9l8bUqc
VIEWS: 33.256
UPLOADED BY: ThinkingChannel
UPLOADED: 12/12/2010
Teil 2/2 hier: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAovK...
Heidegger äussert sich gegenüber einem buddhistischen Mönch zu
einigen grundlegenden Fragen seiner Philosphie. Über das Wesen
des Menschen, Philosophie und Religion, die Methode des Denkens,
Technik und Philosophie, Atheismus und die Selbstbesinnung der
Menschen (Bhikkhu Maha Mani, Herbst 1963).

MARTIN HEIDEGGER
Martin Heidegger (/ˈhaɪdɛɡər, -dɪɡər/; German: [ˈmaɐ̯tiːn
ˈhaɪdɛɡɐ]; 26 September 1889 – 26 May 1976) was
a German philosopher and a seminal thinker in the
Continental tradition, particularly within the fields
of existential phenomenology and philosophical
hermeneutics. From his beginnings as a Catholic academic, he developed a groundbreaking and widely
influential philosophy.

the presence of things for us is not their being, but
merely them interpreted as equipment according to
a particular system of meaning and purpose. For instance, when a hammer is efficiently used to knock
in nails, we cease to be aware of it. This is termed
»ready to hand«, and Heidegger considers it an
authentic mode, saying that the given (»past«) has
presence in an oversimplified way when reduced to
possible future usefulness to us.

His best known book, Being and Time (1927), is
considered one of the most important philosophical
works of the 20th century. In it and later works, Heidegger maintained that one’s way of questioning defines one’s nature. He argued that Western thinking
had lost sight of being, and that by people finding
themselves as »always already« moving within ontological presuppositions, they lose touch with their
grasp of being and its truth thus becomes »muddled«. As a solution to this condition, Heidegger advocated a change in focus from ontologies based on
ontic determinants to the fundamental ontological
elucidation of being-in-the-world in general, allowing
it to reveal, or »unconceal« itself as concealment.
He wrote extensively on Friedrich Nietzsche and Friedrich Hölderlin in his later career.

Heidegger claimed philosophy and science since
ancient Greece had reduced things to their presence, which was a superficial way of understanding them. One crucial source of this insight was
Heidegger’s reading of Franz Brentano’s treatise
on Aristotle’s manifold uses of the word »being«, a
work which provoked Heidegger to ask what kind of
unity underlies this multiplicity of uses. Heidegger
opens his magnum opus, Being and Time, with a
citation from Plato’s Sophist indicating that Western
philosophy has neglected Being because it was considered obvious, rather than as worthy of question.
Heidegger’s intuition about the question of Being is
thus a historical argument, which in his later work
becomes his concern with the »history of Being«,
that is, the history of the forgetting of Being, which
according to Heidegger requires that philosophy retrace its footsteps through a productive destruction
of the history of philosophy.

Heidegger is a controversial figure, largely for his
affiliation with Nazism, for which he neither apologized nor publicly expressed regret, although in
private he called it »the biggest stupidity of his life«
(die größte Dummheit seines Lebens).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Heidegger

PHILOSOPHY
BEING, TIME, AND DASEIN
Heidegger’s philosophy is founded on the attempt
to conjoin what he considers two fundamental
insights: the first is his observation that, in the
course of over 2,000 years of history, philosophy
has attended to all the beings that can be found in
the world (including the world itself), but has forgotten to ask what Being itself is. Heidegger thought
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STORYTELLER
»Carpe Diem« does not fit our expectations of a
human being anymore. Nowadays, it is rather »Seize
the hour, seize the minute«. Every moment that is
not spent with improving ourselves is wasted. We
are all part of a system in which effort, performance
and self-improvement is expected from everyone in
every moment of his or her life.
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EXPERIMENTING WITH BIOCHIP IMPLANTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=clIiP1H3Opw
VIEWS: 2.095.584
UPLOADED BY: Motherboard
UPLOADED: 31/10/2013
Subscribe to MOTHERBOARD here: http://bit.ly/Subscribe-toMOTHERBOARD
Humanity just made a small, bloody step towards a time when everyone can upgrade themselves towards being a cyborg. Of all places, it
happened in the back room of a studio in the post-industrial German
town of Essen.
It’s there that I met up with biohacker Tim Cannon, and followed along
as he got what is likely the first-ever computer chip implant that can
record and transmit his biometrical data. Combined in a sealed box
with a battery that can be wirelessly charged, it’s not a small package.
And as we saw, Cannon had it implanted directly under his skin by a
fellow biohacking enthusiast, not a doctor, and without anesthesia.
Called the Circadia 1.0, the implant can record data from Cannon’s
body and transfer it to any Android-powered mobile device. Unlike
wearable computers and biometric-recording devices like Fitbit, the
subcutaneous device is open-source, and allows for the user the full
control over the data.
Follow MOTHERBOARD
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/motherboardtv
Twitter: http://twitter.com/motherboard
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TENNIS REACTION DRILLS | SPEED BANDS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LHk_eEkC3NY
VIEWS: 19.728
UPLOADED BY: Instant Speed
UPLOADED: 07/07/2014
http://www.instantspeedtraining.com/tennis-speed-training
Speed, balance, agility, strength and power are required for successful
performance on the tennis court and one of the most effective ways
for players to work on these areas is through performing sports specific tennis movements with resistance bands.
Speed Bands ensure the leg muscles work against the resistance of
the bands. This activates the fast-twitch muscle fibres in the hamstrings, quads, glutes and core muscles to help athletes increase their
speed, explosive power and balance.
Tennis Speed Training
Training with the Speed Bands ensure all muscles used when sprinting and changing direction are targeted and strengthened.
Resistance band training provides one particular benefit that free
weights do not and that is horizontal resistance. Free weights provide
vertical resistance, however the ability to reduce, produce and stabilise horizontal force in various motions is a must have requirement in
many sports like tennis.
This is what makes performing tennis exercises with Speed Bands so
effective. They allow for lateral, forward and backward movements.
Once the bands are removed, movements around the court will be
quicker and more explosive.
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 2 OF 2)

»It’s okay to be different, it’s
okay to function differently.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 11.358
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
[…]
PERSONA
In his psychological theory – which is not necessarily
linked to a particular theory of social structure – the
persona appears as a consciously created personality or identity fashioned out of part of the collective
psyche through socialization, acculturation and
experience. Jung applied the term persona, explicitly
because, in Latin, it means both personality and the
masks worn by Roman actors of the classical period, expressive of the individual roles played.
The persona, he argues, is a mask for the „collective
psyche», a mask that ‚pretends‘ individuality, so that
both self and others believe in that identity, even if
it is really no more than a well-played role through
which the collective psyche is expressed. Jung regarded the „persona-mask» as a complicated system
which mediates between individual consciousness
and the social community: it is „a compromise
between the individual and society as to what a man
should appear to be». But he also makes it quite
explicit that it is, in substance, a character mask in
the classical sense known to theatre, with its double
function: both intended to make a certain impression to others, and to hide (part of) the true nature
of the individual. The therapist then aims to assist
the individuation process through which the client
(re)gains his „own self» – by liberating the self, both
from the deceptive cover of the persona, and from
the power of unconscious impulses.
Jung‘s theory has become enormously influential in
management theory; not just because managers and
executives have to create an appropriate „management persona» (a corporate mask) and a persuasive
identity, but also because they have to evaluate
what sort of people the workers are, in order to
manage them (for example, using personality tests
and peer reviews).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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84 DAYS IN 48 SECONDS: WEIGHT LOSS TIME LAPSE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAcwcqOPcHM
VIEWS: 7.562.398
UPLOADED BY: Adam Waters
UPLOADED: 03/06/2014
End Date Proof for this body transformation (Date Uploaded - Feb 1st,
2007): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YxM7h
Original song »Better« had to be changed to Creed »Higher« via Audio
Swap.
Adam Waters,
Blog: http://www.RTP-Blog.com
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Das nicht. Erfolg stellt

sich nicht ein durch Haben,
sondern durch Tun.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»If you don’t act, there
is frustration.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Wer nicht weiß, wohin

er will, muss sich nicht
wundern, wenn er ganz
woanders ankommt.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
© Textualisierung
Life-ART-CHANNEL

-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Vera F. Birkenbihl: http://amzn.to/1NSBf0R
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Nikolaus B. Enkelmann: http://amzn.to/1RZyhZg
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Rene Egli: http://amzn.to/1HdyDLu
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Verwenden Sie keine Worte

wie »bald«, »wenn«, »dann«
oder »morgen«.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
© Textualisierung
Life-ART-CHANNEL

-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Vera F. Birkenbihl: http://amzn.to/1NSBf0R
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Nikolaus B. Enkelmann: http://amzn.to/1RZyhZg
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Rene Egli: http://amzn.to/1HdyDLu
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IPHONE STOPWATCH HITS 1,000 HOURS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ke9kxb_H-ac
VIEWS: 924.010
UPLOADED BY: TravTay
UPLOADED: 27/02/2008
What will happen?!
For more information on why I did this...
http://www.redeyechicago.com/
Hahaha, for some reason I was on Diggnation... The response to this
video is ridiculous!! I had no idea it would take off like this...
http://revision3.com/diggnation/2008-03-06burner/
Skip to 27 minutes, and there I am!
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DEAD POETS SOCIETY - CARPE DIEM

»Gather your rosebuds,

while ye may, all time is
still aflying, and this same
flower that smiles today,
tomorrow will be dying.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veYR3ZC9wMQ
VIEWS: 773.042
UPLOADED BY: fercostas
UPLOADED: 07/05/2011
Dead Poets Society, Carpe Diem scene. Motivation. English Audio,
English subtitles

CARPE DIEM
Carpe diem is a Latin aphorism, usually translated
»seize the day«, taken from book 1 of the Roman
poet Horace’s work Odes (23 BC).
TRANSLATION
Carpe is the second-person singular present active
imperative of carpō »pick or pluck« used by Horace to
mean »enjoy, seize, use, make use of«. Diem is the
accusative case of the noun dies »day«. A more literal translation of »carpe diem« would thus be »pluck
the day [as it is ripe]«—i.e., enjoy the moment.
MEANING
In Horace, the phrase is part of the longer »carpe
diem, quam minimum credula postero«, which can
be translated as »Seize the day, put very little trust in
tomorrow (the future)«. The ode says that the future
is unforeseen and that one should not leave to
chance future happenings, but rather one should do
all one can today to make one’s future better. This
phrase is usually understood against Horace’s Epicurean background. The meaning of »carpe diem« as
used by Horace is not to ignore the future, but rather
not to trust that everything is going to fall into place
for you and taking action for the future today.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carpe_diem
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THINK BIG: ● ÜBER DIE FUNDAMENTALEN REGELN DES ERFOLGS (ALPHA DOKU.) TEIL 1

»Verwenden Sie ganz einfach das Wort »jetzt«.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=247r7A07NgE
VIEWS: 118.893
UPLOADED BY: ● Life-ART-CHANNEL ╥─o
UPLOADED: 14/09/2013
Think Big: Über die fundamentalen Regeln des Erfolgs (Teil 1)
Was bedeutet eigentlich Erfolg? Wie entsteht er, der Erfolg bzw.
welchen psychologischen Regeln unterliegt er? Warum ist er so essentiell und vor allem: warum haben diverse Menschen ganz mühelos
Erfolg im Gegensatz zu anderen?
Diese und viele weitere Fragen werden in der Sendereihe »Erfolg«,
welche von dem Sender »Alpha - Sichtweisen für das dritte Jahrtausend« ausgestrahlt wurden, durch einige der hochkarätigsten
Management- und Erfolgstrainer Deutschlands beantwortet: so z. B.
durch Vera F. Birkenbihl, Nikolaus B. Enkelmann, Rene Egli etc.
Die gute Nachricht: Erfolg hat nichts mit Glück oder Schicksal zu tun,
d. h. ausnahmslos jeder Mensch kann im konstruktiven Sinne erfolgreich werden; aber auch glücklich sein, wenn er weiß, auf welche
psychologischen- sowie spirituellen Lebensgesetzmäßigkeiten es im
Leben ankommt und dementsprechend tagein und tagaus agiert.

FAILURE
Failure is the state or condition of not meeting a desirable or intended objective, and may be viewed as
the opposite of success. Product failure ranges from
failure to sell the product to fracture of the product, in the worst cases leading to personal injury,
the province of forensic engineering.
CRITERIA
The criteria for failure are heavily dependent on
context of use, and may be relative to a particular
observer or belief system. A situation considered to
be a failure by one might be considered a success
by another, particularly in cases of direct competition or a zero-sum game. Similarly, the degree of
success or failure in a situation may be differently
viewed by distinct observers or participants, such
that a situation that one considers to be a failure,
another might consider to be a success, a qualified
success or a neutral situation.
It may also be difficult or impossible to ascertain
whether a situation meets criteria for failure or
success due to ambiguous or ill-defined definition
of those criteria. Finding useful and effective criteria,
or heuristics, to judge the success or failure of a
situation may itself be a significant task.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Failure

... Teil 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ru-RxU...
© Textualisierung
Life-ART-CHANNEL

-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Vera F. Birkenbihl: http://amzn.to/1NSBf0R
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Nikolaus B. Enkelmann: http://amzn.to/1RZyhZg
-----------------------------------------------------------►
Bestseller von Rene Egli: http://amzn.to/1HdyDLu
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STORYTELLER
People want to belong. We are not limited by our
physical surroundings anymore. Belonging can be
found in virtual reality. We are searching for surroundings that make us feel understood, either in
real life or online.
To how many things do we need to belong in order
to get the feeling of belonging? And to how many
things can we belong at the same time?

0:13
SURROUNDINGS

WE ALL JUST WANNA BELONG [TO SOMEWHERE/SOMEONE/SOMETHING]

»We all want to belong to

something, or somewhere
or someone.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKBPTn0aZX8
VIEWS: 77
UPLOADED BY: WeAreBullets
UPLOADED: 15/01/2014
its a function of our humanity. but our Soul knows that we already
belong.
this Ego trip of constantly feeling like we need to belong somewhere
is what causes a lot of our behaviours and thoughts and attitudes in
this physical existence.

SOCIAL GROUP
A social group within social sciences has been defined as two or more people who interact with one
another, share similar characteristics, and collectively have a sense of unity. Other theorists disagree
however, and are wary of definitions which stress
the importance of interdependence or objective similarity. Instead, researchers within the social identity
tradition generally define it as „a group is defined in
terms of those who identify themselves as members
of the group». Regardless, social groups come in a
myriad of sizes and varieties. For example, a society
can be viewed as a large social group.
DEFINITION
SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION APPROACH
Explicitly contrasted against a social cohesion based
definition for social groups is the social identity
perspective, which draws on insights made in social
identity theory. Here, rather than defining a social
group based on expressions of cohesive social
relationships between individuals, the social identity
model assumes that »psychological group membership has primarily a perceptual or cognitive basis«.
It posits that the necessary and sufficient condition
for individuals to act as group members is »awareness of a common category membership« and that
a social group can be »usefully conceptualized as
a number of individuals who have internalized the
same social category membership as a component
of their self concept«. Stated otherwise, while the
social cohesion approach expects group members
to ask »who am I attracted to?«, the social identity
perspective expects group members to simply ask
»who am I?«

where no individual self-interest is possible). Also
problematic for the social cohesion account is recent research showing that seemingly meaningless
categorization can be an antecedent of perceptions
of interdependence with fellow category members.
While the roots of this approach to social groups
had its foundations in social identity theory, more
concerted exploration of these ideas occurred later
in the form of self-categorization theory. Whereas
social identity theory was directed initially at the
explanation of intergroup conflict in the absence of
any conflict of interests, self-categorization theory
was developed to explain how individuals come
to perceive themselves as members of a group in
the first place, and how this self-grouping process
underlies and determines all problems subsequent
aspects of group behaviour.

Empirical support for the social identity perspective
on groups was initially drawn from work using the
minimal group paradigm. For example, it has been
shown that the mere act of allocating individuals to
explicitly random categories is sufficient to lead individuals to act in an ingroup favouring fashion (even
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THE HUMAN »LED« SCREEN @ ARIRANG MASS GAMES NORTH KOREA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kmxTy5L7Rc
VIEWS: 45.797
UPLOADED BY: Xanniepannie1
UPLOADED: 28/09/2013
It looks like a LED screen, but look closer and you see ‘the human
factor’. 20000 young people form this screen during the Arirang Mass
Games in Pyongyang North Korea.
Great to see!!!
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»Every culture has certain,

classical, typical behaviour
modalities.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.

0:52
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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DIGITAL FREEDOM: VIRTUAL REALITY, AVATARS, AND MULTIPLE IDENTITIES: JIM BLASCOVICH AT TEDXWINNIPEG

»We see ourselves

instantly reflected.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgEA4iM8CHc
VIEWS: 6.928
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 24/10/2011
Jim Blascovich, Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara
If Our Brains Can’t Distinguish between the Virtual World and the Real
World, How Do We Know What’s Real?
As a society we are continuing to spend more and more time in the
virtual world but recent research has found that it’s beginning to
shape the way we think and the way we act in the real world.
Jim is Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences and Co-Director
of the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior which
he co-founded with perceptual scientist, Jack Loomis, in 1997.
For more info: www.infinitereality.org | www.tedxwinnipeg.ca
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)

DIGITAL RIGHTS
The term digital rights describes the human rights
that allow individuals to access, use, create, and
publish digital media or to access and use computers, other electronic devices, or communications
networks. The term is particularly related to the
protection and realization of existing rights, such as
the right to privacy or freedom of expression, in the
context of new digital technologies, especially the
Internet. Internet access is recognized as a right by
the laws of several countries.

tially exploiting computer users for financial gain
and repressive regimes blocking information from
their citizens, the world needs a »Charter of Human
Rights for the Internet«.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation has criticized the
United States government for considering during
the Megaupload seizure process that people lose
property rights by storing data on a cloud computing
service.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE INTERNET
A number of human rights have been identified as
relevant with regard to the Internet. These include:
freedom of expression, data protection and privacy
and freedom of association. Furthermore, the right
to education and multilingualism, consumer rights,
and capacity building in the context of the right to
development have also been identified.
The Internet is a global public good that should be
accessible to all and respectful of the rights of others, said an influential Jesuit magazine.
With repressive regimes restricting access to information and communications, democratic governments should work to guarantee access to the Internet and adopt general principles to ensure network
use respects universal human rights said an editorial
in La Civilta Cattolica, a Jesuit journal reviewed by
the Vatican before publication.
»What the law permits or prohibits offline must also
be the case online,« said the editorial released Nov. 17.
The »only widespread international consensus« on
online material to be censored regards child pornography and cyberterrorism, the article said.
The Jesuit journal said that with individuals abusing
the freedom of expression, with companies poten-
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ANIMALS VS MIRRORS COMPILATION
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Cardinal attacks mirror image http://youtu.be/lohv-CGdDYg
Dog Attacks Self in Mirror http://youtu.be/d5KJqA9VVNE
Cat attacks himself in mirror http://youtu.be/0WHJaCMGiQ8
Peacock attacking itself in a mirror: hilarious. http://youtu.be/
WaH-aia6zxU
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/dk2ffXo2Y3g
Dog vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/cE8pDx6wozo
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/bN2y6qWH98o
Bearded Dragon sees self in mirror - Adventures of Prince and
Monkey Boy http://youtu.be/31RsEkQhN4s
Котенок И Зеркало)) http://youtu.be/sNb0f9YG37E
Berkley Attacking Himself in Mirror http://youtu.be/l8P-V7evxw0
Кошка и зеркало http://youtu.be/pxUSHfkYgK0
Buddha the Pug puppy and a mirror http://youtu.be/A_DHjokAJ_E
Chameleon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/u7qCkp7j4Uk
Little Dog vs Mirror - Funny http://youtu.be/omLLZR3LmrI
Cat Jumps Into Mirror http://youtu.be/NgFXqn68qGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG_QhttG6jo
VIEWS: 5.568.051
UPLOADED BY: Compilariz
UPLOADED: 30/05/2013
Funny compilation of animals confused by their own reflections.
Join Us On Facebook http://www.facebook.com/Compilariz
No copyright infringement intended. All rights attributed accordingly.
All material belongs to their appropriate owners.
Copyright Disclaimer:
Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for
«fair use» for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, and research. Fair use is a use permitted by
copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing. Non-profit,
educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of «fair use». The
recent amendments to the Copyright Act of 1976 pertain to music.
«Fair use» remains in force for film and video.
No copyright intended. All content used in adherence to Fair Use
copyright law.
Copyright issue? Send me a message and we’ll get it resolved ASAP.
CREDITS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/S1KUOjI9chY
Bearded dragon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/DOdqToqdtbM
Pug Vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/_X6A19j44GI
Кот и зеркало (смешно очень) http://youtu.be/17xyf3MaOEk
chameleon climbing on the mirror http://youtu.be/Io6TFFd9Kas
Puppy Vs Mirror http://youtu.be/ULfj0TdV2Zk
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/oXZXzhkVk6g
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/ZYgIE9H48Fg
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CARL JUNG - THE SELF

»It’s life trying to live simul-

taneously on two levels or
in two different worlds.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAPyRryK1HY
VIEWS: 123.614
UPLOADED BY: JungianMaps
UPLOADED: 25/05/2012
Excerpt from Man & His Symbols (Audiobook) by Carl G. Jung on the
concept of the Self.
Subtitles & translated subtitles available by clicking the captions icon.
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/100078?hl=en
The Self in Jungian psychology is one of the Jungian archetypes,
signifying the unification of consciousness and unconsciousness in a
person, and representing the psyche as a whole. The Self, according
to Jung, is realised as the product of individuation, which in his view
is the process of integrating one’s personality.
For Jung, the Self is symbolised by the circle (especially when divided
in four quadrants), the square, or the mandala.
What distinguishes Jungian psychology is the idea that there are two
centers of the personality. The ego is the center of consciousness,
whereas the Self is the center of the total personality, which includes
consciousness, the unconscious, and the ego. The Self is both the
whole and the center. While the ego is a self-contained little circle off
the center contained within the whole, the Self can be understood as
the greater circle.
Jung considered that from birth every individual has an original sense
of wholeness - of the Self - but that with development a separate
ego-consciousness crystallizes out of the original feeling of unity.
This process of ego-differentiation provides the task of the first half
of one’s life-course, though Jungians also saw psychic health as depending on a periodic return to the sense of Self, something facilitated
by the use of myths, initiation ceremonies, and rites of passage.
Once ego-differentiation had been successfully achieved, and the
individual securely anchored in the external world, Jung considered
that a new task then arose for the second half of life - a return to, and
conscious rediscovery of, the Self: individuation.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_in_Jungian_psychology
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SELF
CULTURE
The self is constantly evolving due to the complexities of cultures and societies. Researchers have
shown that the self is dependent on the culture that
the self has been situated around. Several comparisons between western cultures versus eastern
cultures show that there are cultural differences
among the self and self-concept. The self can be
redefined as a dynamic, responsive process that
structures neural pathways according to past and
present environments including material, social,
and spiritual aspects (Self, Culture, & Society Class,
2015). Self-concept can be referred to as a product
instead of a process like the self is represented as.
Self-concept is a concept or belief that an individual
has upon him/herself as an emotion, spiritual, and
social being (Aronson,2002). Therefore, the self-concept is the idea of who I am, kind of like a self-reflection of one’s well being. For example, the self-concept is anything you say about yourself. A society
is a group of people who share a common belief or
aspect of Self interacting toward the maintenance or
betterment of the collective (Self, Culture, & Society
Class, 2015). Culture consists of explicit and implicit
patterns of historically derived and selected ideas
and their embodiment in institutions, cognitive &
social practices, and artifacts. Cultural systems may,
on one hand, be considered as products of action,
and on the other, as conditioning elements of further
action (Kroeber & Kluckholn, 1963, p. 357). Therefore, the following sections will explore how the self
and self-concept can be changed due to different
cultures.

individual, sand separates themselves from the
rest of the group. Where as an eastern culture self
might be presented as open and flexible (Kanagawa, 2001). The self relies on the environment and
culture it is put in. The self evolves and is constantly
changing to the environment so that it is not threatened. Therefore, researcher wanted to study the
differences between cultures and see if individual’s
conceptual selves change due to their culture and
environment.

As children, teenagers, and young adults grow up
society tells these individuals to »Be yourself«. But
this may mean something completely different for
individuals who live in different cultures. The way
an individual construct themselves may be different
due to their culture (Kanagawa, 2001). a western
culture self is usually seen as abstract, private,
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1 YEAR OLD TODDLER MULTITASKING WITH SMARTPHONES

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6CVT8ibftY
VIEWS: 45
UPLOADED BY: Cristina Joyce Tanseco
UPLOADED: 01/06/2013
Our toddler learned how to use different gadgets only by observing
adults. He’s only allowed 2hours of high tech time everyday .
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IN CAMERA, JEAN PAUL SARTRE, NO EXIT, HUIS CLOS, HAROLD PINTER (ENGLISH)

»It’s life without a break.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mshvqdva0vY
VIEWS: 110.893
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 02/03/2012
English adaptation of Jean Paul Satre’s »Huis Clos«
(No Exit / In Camera)

NO EXIT
No Exit (French: Huis Clos, pronounced: [ɥi klo]) is a
1944 existentialist French play by Jean-Paul Sartre.
The original title is the French equivalent of the legal
term in camera, referring to a private discussion
behind closed doors; English translations have also
been performed under the titles In Camera, No Way
Out, Vicious Circle, Behind Closed Doors, and Dead
End. The play was first performed at the Théâtre du
Vieux-Colombier in May 1944.
The play is a depiction of the afterlife in which three
deceased characters are punished by being locked
into a room together for eternity. It is the source of
Sartre’s especially famous and often misinterpreted
quotation »L’enfer, c’est les autres« or »Hell is other
people«, a reference to Sartre’s ideas about the
look and the perpetual ontological struggle of being
caused to see oneself as an object in the world of
another consciousness.
PLOT SYNOPSIS
Three damned souls, Joseph Garcin, Inès Serrano,
and Estelle Rigault, are brought to the same room in
Hell and locked inside by a mysterious valet. They
had all expected torture devices to punish them for
eternity, but instead find a plain room furnished in
the style of the Second French Empire. At first, none
of them will admit the reason for their damnation:
Joseph says that he was executed for being a
pacifist, while Estelle insists that a mistake has been
made; Inès, however, is the only one to demand
that they all stop lying to themselves and confess
to their moral crimes. She refuses to believe that
they have all ended up in the room by accident and
soon realizes that they have been placed together to
make each other miserable; she deduces that they
are to be one another’s torturers. Joseph suggests
that they try to leave each other alone and to be
silent, but Inès starts to sing about an execution and
Estelle vainly wants to find a mirror to check on her
appearance. Inès tries to seduce Estelle by offering

1:06
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to be her »mirror« by telling her everything she sees,
but ends up frightening her instead. It is soon clear
that Inès is attracted to Estelle, Estelle is attracted
to Joseph, and Joseph is in no mood for sexual
behavior.
After arguing, they decide to confess to their crimes
so they know what to expect from each other.
Joseph cheated on and mistreated his wife; Inès
seduced her cousin’s wife while living with them;
and Estelle had an affair and then killed the resulting
child, prompting the child’s father to commit suicide.
Despite their revelations, they continue to get on
each other’s nerves. Joseph finally begins giving
in to the lascivious Estelle’s escalating attempts
to seduce him, which drives Inès crazy. Joseph is
constantly interrupted by his own thought, though,
and begs Estelle to tell him he is not a coward for
attempting to flee his country during wartime. While
she complies, Inès tells him that Estelle is just feigning attraction to him so that she can be with a man –
any man. This causes Joseph to abruptly attempt an
escape. After his trying to open the door repeatedly,
it inexplicably and suddenly opens, but he is unable
to bring himself to leave, and the others remain as
well. He says that he will not be saved until he can
convince Inès to trust in him. She refuses, saying
that he is obviously a coward, and promising to
make him miserable forever. Joseph concludes that
rather than torture devices or physical punishment,
»hell is other people.« Estelle tries to persevere in
her seduction of Joseph, but he says that he cannot
make love while Inès is watching. Estelle, infuriated,
picks up a paper knife and repeatedly stabs Inès. As
they are all already dead, this attack does nothing
and Inès even halfheartedly stabs herself, beginning
to laugh. As Estelle comments on the idea of their
being trapped here forever and laughs too, all three
join in prolonged fit of laughter before Joseph finally
concludes, »Eh bien, continuons« (roughly »Eh well,
let’s continue...«).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit
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KRISHNAMURTI - DOES PLEASURE BRING HAPPINESS

»Question of attention,

whether we are eating or
whether we are observing
pleasure.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t63JXq40K4A
VIEWS: 4.102
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 22/10/2013
This is the eighth conversation between J Krishnamurti and Dr. Allan
W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.
Question in this series:
What relationship has pleasure to enjoyment, joy, and is pleasure
happiness?

PLEASURE
Pleasure describes the broad class of mental states
that humans and other animals experience as positive, enjoyable, or worth seeking. It includes more
specific mental states such as happiness, entertainment, enjoyment, ecstasy, and euphoria. The early
psychological account of pleasure, the pleasure principle, describes it as a positive feedback mechanism,
motivating the organism to recreate in the future the
situation which it has just found pleasurable and to
avoid situations that have caused pain in the past.
The experience of pleasure is subjective and different individuals will experience different kinds and
amounts of pleasure in the same situation. Many
pleasurable experiences are associated with satisfying basic biological drives, such as eating, exercise,
hygiene, sex or defecation. Other pleasurable experiences are associated with social experiences and
social drives, such as the experiences of accomplishment, recognition, and service. The appreciation
of cultural artifacts and activities such as art, music,
dancing, and literature is often pleasurable.
[…]

Is there any relationship between pleasure and enjoyment?
What is pleasure and what is it that keeps it going?
What is the pursuit, the constant direction of it?
Excerpts from Talks...
» A single tree standing on the hill. You see that it is really beautiful
the flowers, the deer, the meadows the water and the single tree,
and its shadow. You see that and it is almost breathtaking. Does
thought then come along and say how extraordinary it was, what a
delight it was? Isn’t there then desire for repetition? So thought gives
nourishment, sustains it and gives a direction to pleasure. Why should
thought come into it at all? » Jiddu Krishnamurti

NEUROBIOLOGY
The pleasure center is the set of brain structures,
predominantly the nucleus accumbens, theorized to
produce great pleasure when stimulated electrically.
Some references state that the septum pellucidium
is generally considered to be the pleasure center,
while others mention the hypothalamus when referring to the pleasure center for intracranial stimulation. Certain chemicals are known to stimulate the
pleasure centers of the brain.[citation needed] It has
been suggested that physical exertion can release
endorphins in what is called the runner’s high, and
equally it has been found that chocolate and certain
spices, such as from the family of the chilli, can
release or cause to be released similar psychoactive
chemicals to those released during sexual acts.

PSYCHOLOGY
The degree to which something or someone is
experienced as pleasurable not only depends on
its objective attributes (appearance, sound, taste,
texture, etc.), but on beliefs about its history, about
the circumstances of its creation, about its rarity,
fame, or price, and on other non-intrinsic attributes,
such as the social status or identity it conveys. For
example, a sweater that has been worn by a celebrity will be more desired than an otherwise identical
sweater that has not, though considerably less so
if it has been washed. Another example was when
Grammy-winning, internationally acclaimed violinist
Joshua Bell played in the Washington D.C. subway
for 43 minutes, attracting little attention from the
1,097 people who passed by, and earning about $59
in tips. Paul Bloom describes these phenomena as
arising from a form of essentialism. Some people
find things pleasurable which have adverse objective
attributes, such as horror films and spicy food.
PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS
Epicurus and his followers defined the highest
pleasure as the absence of suffering and pleasure
itself as „freedom from pain in the body and freedom from turmoil in the soul». According to Cicero
(or rather his character Torquatus) Epicurus also
believed that pleasure was the chief good and pain
the chief evil.
In the 12th century Razi‘s „Treatise of the Self and
the Spirit» (Kitab al Nafs Wa’l Ruh) analyzed different
types of pleasure, sensuous and intellectual, and
explained their relations with one another. He concludes that human needs and desires are endless,
and „their satisfaction is by definition impossible.»
The 19th-century German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer understood pleasure as a negative
sensation, one that negates the usual existential
condition of suffering.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleasure
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SPORTSCASTERS MOCK SORORITY GIRLS TAKING SELFIES AT BASEBALL GAME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Baukq9JhmYM
VIEWS: 35.726
UPLOADED BY: Inside Edition
UPLOADED: 02/10/2015
During the Arizona Diamondbacks game, Alpha Chi Omega sisters
were caught by the sportscasters taking selfies instead of watching
the baseball game. The sportscasters began to mock the girls for
taking the photos and narrating what the conversatio...

1:09
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KRISHNAMURTI - DOES PLEASURE BRING HAPPINESS

»Or it is only a superficial

listening, hearing, seeing,
which we call attending.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t63JXq40K4A
VIEWS: 4.102
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 22/10/2013
This is the eighth conversation between J Krishnamurti and Dr. Allan
W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.
Question in this series:
What relationship has pleasure to enjoyment, joy, and is pleasure
happiness?

PLEASURE
Pleasure describes the broad class of mental states
that humans and other animals experience as positive, enjoyable, or worth seeking. It includes more
specific mental states such as happiness, entertainment, enjoyment, ecstasy, and euphoria. The early
psychological account of pleasure, the pleasure principle, describes it as a positive feedback mechanism,
motivating the organism to recreate in the future the
situation which it has just found pleasurable and to
avoid situations that have caused pain in the past.
The experience of pleasure is subjective and different individuals will experience different kinds and
amounts of pleasure in the same situation. Many
pleasurable experiences are associated with satisfying basic biological drives, such as eating, exercise,
hygiene, sex or defecation. Other pleasurable experiences are associated with social experiences and
social drives, such as the experiences of accomplishment, recognition, and service. The appreciation
of cultural artifacts and activities such as art, music,
dancing, and literature is often pleasurable.
[…]

Is there any relationship between pleasure and enjoyment?
What is pleasure and what is it that keeps it going?
What is the pursuit, the constant direction of it?
Excerpts from Talks...
» A single tree standing on the hill. You see that it is really beautiful
the flowers, the deer, the meadows the water and the single tree,
and its shadow. You see that and it is almost breathtaking. Does
thought then come along and say how extraordinary it was, what a
delight it was? Isn’t there then desire for repetition? So thought gives
nourishment, sustains it and gives a direction to pleasure. Why should
thought come into it at all? » Jiddu Krishnamurti

NEUROBIOLOGY
The pleasure center is the set of brain structures,
predominantly the nucleus accumbens, theorized to
produce great pleasure when stimulated electrically.
Some references state that the septum pellucidium
is generally considered to be the pleasure center,
while others mention the hypothalamus when referring to the pleasure center for intracranial stimulation. Certain chemicals are known to stimulate the
pleasure centers of the brain.[citation needed] It has
been suggested that physical exertion can release
endorphins in what is called the runner’s high, and
equally it has been found that chocolate and certain
spices, such as from the family of the chilli, can
release or cause to be released similar psychoactive
chemicals to those released during sexual acts.

PSYCHOLOGY
The degree to which something or someone is
experienced as pleasurable not only depends on
its objective attributes (appearance, sound, taste,
texture, etc.), but on beliefs about its history, about
the circumstances of its creation, about its rarity,
fame, or price, and on other non-intrinsic attributes,
such as the social status or identity it conveys. For
example, a sweater that has been worn by a celebrity will be more desired than an otherwise identical
sweater that has not, though considerably less so
if it has been washed. Another example was when
Grammy-winning, internationally acclaimed violinist
Joshua Bell played in the Washington D.C. subway
for 43 minutes, attracting little attention from the
1,097 people who passed by, and earning about $59
in tips. Paul Bloom describes these phenomena as
arising from a form of essentialism. Some people
find things pleasurable which have adverse objective
attributes, such as horror films and spicy food.
PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS
Epicurus and his followers defined the highest
pleasure as the absence of suffering and pleasure
itself as „freedom from pain in the body and freedom from turmoil in the soul». According to Cicero
(or rather his character Torquatus) Epicurus also
believed that pleasure was the chief good and pain
the chief evil.
In the 12th century Razi‘s „Treatise of the Self and
the Spirit» (Kitab al Nafs Wa’l Ruh) analyzed different
types of pleasure, sensuous and intellectual, and
explained their relations with one another. He concludes that human needs and desires are endless,
and „their satisfaction is by definition impossible.»
The 19th-century German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer understood pleasure as a negative
sensation, one that negates the usual existential
condition of suffering.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleasure
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CUTE KID FALLING ASLEEP IN CLASS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7p8ethBLGk
VIEWS: 2.106
UPLOADED BY: Yabhlee
UPLOADED: 12/06/2015
Cute kid trying best to stay awake in class but keeps falling into sleep
again and again.
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ANIMALS VS MIRRORS COMPILATION
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Cardinal attacks mirror image http://youtu.be/lohv-CGdDYg
Dog Attacks Self in Mirror http://youtu.be/d5KJqA9VVNE
Cat attacks himself in mirror http://youtu.be/0WHJaCMGiQ8
Peacock attacking itself in a mirror: hilarious. http://youtu.be/
WaH-aia6zxU
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/dk2ffXo2Y3g
Dog vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/cE8pDx6wozo
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/bN2y6qWH98o
Bearded Dragon sees self in mirror - Adventures of Prince and
Monkey Boy http://youtu.be/31RsEkQhN4s
Котенок И Зеркало)) http://youtu.be/sNb0f9YG37E
Berkley Attacking Himself in Mirror http://youtu.be/l8P-V7evxw0
Кошка и зеркало http://youtu.be/pxUSHfkYgK0
Buddha the Pug puppy and a mirror http://youtu.be/A_DHjokAJ_E
Chameleon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/u7qCkp7j4Uk
Little Dog vs Mirror - Funny http://youtu.be/omLLZR3LmrI
Cat Jumps Into Mirror http://youtu.be/NgFXqn68qGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG_QhttG6jo
VIEWS: 5.568.051
UPLOADED BY: Compilariz
UPLOADED: 30/05/2013
Funny compilation of animals confused by their own reflections.
Join Us On Facebook http://www.facebook.com/Compilariz
No copyright infringement intended. All rights attributed accordingly.
All material belongs to their appropriate owners.
Copyright Disclaimer:
Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for
«fair use» for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, and research. Fair use is a use permitted by
copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing. Non-profit,
educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of «fair use». The
recent amendments to the Copyright Act of 1976 pertain to music.
«Fair use» remains in force for film and video.
No copyright intended. All content used in adherence to Fair Use
copyright law.
Copyright issue? Send me a message and we’ll get it resolved ASAP.
CREDITS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/S1KUOjI9chY
Bearded dragon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/DOdqToqdtbM
Pug Vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/_X6A19j44GI
Кот и зеркало (смешно очень) http://youtu.be/17xyf3MaOEk
chameleon climbing on the mirror http://youtu.be/Io6TFFd9Kas
Puppy Vs Mirror http://youtu.be/ULfj0TdV2Zk
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/oXZXzhkVk6g
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/ZYgIE9H48Fg
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 2 OF 2)

»Most young people today

developed by make a pretty
mature sense of how to look
and act at the right time.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 11.358
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
[…]
PERSONA
In his psychological theory – which is not necessarily
linked to a particular theory of social structure – the
persona appears as a consciously created personality or identity fashioned out of part of the collective
psyche through socialization, acculturation and
experience. Jung applied the term persona, explicitly
because, in Latin, it means both personality and the
masks worn by Roman actors of the classical period, expressive of the individual roles played.
The persona, he argues, is a mask for the „collective
psyche», a mask that ‚pretends‘ individuality, so that
both self and others believe in that identity, even if
it is really no more than a well-played role through
which the collective psyche is expressed. Jung regarded the „persona-mask» as a complicated system
which mediates between individual consciousness
and the social community: it is „a compromise
between the individual and society as to what a man
should appear to be». But he also makes it quite
explicit that it is, in substance, a character mask in
the classical sense known to theatre, with its double
function: both intended to make a certain impression to others, and to hide (part of) the true nature
of the individual. The therapist then aims to assist
the individuation process through which the client
(re)gains his „own self» – by liberating the self, both
from the deceptive cover of the persona, and from
the power of unconscious impulses.
Jung‘s theory has become enormously influential in
management theory; not just because managers and
executives have to create an appropriate „management persona» (a corporate mask) and a persuasive
identity, but also because they have to evaluate
what sort of people the workers are, in order to
manage them (for example, using personality tests
and peer reviews).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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6 YEAR OLD MAKEUP PRO *MAKE UP LOOK* BELLAS NEW MAKEUP LOOK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSCskKqO7CE
VIEWS: 12.300.606
UPLOADED BY: prettynice101
UPLOADED: 07/10/2011
hello everyone, thanks for watching this video!
Bella is my sister. She dose not put on makeup everyday. It’s just
a game she plays! The only time she puts it on. Is for a tutorials or
Halloween!
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GIRL TAKING 24,345 SELFIES...CRINGE.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1NPnWp3cPc
VIEWS: 136.009
UPLOADED BY: Steve Stevenson
UPLOADED: 09/10/2014
Lol, the end song that comes over the speakers is ironic as fook.
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»We start thinking of

ourselves as though we
were an object. And so
we construct an idea of
ourselves as an item in
someone else’s world.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

1:34
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.
He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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SIGN WAVING MANNEQUIN - EFFECTIVE RETAIL MARKETING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ttXHg5YdmU
VIEWS: 28.877
UPLOADED BY: SignWavingMannequins
UPLOADED: 10/01/2013
From Just $597! Go to: http://signdolls.com
Sign Waving Mannequin: As a small business owner, especially retail,
you depend on getting customers. There are people passing by your
business daily. Are you sure they even know you exist? Can you name
all of the stores on your way to work? Many people don’t look right
or left during their commutes, so you need something that stands out
and draws their attention. That’s where the sign waving mannequin
comes in. Grab people’s attention, and get them to notice you. Have
your business STAND OUT from the crowd. Standard a frame or sidewalk signs simply don’t do the trick anymore. Get your sign waving
mannequin for the lowest price of any of the competition.
Visit http://www.signdolls.com.
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DIGITAL FREEDOM: VIRTUAL REALITY, AVATARS, AND MULTIPLE IDENTITIES: JIM BLASCOVICH AT TEDXWINNIPEG

»In virtual reality however,

those instant reflections,
those identities can be
changed.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgEA4iM8CHc
VIEWS: 6.928
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 24/10/2011
Jim Blascovich, Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara
If Our Brains Can’t Distinguish between the Virtual World and the Real
World, How Do We Know What’s Real?
As a society we are continuing to spend more and more time in the
virtual world but recent research has found that it’s beginning to
shape the way we think and the way we act in the real world.
Jim is Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences and Co-Director
of the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior which
he co-founded with perceptual scientist, Jack Loomis, in 1997.
For more info: www.infinitereality.org | www.tedxwinnipeg.ca
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)

DIGITAL RIGHTS
The term digital rights describes the human rights
that allow individuals to access, use, create, and
publish digital media or to access and use computers, other electronic devices, or communications
networks. The term is particularly related to the
protection and realization of existing rights, such as
the right to privacy or freedom of expression, in the
context of new digital technologies, especially the
Internet. Internet access is recognized as a right by
the laws of several countries.

tially exploiting computer users for financial gain
and repressive regimes blocking information from
their citizens, the world needs a »Charter of Human
Rights for the Internet«.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation has criticized the
United States government for considering during
the Megaupload seizure process that people lose
property rights by storing data on a cloud computing
service.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE INTERNET
A number of human rights have been identified as
relevant with regard to the Internet. These include:
freedom of expression, data protection and privacy
and freedom of association. Furthermore, the right
to education and multilingualism, consumer rights,
and capacity building in the context of the right to
development have also been identified.
The Internet is a global public good that should be
accessible to all and respectful of the rights of others, said an influential Jesuit magazine.
With repressive regimes restricting access to information and communications, democratic governments should work to guarantee access to the Internet and adopt general principles to ensure network
use respects universal human rights said an editorial
in La Civilta Cattolica, a Jesuit journal reviewed by
the Vatican before publication.
»What the law permits or prohibits offline must also
be the case online,« said the editorial released Nov. 17.
The »only widespread international consensus« on
online material to be censored regards child pornography and cyberterrorism, the article said.
The Jesuit journal said that with individuals abusing
the freedom of expression, with companies poten-
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 2 OF 2)

»But often, there is a more

complex unique person
inside of us, that is struggling to be recognised.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 11.358
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
[…]
PERSONA
In his psychological theory – which is not necessarily
linked to a particular theory of social structure – the
persona appears as a consciously created personality or identity fashioned out of part of the collective
psyche through socialization, acculturation and
experience. Jung applied the term persona, explicitly
because, in Latin, it means both personality and the
masks worn by Roman actors of the classical period, expressive of the individual roles played.
The persona, he argues, is a mask for the „collective
psyche», a mask that ‚pretends‘ individuality, so that
both self and others believe in that identity, even if
it is really no more than a well-played role through
which the collective psyche is expressed. Jung regarded the „persona-mask» as a complicated system
which mediates between individual consciousness
and the social community: it is „a compromise
between the individual and society as to what a man
should appear to be». But he also makes it quite
explicit that it is, in substance, a character mask in
the classical sense known to theatre, with its double
function: both intended to make a certain impression to others, and to hide (part of) the true nature
of the individual. The therapist then aims to assist
the individuation process through which the client
(re)gains his „own self» – by liberating the self, both
from the deceptive cover of the persona, and from
the power of unconscious impulses.
Jung‘s theory has become enormously influential in
management theory; not just because managers and
executives have to create an appropriate „management persona» (a corporate mask) and a persuasive
identity, but also because they have to evaluate
what sort of people the workers are, in order to
manage them (for example, using personality tests
and peer reviews).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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ANIMALS VS MIRRORS COMPILATION
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Cardinal attacks mirror image http://youtu.be/lohv-CGdDYg
Dog Attacks Self in Mirror http://youtu.be/d5KJqA9VVNE
Cat attacks himself in mirror http://youtu.be/0WHJaCMGiQ8
Peacock attacking itself in a mirror: hilarious. http://youtu.be/
WaH-aia6zxU
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/dk2ffXo2Y3g
Dog vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/cE8pDx6wozo
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/bN2y6qWH98o
Bearded Dragon sees self in mirror - Adventures of Prince and
Monkey Boy http://youtu.be/31RsEkQhN4s
Котенок И Зеркало)) http://youtu.be/sNb0f9YG37E
Berkley Attacking Himself in Mirror http://youtu.be/l8P-V7evxw0
Кошка и зеркало http://youtu.be/pxUSHfkYgK0
Buddha the Pug puppy and a mirror http://youtu.be/A_DHjokAJ_E
Chameleon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/u7qCkp7j4Uk
Little Dog vs Mirror - Funny http://youtu.be/omLLZR3LmrI
Cat Jumps Into Mirror http://youtu.be/NgFXqn68qGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG_QhttG6jo
VIEWS: 5.568.051
UPLOADED BY: Compilariz
UPLOADED: 30/05/2013
Funny compilation of animals confused by their own reflections.
Join Us On Facebook http://www.facebook.com/Compilariz
No copyright infringement intended. All rights attributed accordingly.
All material belongs to their appropriate owners.
Copyright Disclaimer:
Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for
«fair use» for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, and research. Fair use is a use permitted by
copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing. Non-profit,
educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of «fair use». The
recent amendments to the Copyright Act of 1976 pertain to music.
«Fair use» remains in force for film and video.
No copyright intended. All content used in adherence to Fair Use
copyright law.
Copyright issue? Send me a message and we’ll get it resolved ASAP.
CREDITS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/S1KUOjI9chY
Bearded dragon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/DOdqToqdtbM
Pug Vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/_X6A19j44GI
Кот и зеркало (смешно очень) http://youtu.be/17xyf3MaOEk
chameleon climbing on the mirror http://youtu.be/Io6TFFd9Kas
Puppy Vs Mirror http://youtu.be/ULfj0TdV2Zk
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/oXZXzhkVk6g
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/ZYgIE9H48Fg
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WILL SELF INTERNET AND DIGITAL AGE

»Whatever you are, you

have the potential to find
confreres.«

WILL (PHILOSOPHY)
Will, in philosophy, refers to a property of the mind,
and an attribute of acts intentionally committed.
Actions made according to a person’s will are called
»willing« or »voluntary« and sometimes pejoratively
»willful« or »at will«. In general, »will« does not refer
to one particular or most preferred desire but rather
to the general capacity to have such desires and act
decisively based on them, according to whatever
criteria the willing agent applies. The will is in turn
important within philosophy because a person’s will
is one of the most distinct parts of their mind, along
with reason and understanding. Will is especially
important in ethics because it must be present for
people to act deliberately.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCdsKcDY1gQ
VIEWS: 6.918
UPLOADED BY: thinkingindependant
UPLOADED: 03/10/2014
Author Will Self discusses his thoughts on the internet. This film
is made from a selection of four shorter pieces by English National
Opera to promote their production of »Two Boys« http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Two_Boys.
Buy the Album Here: http://www.nonesuch.com/artists/nico-muhly
We spliced them together into one film to better convey the important
message Self conveys.

One of the recurring questions discussed in the
Western philosophical tradition is the question of
»free will«, and the related but more general notion
of fate, which asks how will can be truly free if
the actions of people have natural or divine causes
which determine them, but which are not really
under the control of people. The question is directly
connected to discussions of what Freedom is, and
also the »problem of evil«, because it brings into
question whether people really cause their own acts.
ROUSSEAU
Jean-Jacques Rousseau added a new type of will
to those discussed by philosophers, which he called
the »General will« (volonté générale). This concept
developed from Rousseau’s considerations on the
social contract theory of Hobbes, and describes the
shared will of a whole citizenry, whose agreement is
understood to exist in discussions about the legitimacy of governments and laws.
KANT
Kant’s Transcendental Idealism claimed that »all
objects are mere appearances [phenomena].« He
asserted that »nothing whatsoever can ever be
said about the thing in itself that may be the basis
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of these appearances.« Kant’s critics responded by
saying that Kant had no right, therefore, to assume
the existence of a thing in itself.
SCHOPENHAUER
Schopenhauer disagreed with Kant’s critics and
stated that it is absurd to assume that phenomena
have no basis. Schopenhauer proposed that we
cannot know the thing in itself as though it is a
cause of phenomena. Instead, he said that we can
know it by knowing our own body, which is the only
thing that we can know at the same time as both a
phenomenon and a thing in itself.
When we become conscious of ourself, we realize
that our essential qualities are endless urging,
craving, striving, wanting, and desiring. These
are characteristics of that which we call our will.
Schopenhauer affirmed that we can legitimately
think that all other phenomena are also essentially and basically will. According to him, will »is the
innermost essence, the kernel, of every particular
thing and also of the whole. It appears in every
blindly acting force of nature, and also in the deliberate conduct of man….« Schopenhauer said that his
predecessors mistakenly thought that the will depends on knowledge. According to him, though, the
will is primary and uses knowledge in order to find
an object that will satisfy its craving. That which, in
us, we call will is Kant’s »thing in itself«, according
to Schopenhauer.
[…]
NIETZSCHE
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche was influenced by
Schopenhauer when younger, but later felt him to
be wrong. However, he maintained a modified focus
upon will, making the term »will to power« famous
as an explanation of human aims and actions.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Will_(philosophy)
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G20 TORONTO - WHY IS IT CLOSED?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHSsSQ5Q3mg
VIEWS: 9.519
UPLOADED BY: ntsergas
UPLOADED: 04/07/2010
Why?
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CLIP FROM SWARM (NATURES INVASIONS)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIgHEhziUxU
VIEWS: 161.547
UPLOADED BY: Dan Bolser
UPLOADED: 24/08/2009
Swarming fish, demonstrating distributed computing ;-)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY

»The community is
very important.«

SOCIAL GROUP
Some examples of types of groups include the
following:
Peer group: A peer group is a group with members
of approximately the same age, social status, and
interests. Generally, people are relatively equal in
terms of power when they interact with peers.
Clique: A group of people that have many of the
same interests & commonly found in a High School/
College setting; most of the time they have a name
& rules for themselves.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_HmRajg50U
VIEWS: 2.734
UPLOADED BY: Mingyur Rinpoche
UPLOADED: 13/02/2014
In this short teaching, Mingyur Rinpoche talks about the importance
of community to support our practice. This video was originally
shared as part of the free monthly teachings curriculum on learning.
tergar.org
How do you think the Tergar Community embodies the community
ideals set out by the Buddha? How might we all do better, both online
and out in the world?
For more information about Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche and the Tergar
Meditation Community, please visit www.tergar.org.

Club: A club is a group, which usually requires one
to apply to become a member. Such clubs may be
dedicated to particular activities: sporting clubs, for
example.
Cabal: A cabal is a group of people united in some
close design together, usually to promote their
private views or interests in a church, state, or other
community, often by intrigue.
Household: All individuals who live in the same
home. Anglophone culture may include various
models of household, including the family, blended
families, share housing, and group homes.
Community: A community is a group of people
with a commonality or sometimes a complex net of
overlapping commonalities, often–but not always–in
proximity with one another with some degree of
continuity over time.

Mob: A mob is usually a group of people that has
taken the law into their own hands. Mobs are usually groups which gather temporarily for a particular
reason.
Posse: A posse was originally found in English common law. It is generally obsolete, and survives only
in America, where it is the law enforcement equivalent of summoning the militia for military purposes.
However, it can also refer to a street group.
Squad: This is usually a small group, of around 3 to
15 people, who work as a team to accomplish their
goals.
Dyad: This is a social group with two members.
Social interaction in a dyad is typically more intense
than in larger groups because neither member
shares the other’s attention with anyone else.
Triad: This is a social group with three members,
which contains three relationships, each uniting
two of the three people. A triad is more stable than
a dyad because one member can act as a mediator should the relationship between the other two
become strained.
Team: Similar to a squad, though a team may contain many more members. A team works in a similar
way to a squad.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_group

Gang: A gang is usually an urban group that gathers
in a particular area. It is a group of people that often
hang around each other. They can be like some clubs,
but much less formal. They are usually known in
many countries to cause social unrest and also have
negative influence on the members and may be a target for the law enforcers in case of any social vices.
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OPEN SIGN - FOR SALE $44 + SHIP FREE!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl_mxFsSeWk
VIEWS: 483
UPLOADED BY: info4u
UPLOADED: 07/05/2013
OPEN SIGN & Other LED SIGNS - http://OpenSign.biz
OPEN SIGN For Sale; Buy your Open Signs led for only $44 & Free
shipping is also included in your purchase order.
Overall best deal online and offline as well, in regerds to the quality
and pricing these led open signs, I have yet to see any other website
that can compare. Speaking as a business owner the make, feel and
look of these open led signs are better, not to mention that this site
also provide you with a money back gaurantee and a (90)ninety day(s)
warranty as well when you purchase your business sign.
To place your order or for more information on our Open Sign Leds
Visit our YouTube channel or website here http://www.opensign.biz
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INALIENABLE RIGHTS: LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF BELONGING: TERRELL STRAYHORN AT TEDXCOLUMBUS

»I am worthy of dignitiy

and respect, of friendship,
of acceptance, for all of my
various identities.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ak6T9kw0H28
VIEWS: 13.889
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 15/10/2012
When you consider that in Columbus nearly 140,000 residents are
college students, there is a hope that they are successful in school,
graduate and get a job. But taking a multi-dimensional look at that
»success« part, Dr. Strayhorns’ research reveals a fundamental need
of the student. And it isn’t tied so much to good grades or money.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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NATURAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS
Natural and legal rights are two types of rights.
Legal rights are those bestowed onto a person
by a given legal system. (i.e., rights that can be
modified, repealed, and restrained by human laws).
Natural rights are those not contingent upon the
laws, customs, or beliefs of any particular culture or
government, and therefore universal and inalienable
(i.e., rights that cannot be repealed or restrained by
human laws).
The concept of natural law is closely related to the
concept of natural rights. During the Age of Enlightenment, the concept of natural laws was used to
challenge the divine right of kings, and became an
alternative justification for the establishment of a
social contract, positive law, and government – and
thus legal rights – in the form of classical republicanism.[dubious – discuss][original research?][clarification needed] Conversely, the concept of natural
rights is used by others to challenge the legitimacy
of all such establishments.
The idea of human rights is also closely related
to that of natural rights: some acknowledge no
difference between the two, regarding them as
synonymous, while others choose to keep the
terms separate to eliminate association with some
features traditionally associated with natural rights.
Natural rights, in particular, are considered beyond
the authority of any government or international
body to dismiss. The 1948 United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is an important legal
instrument enshrining one conception of natural
rights into international soft law. Natural rights were
traditionally viewed as exclusively negative rights,
whereas human rights also comprise positive rights.
Even on a natural rights conception of human rights,
the two terms may not be synonymous.

HISTORY
The idea that certain rights are natural or inalienable
also has a history dating back at least to the Stoics
of late Antiquity and Catholic law of the early Middle
Ages, and descending through the Protestant Reformation and the Age of Enlightenment to today.
The existence of natural rights has been asserted by
different individuals on different premises, such as a
priori philosophical reasoning or religious principles.
For example, Immanuel Kant claimed to derive natural rights through reason alone. The United States
Declaration of Independence, meanwhile, is based
upon the »self-evident« truth that »all men are ...
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights«.
Likewise, different philosophers and statesmen
have designed different lists of what they believe
to be natural rights; almost all include the right to
life and liberty as the two highest priorities. H. L. A.
Hart argued that if there are any rights at all, there
must be the right to liberty, for all the others would
depend upon this. T. H. Green argued that »if there
are such things as rights at all, then, there must be
a right to life and liberty, or, to put it more properly
to free life.« John Locke emphasized »life, liberty
and property« as primary. However, despite Locke’s
influential defense of the right of revolution, Thomas
Jefferson substituted »pursuit of happiness« in
place of »property« in the United States Declaration
of Independence.
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WILL SELF INTERNET AND DIGITAL AGE

»There are a myriad of pos-

sible encounters out there of
which one is optimal.«

WILL (PHILOSOPHY)
Will, in philosophy, refers to a property of the mind,
and an attribute of acts intentionally committed.
Actions made according to a person’s will are called
»willing« or »voluntary« and sometimes pejoratively
»willful« or »at will«. In general, »will« does not refer
to one particular or most preferred desire but rather
to the general capacity to have such desires and act
decisively based on them, according to whatever
criteria the willing agent applies. The will is in turn
important within philosophy because a person’s will
is one of the most distinct parts of their mind, along
with reason and understanding. Will is especially
important in ethics because it must be present for
people to act deliberately.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCdsKcDY1gQ
VIEWS: 6.918
UPLOADED BY: thinkingindependant
UPLOADED: 03/10/2014
Author Will Self discusses his thoughts on the internet. This film
is made from a selection of four shorter pieces by English National
Opera to promote their production of »Two Boys« http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Two_Boys.
Buy the Album Here: http://www.nonesuch.com/artists/nico-muhly
We spliced them together into one film to better convey the important
message Self conveys.

One of the recurring questions discussed in the
Western philosophical tradition is the question of
»free will«, and the related but more general notion
of fate, which asks how will can be truly free if
the actions of people have natural or divine causes
which determine them, but which are not really
under the control of people. The question is directly
connected to discussions of what Freedom is, and
also the »problem of evil«, because it brings into
question whether people really cause their own acts.
ROUSSEAU
Jean-Jacques Rousseau added a new type of will
to those discussed by philosophers, which he called
the »General will« (volonté générale). This concept
developed from Rousseau’s considerations on the
social contract theory of Hobbes, and describes the
shared will of a whole citizenry, whose agreement is
understood to exist in discussions about the legitimacy of governments and laws.
KANT
Kant’s Transcendental Idealism claimed that »all
objects are mere appearances [phenomena].« He
asserted that »nothing whatsoever can ever be
said about the thing in itself that may be the basis
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of these appearances.« Kant’s critics responded by
saying that Kant had no right, therefore, to assume
the existence of a thing in itself.
SCHOPENHAUER
Schopenhauer disagreed with Kant’s critics and
stated that it is absurd to assume that phenomena
have no basis. Schopenhauer proposed that we
cannot know the thing in itself as though it is a
cause of phenomena. Instead, he said that we can
know it by knowing our own body, which is the only
thing that we can know at the same time as both a
phenomenon and a thing in itself.
When we become conscious of ourself, we realize
that our essential qualities are endless urging,
craving, striving, wanting, and desiring. These
are characteristics of that which we call our will.
Schopenhauer affirmed that we can legitimately
think that all other phenomena are also essentially and basically will. According to him, will »is the
innermost essence, the kernel, of every particular
thing and also of the whole. It appears in every
blindly acting force of nature, and also in the deliberate conduct of man….« Schopenhauer said that his
predecessors mistakenly thought that the will depends on knowledge. According to him, though, the
will is primary and uses knowledge in order to find
an object that will satisfy its craving. That which, in
us, we call will is Kant’s »thing in itself«, according
to Schopenhauer.
[…]
NIETZSCHE
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche was influenced by
Schopenhauer when younger, but later felt him to
be wrong. However, he maintained a modified focus
upon will, making the term »will to power« famous
as an explanation of human aims and actions.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Will_(philosophy)
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»Or sort of think of yourself

as being an object that other
people are observing.«

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.
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He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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JUDGE AND PUBLIC DEFENDER HAVE FIST FIGHT IN COURTROOM!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzMvB-SQmSI
VIEWS: 6.910
UPLOADED BY: POETIC
UPLOADED: 13/06/2015
»Their« corrupt system is falling apart right before our very eyes folks!
WATCH these two ghetto people that are supposed to be upholding
the »law«, break the »law«... right in front of »The People« in the
courtroom! »They« have No Shame!
Thank you for watching, commenting and sharing!
Peace,
POETIC (People Of Earth Transforming Insidious Corruption)
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»And the very existence of

shame proves that we are
always under the eyes of
other people. If we can even
feel the shame, this means
we know that other people
are looking at us, thinking
about us.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.
He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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OVERWHELMED AND BEYOND WORDS GRATEFUL FROM ESSENA O‘NEILL

»There is so much that goes

into the pressure to fit in, to
be watched, to be known.
And it’s so not real.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bANMLy84tPM
VIEWS: 39.160
UPLOADED BY: Dan M
UPLOADED: 04/11/2015
Never did I think this would be shared so globally. I have so much
I want to say and talk about. Thank you to all these media outlets
for helping start this discussion. I am so so so grateful. I’m crying
because I needed to hear this when I was younger, heck anyone
who spends hours and hours on a screen wishing they could have a
‘perfect’ life, this is for you. There is nothing cool about spending all
your time taking edited pictures of yourself to prove to the world ‘you
are enough’. Don’t let numbers define you. Don’t let anyone tell you
you’re not enough without excessive makeup, latest trends, 100+ likes
on a photo, ‘a bikini body’, thigh gap, long blonde hair. I was born into
the flesh I have, there is nothing inspirational about that. I am just so
grateful to think of how many young men and women might see this
movement and stop limiting themselves to artificial ideas of happiness
online. When you stop comparing and viewing yourself against others, you start to see your own spark and individuality. Everyone has
love, kindness, creativity, passion and purpose. Don’t let anyone sell
you something different.
Check out:
http://www.letsbegamechangers.com
and
http://www.skinnygirl.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media are computer-mediated tools that allow
people to create, share, or exchange information,
career interests, ideas, and pictures/videos in virtual
communities and networks. Social media is defined
as »a group of Internet-based applications that build
on the ideological and technological foundations of
Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange
of user-generated content.« Furthermore, social
media depends on mobile and web-based technologies to create highly interactive platforms through
which individuals and communities share, co-create, discuss, and modify user-generated content.
They introduce substantial and pervasive changes
to communication between businesses, organizations, communities, and individuals. These changes
are the focus of the emerging field of technoself
studies. Social media differ from traditional or industrial media in many ways, including quality, reach,
frequency, usability, immediacy, and permanence.
Social media operates in a dialogic transmission
system (many sources to many receivers). This is in
contrast to traditional media that operates under a
monologic transmission model (one source to many
receivers).
»Social media has been broadly defined to refer to
‘the many relatively inexpensive and widely accessible electronic tools that enable anyone to publish
and access information, collaborate on a common
effort, or build relationships.«
There are many effects that stem from Internet
usage. According to Nielsen, Internet users continue
to spend more time with social media sites than
any other type of site. At the same time, the total
time spent on social media in the U.S. across PC
and mobile devices increased by 99 percent to 121
billion minutes in July 2012 compared to 66 billion
minutes in July 2011. For content contributors, the
benefits of participating in social media have gone
beyond simply social sharing to building reputation

and bringing in career opportunities and monetary
income, as discussed in Tang, Gu, and Whinston
(2012).
NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON SELF-ESTEEM
Studies also show that social media has negative
effects on peoples’ self-esteem and self-worth.
The authors of »Who Compares and Despairs? The
Effect of Social Comparison Orientation on Social
Media Use and its Outcomes« found that people
with a higher social comparison orientation appear
to use social media more heavily than people with
low social comparison orientation. This finding was
consistent with other studies that found people
with high social comparison orientation make more
social comparisons once on social media. People
compare their own lives to the lives of their friends
through their friends’ posts. People are motivated
to portray themselves in a way that is appropriate
to the situation and serves their best interest. Often
the things posted online are the positive aspects of
people’s lives, which makes other people question
why their own lives are not as exciting or fulfilling.
This can lead to depression and other self-esteem
issues. Terri H. Chan the author of Facebook and
its Effects on Users’ Empathic Social Skills and Life
Satisfaction: A Double Edged Sword Effect claims
that the more time people spend on Facebook, the
less satisfied they feel about their life. Self presentational theory explains that people will consciously
manage their self-image or identity related information in social contexts. According to Gina Chen, the
author of Losing Face on Social Media: Threats to
Positive Face Lead to an Indirect Effect on Retaliatory Aggression Through Negative Affect, when
people are not accepted or are criticized online they
feel emotional pain. This may lead to some form of
online retaliation such as online bullying.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_media
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ANIMALS VS MIRRORS COMPILATION
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Cardinal attacks mirror image http://youtu.be/lohv-CGdDYg
Dog Attacks Self in Mirror http://youtu.be/d5KJqA9VVNE
Cat attacks himself in mirror http://youtu.be/0WHJaCMGiQ8
Peacock attacking itself in a mirror: hilarious. http://youtu.be/
WaH-aia6zxU
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/dk2ffXo2Y3g
Dog vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/cE8pDx6wozo
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/bN2y6qWH98o
Bearded Dragon sees self in mirror - Adventures of Prince and
Monkey Boy http://youtu.be/31RsEkQhN4s
Котенок И Зеркало)) http://youtu.be/sNb0f9YG37E
Berkley Attacking Himself in Mirror http://youtu.be/l8P-V7evxw0
Кошка и зеркало http://youtu.be/pxUSHfkYgK0
Buddha the Pug puppy and a mirror http://youtu.be/A_DHjokAJ_E
Chameleon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/u7qCkp7j4Uk
Little Dog vs Mirror - Funny http://youtu.be/omLLZR3LmrI
Cat Jumps Into Mirror http://youtu.be/NgFXqn68qGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG_QhttG6jo
VIEWS: 5.568.051
UPLOADED BY: Compilariz
UPLOADED: 30/05/2013
Funny compilation of animals confused by their own reflections.
Join Us On Facebook http://www.facebook.com/Compilariz
No copyright infringement intended. All rights attributed accordingly.
All material belongs to their appropriate owners.
Copyright Disclaimer:
Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for
«fair use» for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, and research. Fair use is a use permitted by
copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing. Non-profit,
educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of «fair use». The
recent amendments to the Copyright Act of 1976 pertain to music.
«Fair use» remains in force for film and video.
No copyright intended. All content used in adherence to Fair Use
copyright law.
Copyright issue? Send me a message and we’ll get it resolved ASAP.
CREDITS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/S1KUOjI9chY
Bearded dragon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/DOdqToqdtbM
Pug Vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/_X6A19j44GI
Кот и зеркало (смешно очень) http://youtu.be/17xyf3MaOEk
chameleon climbing on the mirror http://youtu.be/Io6TFFd9Kas
Puppy Vs Mirror http://youtu.be/ULfj0TdV2Zk
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/oXZXzhkVk6g
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/ZYgIE9H48Fg
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IN CAMERA, JEAN PAUL SARTRE, NO EXIT, HUIS CLOS, HAROLD PINTER (ENGLISH)

»It’s when I can’t see myself,

I begin to wonder if I really
exist.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mshvqdva0vY
VIEWS: 110.893
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 02/03/2012
English adaptation of Jean Paul Satre’s »Huis Clos«
(No Exit / In Camera)

NO EXIT
No Exit (French: Huis Clos, pronounced: [ɥi klo]) is a
1944 existentialist French play by Jean-Paul Sartre.
The original title is the French equivalent of the legal
term in camera, referring to a private discussion
behind closed doors; English translations have also
been performed under the titles In Camera, No Way
Out, Vicious Circle, Behind Closed Doors, and Dead
End. The play was first performed at the Théâtre du
Vieux-Colombier in May 1944.
The play is a depiction of the afterlife in which three
deceased characters are punished by being locked
into a room together for eternity. It is the source of
Sartre’s especially famous and often misinterpreted
quotation »L’enfer, c’est les autres« or »Hell is other
people«, a reference to Sartre’s ideas about the
look and the perpetual ontological struggle of being
caused to see oneself as an object in the world of
another consciousness.
PLOT SYNOPSIS
Three damned souls, Joseph Garcin, Inès Serrano,
and Estelle Rigault, are brought to the same room in
Hell and locked inside by a mysterious valet. They
had all expected torture devices to punish them for
eternity, but instead find a plain room furnished in
the style of the Second French Empire. At first, none
of them will admit the reason for their damnation:
Joseph says that he was executed for being a
pacifist, while Estelle insists that a mistake has been
made; Inès, however, is the only one to demand
that they all stop lying to themselves and confess
to their moral crimes. She refuses to believe that
they have all ended up in the room by accident and
soon realizes that they have been placed together to
make each other miserable; she deduces that they
are to be one another’s torturers. Joseph suggests
that they try to leave each other alone and to be
silent, but Inès starts to sing about an execution and
Estelle vainly wants to find a mirror to check on her
appearance. Inès tries to seduce Estelle by offering
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to be her »mirror« by telling her everything she sees,
but ends up frightening her instead. It is soon clear
that Inès is attracted to Estelle, Estelle is attracted
to Joseph, and Joseph is in no mood for sexual
behavior.
After arguing, they decide to confess to their crimes
so they know what to expect from each other.
Joseph cheated on and mistreated his wife; Inès
seduced her cousin’s wife while living with them;
and Estelle had an affair and then killed the resulting
child, prompting the child’s father to commit suicide.
Despite their revelations, they continue to get on
each other’s nerves. Joseph finally begins giving
in to the lascivious Estelle’s escalating attempts
to seduce him, which drives Inès crazy. Joseph is
constantly interrupted by his own thought, though,
and begs Estelle to tell him he is not a coward for
attempting to flee his country during wartime. While
she complies, Inès tells him that Estelle is just feigning attraction to him so that she can be with a man –
any man. This causes Joseph to abruptly attempt an
escape. After his trying to open the door repeatedly,
it inexplicably and suddenly opens, but he is unable
to bring himself to leave, and the others remain as
well. He says that he will not be saved until he can
convince Inès to trust in him. She refuses, saying
that he is obviously a coward, and promising to
make him miserable forever. Joseph concludes that
rather than torture devices or physical punishment,
»hell is other people.« Estelle tries to persevere in
her seduction of Joseph, but he says that he cannot
make love while Inès is watching. Estelle, infuriated,
picks up a paper knife and repeatedly stabs Inès. As
they are all already dead, this attack does nothing
and Inès even halfheartedly stabs herself, beginning
to laugh. As Estelle comments on the idea of their
being trapped here forever and laughs too, all three
join in prolonged fit of laughter before Joseph finally
concludes, »Eh bien, continuons« (roughly »Eh well,
let’s continue...«).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit
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ANIMALS VS MIRRORS COMPILATION
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Cardinal attacks mirror image http://youtu.be/lohv-CGdDYg
Dog Attacks Self in Mirror http://youtu.be/d5KJqA9VVNE
Cat attacks himself in mirror http://youtu.be/0WHJaCMGiQ8
Peacock attacking itself in a mirror: hilarious. http://youtu.be/
WaH-aia6zxU
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/dk2ffXo2Y3g
Dog vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/cE8pDx6wozo
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/bN2y6qWH98o
Bearded Dragon sees self in mirror - Adventures of Prince and
Monkey Boy http://youtu.be/31RsEkQhN4s
Котенок И Зеркало)) http://youtu.be/sNb0f9YG37E
Berkley Attacking Himself in Mirror http://youtu.be/l8P-V7evxw0
Кошка и зеркало http://youtu.be/pxUSHfkYgK0
Buddha the Pug puppy and a mirror http://youtu.be/A_DHjokAJ_E
Chameleon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/u7qCkp7j4Uk
Little Dog vs Mirror - Funny http://youtu.be/omLLZR3LmrI
Cat Jumps Into Mirror http://youtu.be/NgFXqn68qGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG_QhttG6jo
VIEWS: 5.568.051
UPLOADED BY: Compilariz
UPLOADED: 30/05/2013
Funny compilation of animals confused by their own reflections.
Join Us On Facebook http://www.facebook.com/Compilariz
No copyright infringement intended. All rights attributed accordingly.
All material belongs to their appropriate owners.
Copyright Disclaimer:
Under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, allowance is made for
«fair use» for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, and research. Fair use is a use permitted by
copyright statute that might otherwise be infringing. Non-profit,
educational or personal use tips the balance in favor of «fair use». The
recent amendments to the Copyright Act of 1976 pertain to music.
«Fair use» remains in force for film and video.
No copyright intended. All content used in adherence to Fair Use
copyright law.
Copyright issue? Send me a message and we’ll get it resolved ASAP.
CREDITS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/S1KUOjI9chY
Bearded dragon attacks mirror http://youtu.be/DOdqToqdtbM
Pug Vs. Mirror http://youtu.be/_X6A19j44GI
Кот и зеркало (смешно очень) http://youtu.be/17xyf3MaOEk
chameleon climbing on the mirror http://youtu.be/Io6TFFd9Kas
Puppy Vs Mirror http://youtu.be/ULfj0TdV2Zk
Кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/oXZXzhkVk6g
кот и зеркало http://youtu.be/ZYgIE9H48Fg
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DIGITAL FREEDOM: VIRTUAL REALITY, AVATARS, AND MULTIPLE IDENTITIES: JIM BLASCOVICH AT TEDXWINNIPEG

»We can’t trust necessarily

representations that we see
in the virtual world.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgEA4iM8CHc
VIEWS: 6.928
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 24/10/2011
Jim Blascovich, Ph.D., University of California at Santa Barbara
If Our Brains Can’t Distinguish between the Virtual World and the Real
World, How Do We Know What’s Real?
As a society we are continuing to spend more and more time in the
virtual world but recent research has found that it’s beginning to
shape the way we think and the way we act in the real world.
Jim is Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences and Co-Director
of the Research Center for Virtual Environments and Behavior which
he co-founded with perceptual scientist, Jack Loomis, in 1997.
For more info: www.infinitereality.org | www.tedxwinnipeg.ca
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)

DIGITAL RIGHTS
The term digital rights describes the human rights
that allow individuals to access, use, create, and
publish digital media or to access and use computers, other electronic devices, or communications
networks. The term is particularly related to the
protection and realization of existing rights, such as
the right to privacy or freedom of expression, in the
context of new digital technologies, especially the
Internet. Internet access is recognized as a right by
the laws of several countries.

tially exploiting computer users for financial gain
and repressive regimes blocking information from
their citizens, the world needs a »Charter of Human
Rights for the Internet«.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation has criticized the
United States government for considering during
the Megaupload seizure process that people lose
property rights by storing data on a cloud computing
service.

HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE INTERNET
A number of human rights have been identified as
relevant with regard to the Internet. These include:
freedom of expression, data protection and privacy
and freedom of association. Furthermore, the right
to education and multilingualism, consumer rights,
and capacity building in the context of the right to
development have also been identified.
The Internet is a global public good that should be
accessible to all and respectful of the rights of others, said an influential Jesuit magazine.
With repressive regimes restricting access to information and communications, democratic governments should work to guarantee access to the Internet and adopt general principles to ensure network
use respects universal human rights said an editorial
in La Civilta Cattolica, a Jesuit journal reviewed by
the Vatican before publication.
»What the law permits or prohibits offline must also
be the case online,« said the editorial released Nov. 17.
The »only widespread international consensus« on
online material to be censored regards child pornography and cyberterrorism, the article said.
The Jesuit journal said that with individuals abusing
the freedom of expression, with companies poten-
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USA 2010 PHOTO ALBUM VIDEO - 13/15: DISTORTING MIRROR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-5U1q7WJm8
VIEWS: 19
UPLOADED BY: egberthe’s channel
UPLOADED: 10/04/2011
Kids having fun with a distorting mirror in San Francisco
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IN CAMERA, JEAN PAUL SARTRE, NO EXIT, HUIS CLOS, HAROLD PINTER (ENGLISH)

»Somehow it gave me alert,

seeing myself as other people saw me.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mshvqdva0vY
VIEWS: 110.893
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 02/03/2012
English adaptation of Jean Paul Satre’s »Huis Clos«
(No Exit / In Camera)

NO EXIT
No Exit (French: Huis Clos, pronounced: [ɥi klo]) is a
1944 existentialist French play by Jean-Paul Sartre.
The original title is the French equivalent of the legal
term in camera, referring to a private discussion
behind closed doors; English translations have also
been performed under the titles In Camera, No Way
Out, Vicious Circle, Behind Closed Doors, and Dead
End. The play was first performed at the Théâtre du
Vieux-Colombier in May 1944.
The play is a depiction of the afterlife in which three
deceased characters are punished by being locked
into a room together for eternity. It is the source of
Sartre’s especially famous and often misinterpreted
quotation »L’enfer, c’est les autres« or »Hell is other
people«, a reference to Sartre’s ideas about the
look and the perpetual ontological struggle of being
caused to see oneself as an object in the world of
another consciousness.
PLOT SYNOPSIS
Three damned souls, Joseph Garcin, Inès Serrano,
and Estelle Rigault, are brought to the same room in
Hell and locked inside by a mysterious valet. They
had all expected torture devices to punish them for
eternity, but instead find a plain room furnished in
the style of the Second French Empire. At first, none
of them will admit the reason for their damnation:
Joseph says that he was executed for being a
pacifist, while Estelle insists that a mistake has been
made; Inès, however, is the only one to demand
that they all stop lying to themselves and confess
to their moral crimes. She refuses to believe that
they have all ended up in the room by accident and
soon realizes that they have been placed together to
make each other miserable; she deduces that they
are to be one another’s torturers. Joseph suggests
that they try to leave each other alone and to be
silent, but Inès starts to sing about an execution and
Estelle vainly wants to find a mirror to check on her
appearance. Inès tries to seduce Estelle by offering
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to be her »mirror« by telling her everything she sees,
but ends up frightening her instead. It is soon clear
that Inès is attracted to Estelle, Estelle is attracted
to Joseph, and Joseph is in no mood for sexual
behavior.
After arguing, they decide to confess to their crimes
so they know what to expect from each other.
Joseph cheated on and mistreated his wife; Inès
seduced her cousin’s wife while living with them;
and Estelle had an affair and then killed the resulting
child, prompting the child’s father to commit suicide.
Despite their revelations, they continue to get on
each other’s nerves. Joseph finally begins giving
in to the lascivious Estelle’s escalating attempts
to seduce him, which drives Inès crazy. Joseph is
constantly interrupted by his own thought, though,
and begs Estelle to tell him he is not a coward for
attempting to flee his country during wartime. While
she complies, Inès tells him that Estelle is just feigning attraction to him so that she can be with a man –
any man. This causes Joseph to abruptly attempt an
escape. After his trying to open the door repeatedly,
it inexplicably and suddenly opens, but he is unable
to bring himself to leave, and the others remain as
well. He says that he will not be saved until he can
convince Inès to trust in him. She refuses, saying
that he is obviously a coward, and promising to
make him miserable forever. Joseph concludes that
rather than torture devices or physical punishment,
»hell is other people.« Estelle tries to persevere in
her seduction of Joseph, but he says that he cannot
make love while Inès is watching. Estelle, infuriated,
picks up a paper knife and repeatedly stabs Inès. As
they are all already dead, this attack does nothing
and Inès even halfheartedly stabs herself, beginning
to laugh. As Estelle comments on the idea of their
being trapped here forever and laughs too, all three
join in prolonged fit of laughter before Joseph finally
concludes, »Eh bien, continuons« (roughly »Eh well,
let’s continue...«).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE, HUIS-CLOS

»La torture par l’absence.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlknrhTiMTc
VIEWS: 13.565
UPLOADED BY: DOCUS TV
UPLOADED: 06/03/2015
Réalisé par Jacqueline Audry en 1954, avec Arletty, Frank Villard,
Gaby Sylvia.

HUIS CLOS
CHARACTERS
Joseph Garcin – cowardice and callousness caused
his young wife to die »of grief« after his execution.
He is from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and deserted during
an unspecified military conflict. He was unfaithful
to his wife – he even recalls, without any sympathy,
bringing home another woman one night, and his
wife bringing them their morning coffee after hearing their engagement all night. Initially, he hates Inès
because she understands his weakness, and wants
Estelle because he feels that if she treats him as a
man he will become manly. However, by the end of
the play he understands that because Inès understands the meaning of cowardice and wickedness,
only absolution at her hands can redeem him (if
indeed redemption is possible). In a later translation
and adaptation of the play by American translator
Paul Bowles, Garcin is renamed Vincent Cradeau.

motivated a suicide). She lusts over »manly men«,
which Garcin himself strives to be.
Valet – The Valet enters the room with each character, but his only real dialogue is with Garcin. We
learn little about him, except that his uncle is the
head valet, and that he does not have any eyelids,
which links to Garcin because Garcin’s eyelids are
atrophied.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit

Inès Serrano – Inès is the second character to enter
the room. A lesbian postal clerk, she turned a wife
against her husband, twisting the wife’s perception
of her spouse and the subsequent murder of the
man (who is Inès’ cousin). Indeed, Inès seems to be
the only character who understands the power of
opinion, manipulating Estelle’s and Garcin’s opinions
of themselves and of each other throughout the
play. She is honest about the evil deeds she, Garcin,
and Estelle have done. She frankly acknowledges
the fact that she is a cruel person.
Estelle Rigault – Estelle is a high-society woman,
a blonde who married an older man for his money
and had an affair with a younger man. To her, the
affair is merely an insignificant fling, but her lover
becomes emotionally attached to her and she bears
him a child. She drowns the child by throwing it into
the lake, which drives her lover to commit suicide.
Throughout the play she tries to get at Garcin,
seeking to define herself as a woman in relation to
a man. Her sins are deceit and murder (which also
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NARCISSUS AND ECHO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35jVsyWFss4
VIEWS: 65.489
UPLOADED BY: Rose Ann
UPLOADED: 07/03/2014
I don’t own this video. Credits to the owner.
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»The need for approval

and the drive for power.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.

2:55
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»Share common ideas

and behaviour patterns.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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THE HUMAN »LED« SCREEN @ ARIRANG MASS GAMES NORTH KOREA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kmxTy5L7Rc
VIEWS: 45.799
UPLOADED BY: Xanniepannie1
UPLOADED: 28/09/2013
It looks like a LED screen, but look closer and you see ‘the human
factor’. 20000 young people form this screen during the Arirang Mass
Games in Pyongyang North Korea.
Great to see!!!

2:58
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HOW TO GET INTERNET FAMOUS

»You can start this

whole phenomenon.«

CELEBRITY
Celebrity is fame and public attention in the media,
usually applied to a person, or group of people
(celebrity couple, family etc.), or occasionally, to
animals or fictional entities. Celebrity status is often
associated with wealth (commonly referred to as
fame and fortune) and fame can often provide opportunities to make money.
Successful careers in sports and entertainment are
commonly associated with celebrity status; political
leaders often become celebrities. People may also
become celebrities due to media attention for their
lifestyle, wealth, or controversial actions, or for their
connection to a famous person.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fURU0Qlo36Q
VIEWS: 259.849
UPLOADED BY: blndsundoll4mj
UPLOADED: 06/04/2015
my new ebook! »How To Get Internet Famous«
http://www.amazon.com/How-Internet-Famous-Trisha-Paytas-ebook/
dp/B00VCP5PMK/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1428158985&sr=8-4&key
words=trisha+paytas
buy my debut album »Fat Chicks« on itunes!
https://itun.es/ca/GIMg6
**************************************************
SUBSCRIBE TO MY VLOGGING CHANNEL!!!!!!!!!!
http://www.youtube.com/TrishasLife
tweet me or find me on instagram @trishapaytas
*****************************************************
::::::::::MY BOOKS
»The History of My Insanity« : http://www.amazon.com/The-His
tory-Insanity-Trisha-Paytas/dp/1482660067/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&
qid=1395761429&sr=8-1&keywords=the+history+of+my+insanity
»The Stripper Diaries« : http://www.amazon.com/The-StripperDiaries-Trisha-Paytas/dp/1490428801/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&
qid=1395761422&sr=8-1&keywords=stripper+diaries
»Tease« : http://www.amazon.com/Tease-Trisha-Paytas/
dp/149439152X/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1395761419&sr=8-3&key
words=tease+trisha+paytas
»Curvy and Loving It« :http://www.amazon.com/Curvy-Loving-TrishaPaytas/dp/1497522803/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1400226769&s
r=8-4&keywords=curvy+and+Loving+it

3:00
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BECOMING A CELEBRITY IN THE U.S.
SUCCESS
There are no guarantees of success for an individual
to become a celebrity. Though celebrities come from
many different working fields, most celebrities are
typically associated with the fields of sports and entertainment or a person may be a public figure who
is commonly recognizable in mass media. Celebrities
are often stereotyped as individuals who possess
exorbitant amounts of wealth and glamor. They are
also sometimes denigrated by the general public as
being overpaid and publicly overrated compared to
a normal worker such as a doctor, police officer or
a teacher.

CULT OF CELEBRITY
SOCIAL NETWORKING
Celebrities have been flocking to social networking
and video hosting sites such as YouTube, Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, Google+, and MySpace. Social
networking sites allow celebrities to communicate
directly with their fans, removing the middle-man
known as traditional media. Social media humanizes
celebrities in a way that arouses public fascination
as evident by the success of magazines such as
Us Weekly and People Weekly. Celebrity blogging
have also spawned stars such as Perez Hilton who
is well known for not only blogging, but also outing
celebrities.
Social media sites have also contributed to the
fame of some celebrities, such as Tila Tequila who
became known through MySpace.

Though glamor and wealth certainly plays a role for
only famous celebrities, most people in the sports
and entertainments sphere, be it music, film, television, radio, modelling, comedy, literature etc. live in
obscurity and only a small percentage achieve fame
and fortune. Due to the Machiavellian and competitive nature within both industries, a vast amount of
aspiring entertainers and athletes in the world, even
some of the most talented may never be recognized
and won’t ever receive the opportunity to carve a
name for themselves.
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THOUSANDS OF SWIMMERS CROWD IN A SALTY SWIMMING POOL IN CHINA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNGvDQafrlQ
VIEWS: 489.434
UPLOADED BY: Barcroft TV
UPLOADED: 06/09/2011
Subscribe http://tinyurl.com/BarcroftTV twitter: https://twitter.com/
Barcroft_TV Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BarcroftMedia
Swimmers crowd in a salty swimming pool boasting to be »China’s
Dead Sea« in Daying county on August 14, 2011 in Sichuan province,
China. The operator says nearly one million swimmers have been to
the swimming resort this summer.
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DOCUMENTARY ON CARL GUSTAV JUNG (PART 1 OF 2)

»Unconscious is influenced

not only by our own experiences, but by the collective
experiences of all people.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNZ3oZnS9Y
VIEWS: 20.171
UPLOADED BY: Geert Stienissen
UPLOADED: 23/10/2011
Carl Gustav Jung (26 July 1875 -- 6 June 1961) was a Swiss psychiatrist, an influential thinker and the founder of Analytical Psychology.
Jung is considered the first modern psychiatrist to view the human
psyche as »by nature religious« and make it the focus of exploration.
Many psychological concepts were originally proposed by Jung, including the Archetype, the Collective Unconscious, the Complex, and
synchronicity. A popular psychometric instrument, the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI), has been principally developed from Jung’s
theories.

CARL JUNG
Carl Gustav Jung (/jʊŋ/; German: [ˈkarl ˈɡʊstaf jʊŋ]; 26
July 1875 – 6 June 1961), often referred to as C. G.
Jung, was a Swiss psychiatrist and psychotherapist who founded analytical psychology. His work
has been influential not only in psychiatry but also
in philosophy, anthropology, archaeology, literature, and religious studies. He was a prolific writer,
though many of his works were not published until
after his death.
The central concept of analytical psychology is individuation—the psychological process of integrating
the opposites, including the conscious with the
unconscious, while still maintaining their relative
autonomy. Jung considered individuation to be the
central process of human development.
Jung created some of the best known psychological concepts, including the archetype, the collective
unconscious, the complex, and extraversion and
introversion.
THOUGHT
[…]
INTROVERSION AND EXTRAVERSION
Main article: Introversion and extraversion
Jung was one of the first people to define introversion and extraversion in a psychological context. In
Jung’s Psychological Types, he theorizes that each
person falls into one of two categories, the introvert
and the extravert. These two psychological types
Jung compares to the ancient archetypes, Apollo
and Dionysus.
The introvert is likened with Apollo, who shines
light on understanding. The introvert is focused
on the internal world of reflection, dreaming and
vision. Thoughtful and insightful, the introvert can
sometimes be uninterested in joining the activities
of others.

3:02
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The extravert is associated with Dionysus, interested in joining the activities of the world. The extravert
is focused on the outside world of objects, sensory
perception and action. Energetic and lively, the extrovert may lose their sense of self in the intoxication of Dionysian pursuits.
Jungian introversion and extraversion is quite different to the modern idea of introversion and extroversion. Modern theories often stay true to behaviourist means of describing such a trait (sociability,
talkativeness, assertiveness etc.) whereas Jungian
introversion and extraversion is expressed as a perspective. Introverts interpret the world subjectively,
whereas extraverts interpret the world objectively.
INDIVIDUATION
Jung considered individuation, a psychological
process of integrating the opposites including the
conscious with the unconscious while still maintaining their relative autonomy, necessary for a person
to become whole.
Individuation is a process of transformation whereby
the personal and collective unconscious is brought
into consciousness (by means of dreams, active
imagination or free association to take some examples) to be assimilated into the whole personality.
It is a completely natural process necessary for the
integration of the psyche to take place.
Besides achieving physical and mental health, people who have advanced towards individuation tend
to be harmonious, mature and responsible. They
embody humane values such as freedom and justice
and have a good understanding about the workings
of human nature and the universe.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Jung
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THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: PRIYA PARKER AT TEDXCAMBRIDGE 2011

»And all we have is the peo-

ple around us to reflect back
to us, what normal is.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6w7Eq7YhL8
VIEWS: 25.501
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 06/12/2012
Priya Parker argues this generation of leaders suffers from an abundance of choice and a fear of choosing that prevents us from fulfilling
our potential. She shares a very personal story of burnout and what
she has learned about living life with purpose and intention.
Learn more about TEDxCambridge at http://www.tedxcambridge.com.

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
Fear of missing out or FoMO is »a pervasive apprehension that others might be having rewarding
experiences from which one is absent«. This social
angst is characterized by »a desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing«. FoMO
is also defined as a fear of regret, which may lead
to a compulsive concern that one might miss an opportunity for social interaction, a novel experience,
profitable investment or other satisfying event. In
other words, FoMO perpetuates the fear of having
made the wrong decision on how to spend time, as
»you can imagine how things could be different«.
From the perspective of psychological needs, FoMO
results from low levels of psychological needs
satisfaction. Self-determination theory (SDT) asserts
that relatedness or connectedness with others is an
influential psychological need that influences people’s psychological health. Through this theoretical
framework, FoMO can be perceived as a self-regulatory state which arises from situational or long-term
lack of psychological needs satisfactions A study by
Andrew Przybylski found that the FoMO condition
was most common in those who had unsatisfied
psychological needs such as wanting to be loved
and respected.
With the development of technology, people’s social
and communicative experiences have been expanded
from face-to-face to online. On one hand, modern
technologies (e.g., mobile phones, smartphones) and
social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)
provide a unique opportunity for people to be socially
engaged with a reduced »cost of admission«. On the
other hand, mediated communication perpetuates an
increased reliance on the Internet. A psychological
dependence to being online could result in anxiety
when one feels disconnected, thereby leading to a
fear of missing out or even pathological Internet use.
As a consequence, FoMO is perceived to have negative influences on people’s psychological health and

3:10
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well-being, because it could contribute to people’s
negative mood and depressed feelings.
DESCRIPTIONS
Fear of missing out (FoMO) refers to the apprehension that one is not in-the-know or one is out of
touch with some social events, experiences, and
interactions. People who grapple with FoMO might
not know exactly what they are missing, but can still
hold a fear that others are having a much better time
or having a much more rewarding experience on the
spur of the moment. FoMO could result from a variety of social activities in which one is absent, such as
a conversation, a TV show, a wedding, a party, or a
delicious restaurant in town.
FoMO could simply exist as a pervasive mental
state, but it can also lead to different physical
reactions (e.g., sweating) and real-world behaviors.
According to a survey conducted in the U.S. and
U.K., the majority of adult Millennials (current age
between 18 and 34) expressed that they want to
say yes to everything due to the fear of missing out;
over half of the respondents said that they barely
invest sufficient energy or time in delving into topics
or new interests. Moreover, FoMO serves as a motive for an escalating usage of social media, which
could distract people from learning in the classroom and operating motor vehicles. Furthermore,
unhealthy digital habits, such as constantly checking
on emails and social media updates, could be developed and thus lead to insufficient engagement in the
present social interactions.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear_of_missing_out
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»FOMO is an acronym for
the fear of missing out.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)

3:14
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FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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SIGN WAVING MANNEQUIN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58ItGavBANM
VIEWS: 2.517
UPLOADED BY: Concession Sinks
UPLOADED: 10/09/2013
Sign waving mannequins at www.thesignwaver.com

3:14
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THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: PRIYA PARKER AT TEDXCAMBRIDGE 2011

»And FOBO, the fear of
better opportunities.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6w7Eq7YhL8
VIEWS: 25.501
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 06/12/2012
Priya Parker argues this generation of leaders suffers from an abundance of choice and a fear of choosing that prevents us from fulfilling
our potential. She shares a very personal story of burnout and what
she has learned about living life with purpose and intention.
Learn more about TEDxCambridge at http://www.tedxcambridge.com.

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
Fear of missing out or FoMO is »a pervasive apprehension that others might be having rewarding
experiences from which one is absent«. This social
angst is characterized by »a desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing«. FoMO
is also defined as a fear of regret, which may lead
to a compulsive concern that one might miss an opportunity for social interaction, a novel experience,
profitable investment or other satisfying event. In
other words, FoMO perpetuates the fear of having
made the wrong decision on how to spend time, as
»you can imagine how things could be different«.
From the perspective of psychological needs, FoMO
results from low levels of psychological needs
satisfaction. Self-determination theory (SDT) asserts
that relatedness or connectedness with others is an
influential psychological need that influences people’s psychological health. Through this theoretical
framework, FoMO can be perceived as a self-regulatory state which arises from situational or long-term
lack of psychological needs satisfactions A study by
Andrew Przybylski found that the FoMO condition
was most common in those who had unsatisfied
psychological needs such as wanting to be loved
and respected.
With the development of technology, people’s social
and communicative experiences have been expanded
from face-to-face to online. On one hand, modern
technologies (e.g., mobile phones, smartphones) and
social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)
provide a unique opportunity for people to be socially
engaged with a reduced »cost of admission«. On the
other hand, mediated communication perpetuates an
increased reliance on the Internet. A psychological
dependence to being online could result in anxiety
when one feels disconnected, thereby leading to a
fear of missing out or even pathological Internet use.
As a consequence, FoMO is perceived to have negative influences on people’s psychological health and
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well-being, because it could contribute to people’s
negative mood and depressed feelings.
DESCRIPTIONS
Fear of missing out (FoMO) refers to the apprehension that one is not in-the-know or one is out of
touch with some social events, experiences, and
interactions. People who grapple with FoMO might
not know exactly what they are missing, but can still
hold a fear that others are having a much better time
or having a much more rewarding experience on the
spur of the moment. FoMO could result from a variety of social activities in which one is absent, such as
a conversation, a TV show, a wedding, a party, or a
delicious restaurant in town.
FoMO could simply exist as a pervasive mental
state, but it can also lead to different physical
reactions (e.g., sweating) and real-world behaviors.
According to a survey conducted in the U.S. and
U.K., the majority of adult Millennials (current age
between 18 and 34) expressed that they want to
say yes to everything due to the fear of missing out;
over half of the respondents said that they barely
invest sufficient energy or time in delving into topics
or new interests. Moreover, FoMO serves as a motive for an escalating usage of social media, which
could distract people from learning in the classroom and operating motor vehicles. Furthermore,
unhealthy digital habits, such as constantly checking
on emails and social media updates, could be developed and thus lead to insufficient engagement in the
present social interactions.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear_of_missing_out
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»But it keeps us from

enjoying the present
moment.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»It’s not a new human

experience. However,
today it is that society
has more channels than
ever that fasten this fear.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)

3:25
SURROUNDINGS

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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STS-129 HD LAUNCH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsJpUCWfyPE
VIEWS: 2.850.428
UPLOADED BY: NASA
UPLOADED: 16/11/2009
Space shuttle Atlantis and its six-member crew began an 11-day
delivery flight to the International Space Station on Monday with a
2:28 p.m. EST launch from NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida.
The shuttle will transport spare hardware to the outpost and return a
station crew member who spent more than two months in space.
Atlantis is carrying about 30,000 pounds of replacement parts for
systems that provide power to the station, keep it from overheating,
and maintain a proper orientation in space. The large equipment can
best be transported using the shuttle’s unique capabilities.

3:25
SURROUNDINGS
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THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: PRIYA PARKER AT TEDXCAMBRIDGE 2011

»We began to look and live
our lives in a social mere.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6w7Eq7YhL8
VIEWS: 25.501
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 06/12/2012
Priya Parker argues this generation of leaders suffers from an abundance of choice and a fear of choosing that prevents us from fulfilling
our potential. She shares a very personal story of burnout and what
she has learned about living life with purpose and intention.
Learn more about TEDxCambridge at http://www.tedxcambridge.com.

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
Fear of missing out or FoMO is »a pervasive apprehension that others might be having rewarding
experiences from which one is absent«. This social
angst is characterized by »a desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing«. FoMO
is also defined as a fear of regret, which may lead
to a compulsive concern that one might miss an opportunity for social interaction, a novel experience,
profitable investment or other satisfying event. In
other words, FoMO perpetuates the fear of having
made the wrong decision on how to spend time, as
»you can imagine how things could be different«.
From the perspective of psychological needs, FoMO
results from low levels of psychological needs
satisfaction. Self-determination theory (SDT) asserts
that relatedness or connectedness with others is an
influential psychological need that influences people’s psychological health. Through this theoretical
framework, FoMO can be perceived as a self-regulatory state which arises from situational or long-term
lack of psychological needs satisfactions A study by
Andrew Przybylski found that the FoMO condition
was most common in those who had unsatisfied
psychological needs such as wanting to be loved
and respected.
With the development of technology, people’s social
and communicative experiences have been expanded
from face-to-face to online. On one hand, modern
technologies (e.g., mobile phones, smartphones) and
social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)
provide a unique opportunity for people to be socially
engaged with a reduced »cost of admission«. On the
other hand, mediated communication perpetuates an
increased reliance on the Internet. A psychological
dependence to being online could result in anxiety
when one feels disconnected, thereby leading to a
fear of missing out or even pathological Internet use.
As a consequence, FoMO is perceived to have negative influences on people’s psychological health and
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well-being, because it could contribute to people’s
negative mood and depressed feelings.
DESCRIPTIONS
Fear of missing out (FoMO) refers to the apprehension that one is not in-the-know or one is out of
touch with some social events, experiences, and
interactions. People who grapple with FoMO might
not know exactly what they are missing, but can still
hold a fear that others are having a much better time
or having a much more rewarding experience on the
spur of the moment. FoMO could result from a variety of social activities in which one is absent, such as
a conversation, a TV show, a wedding, a party, or a
delicious restaurant in town.
FoMO could simply exist as a pervasive mental
state, but it can also lead to different physical
reactions (e.g., sweating) and real-world behaviors.
According to a survey conducted in the U.S. and
U.K., the majority of adult Millennials (current age
between 18 and 34) expressed that they want to
say yes to everything due to the fear of missing out;
over half of the respondents said that they barely
invest sufficient energy or time in delving into topics
or new interests. Moreover, FoMO serves as a motive for an escalating usage of social media, which
could distract people from learning in the classroom and operating motor vehicles. Furthermore,
unhealthy digital habits, such as constantly checking
on emails and social media updates, could be developed and thus lead to insufficient engagement in the
present social interactions.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear_of_missing_out
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»Boom! You have a huge pit
of stress in your stomach.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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SURROUNDINGS

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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VOLCANO ERUPTION - THE ERUPTION OF MT ST HELENS (1980) - RARE FOOTAGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zHgwiOK3oU
VIEWS: 3.132.887
UPLOADED BY: THE GOLDMINE OF LOST CULTURE
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Volcano Eruption - The Eruption of Mt St Helens 1980
In 1980, a major volcanic eruption occurred at Mount St. Helens, a
volcano located in Washington, in the United States. The eruption
(which was a VEI 5 event) was the only significant one to occur in
the contiguous 48 U.S. states since the 1915 eruption of Lassen Peak
in California. The eruption was preceded by a two-month series of
earthquakes and steam-venting episodes, caused by an injection of
magma at shallow depth below the volcano that created a huge bulge
and a fracture system on the mountain’s north slope.
volcano eruption, volcanic eruption, st helens, mount st helens eruption, st helens reporter, volcanoes erupting, why do volcanoes erupt,
how do volcanoes erupt, arenal costa rica, mt st helens facts, st
helens rugby, erupting volcano, st helens school, volcano eruption video, volcano erupting, costa rica volcano, how volcanoes erupt, how to
make a volcano erupt, mount st helen, mt st helen, volcano eruptions,
what causes a volcano to erupt, mt st helens eruption video, st helens
volcano, st helens chamber, biggest volcano eruption, iceland volcano
eruption, recent volcano eruption, mt st helens national park, mt st
helens video, my st helens, volcano eruption in hawaii, mt st helens
hike, mount st helens national park
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THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: PRIYA PARKER AT TEDXCAMBRIDGE 2011

»We are forgetting to ask,

why we are doing what
we are doing.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6w7Eq7YhL8
VIEWS: 25.501
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 06/12/2012
Priya Parker argues this generation of leaders suffers from an abundance of choice and a fear of choosing that prevents us from fulfilling
our potential. She shares a very personal story of burnout and what
she has learned about living life with purpose and intention.
Learn more about TEDxCambridge at http://www.tedxcambridge.com.

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
Fear of missing out or FoMO is »a pervasive apprehension that others might be having rewarding
experiences from which one is absent«. This social
angst is characterized by »a desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing«. FoMO
is also defined as a fear of regret, which may lead
to a compulsive concern that one might miss an opportunity for social interaction, a novel experience,
profitable investment or other satisfying event. In
other words, FoMO perpetuates the fear of having
made the wrong decision on how to spend time, as
»you can imagine how things could be different«.
From the perspective of psychological needs, FoMO
results from low levels of psychological needs
satisfaction. Self-determination theory (SDT) asserts
that relatedness or connectedness with others is an
influential psychological need that influences people’s psychological health. Through this theoretical
framework, FoMO can be perceived as a self-regulatory state which arises from situational or long-term
lack of psychological needs satisfactions A study by
Andrew Przybylski found that the FoMO condition
was most common in those who had unsatisfied
psychological needs such as wanting to be loved
and respected.
With the development of technology, people’s social
and communicative experiences have been expanded
from face-to-face to online. On one hand, modern
technologies (e.g., mobile phones, smartphones) and
social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)
provide a unique opportunity for people to be socially
engaged with a reduced »cost of admission«. On the
other hand, mediated communication perpetuates an
increased reliance on the Internet. A psychological
dependence to being online could result in anxiety
when one feels disconnected, thereby leading to a
fear of missing out or even pathological Internet use.
As a consequence, FoMO is perceived to have negative influences on people’s psychological health and
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well-being, because it could contribute to people’s
negative mood and depressed feelings.
DESCRIPTIONS
Fear of missing out (FoMO) refers to the apprehension that one is not in-the-know or one is out of
touch with some social events, experiences, and
interactions. People who grapple with FoMO might
not know exactly what they are missing, but can still
hold a fear that others are having a much better time
or having a much more rewarding experience on the
spur of the moment. FoMO could result from a variety of social activities in which one is absent, such as
a conversation, a TV show, a wedding, a party, or a
delicious restaurant in town.
FoMO could simply exist as a pervasive mental
state, but it can also lead to different physical
reactions (e.g., sweating) and real-world behaviors.
According to a survey conducted in the U.S. and
U.K., the majority of adult Millennials (current age
between 18 and 34) expressed that they want to
say yes to everything due to the fear of missing out;
over half of the respondents said that they barely
invest sufficient energy or time in delving into topics
or new interests. Moreover, FoMO serves as a motive for an escalating usage of social media, which
could distract people from learning in the classroom and operating motor vehicles. Furthermore,
unhealthy digital habits, such as constantly checking
on emails and social media updates, could be developed and thus lead to insufficient engagement in the
present social interactions.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear_of_missing_out
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MR NOBODY - AS LONG AS YOU DON‘T CHOOSE

»You have to make
the right choice.«

CHOICE
Choice involves mentally making a decision: judging
the merits of multiple options and selecting one or
more of them. One can make a choice between imagined options (»what would I do if ...?«) or between
real options followed by the corresponding action.
For example, a traveller might choose a route for
a journey based on the preference of arriving at a
given destination as soon as possible. The preferred
(and therefore chosen) route can then follow from
information such as the length of each of the possible routes, traffic conditions, etc. If the arrival at a
choice includes more complex motivators, cognition,
instinct and feeling can become more intertwined.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Pth0SBpBIk

Simple choices might include what to eat for dinner
or what to wear on a Saturday morning - choices
that have relatively low-impact on the chooser’s life
overall. More complex choices might involve (for
example) what candidate to vote for in an election, what profession to pursue, a life partner, etc.
- choices based on multiple influences and having
larger ramifications.

VIEWS: 1.149
UPLOADED BY: Mamma Antes
UPLOADED: 12/04/2014
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0485947/
http://www.amazon.com/Mr-Nobody-Blu-ray-Jared-Leto/dp/
B00H3JHFOK
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Mr-Nobody-Blu-ray-Jared-Leto/dp/
B005C4444C

Most people[quantify] regard having choices as a
good thing, though a severely limited or artificially
restricted choice can lead to discomfort with choosing, and possibly an unsatisfactory outcome. In contrast, a choice with excessively numerous options
may lead to confusion, regret of the alternatives not
taken, and indifference in an unstructured existence;
and the illusion that choosing an object or a course
leads necessarily to control of that object or course
can cause psychological problems.
TYPES
There are four main types of decisions, although
they can be expressed in different ways. Brian Tracy
breaks them down into:

Delegated decisions, which may be made by anyone, such as the color of the bike shed, and should
be delegated, as the decision must be made but the
choice is inconsequential.
Avoided decisions, where the outcome could be
so severe that the choice should not be made, as
the consequences can not be recovered from if the
wrong choice is made. This will most likely result in
negative actions, such as death.
»No-brainer« decisions, where the choice is so obvious that only one choice can reasonably be made.
A fifth type, however, or fourth if three and four are
combined as one type, is the collaborative decision,
which should be made in consultation with, and by
agreement of others. Collaborative Decision Making
revolutionized air-traffic safety by not deferring to
the captain when a lesser crew member becomes
aware of a problem.
Another way of looking at decisions focuses on the
thought mechanism used, is the decision:
Rational
Intuitive
Recognition based
Combination
Recognizing that »type« is an imprecise term, an alternate way to classify types of choices is to look at
outcomes and the impacted entity. For example, using
this approach three types of choices would be:
Business
Personal
Consumer
In this approach, establishing the types of choices
makes it possible to identify the related decisions that
will influence and constrain a specific choice as well
as be influenced and constrained by another choice.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choice

Command decisions, which can only be made by you,
as the »Commander in Chief«; or owner of a company.

3:45
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BACKYARD NIGHT SKY TIMELAPSE, SHOOTING STARS, METEOR, PLANE AND STRANGE DOUBLE STREAK OF LIGHT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q9HF7DyY9I
VIEWS: 47.101
UPLOADED BY: b0utch
UPLOADED: 26/08/2012
Some stuff I took this summer. WATCH IN HD FULLSCREEN I’m
using a Canon T3 rebel eos with a 18-55mm lens + tripod and remote
control.
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THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: PRIYA PARKER AT TEDXCAMBRIDGE 2011

»Don’t ask the world. Don’t

ask yourself, what the world
needs from you.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6w7Eq7YhL8
VIEWS: 25.501
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 06/12/2012
Priya Parker argues this generation of leaders suffers from an abundance of choice and a fear of choosing that prevents us from fulfilling
our potential. She shares a very personal story of burnout and what
she has learned about living life with purpose and intention.
Learn more about TEDxCambridge at http://www.tedxcambridge.com.

FEAR OF MISSING OUT
Fear of missing out or FoMO is »a pervasive apprehension that others might be having rewarding
experiences from which one is absent«. This social
angst is characterized by »a desire to stay continually connected with what others are doing«. FoMO
is also defined as a fear of regret, which may lead
to a compulsive concern that one might miss an opportunity for social interaction, a novel experience,
profitable investment or other satisfying event. In
other words, FoMO perpetuates the fear of having
made the wrong decision on how to spend time, as
»you can imagine how things could be different«.
From the perspective of psychological needs, FoMO
results from low levels of psychological needs
satisfaction. Self-determination theory (SDT) asserts
that relatedness or connectedness with others is an
influential psychological need that influences people’s psychological health. Through this theoretical
framework, FoMO can be perceived as a self-regulatory state which arises from situational or long-term
lack of psychological needs satisfactions A study by
Andrew Przybylski found that the FoMO condition
was most common in those who had unsatisfied
psychological needs such as wanting to be loved
and respected.
With the development of technology, people’s social
and communicative experiences have been expanded
from face-to-face to online. On one hand, modern
technologies (e.g., mobile phones, smartphones) and
social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)
provide a unique opportunity for people to be socially
engaged with a reduced »cost of admission«. On the
other hand, mediated communication perpetuates an
increased reliance on the Internet. A psychological
dependence to being online could result in anxiety
when one feels disconnected, thereby leading to a
fear of missing out or even pathological Internet use.
As a consequence, FoMO is perceived to have negative influences on people’s psychological health and
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well-being, because it could contribute to people’s
negative mood and depressed feelings.
DESCRIPTIONS
Fear of missing out (FoMO) refers to the apprehension that one is not in-the-know or one is out of
touch with some social events, experiences, and
interactions. People who grapple with FoMO might
not know exactly what they are missing, but can still
hold a fear that others are having a much better time
or having a much more rewarding experience on the
spur of the moment. FoMO could result from a variety of social activities in which one is absent, such as
a conversation, a TV show, a wedding, a party, or a
delicious restaurant in town.
FoMO could simply exist as a pervasive mental
state, but it can also lead to different physical
reactions (e.g., sweating) and real-world behaviors.
According to a survey conducted in the U.S. and
U.K., the majority of adult Millennials (current age
between 18 and 34) expressed that they want to
say yes to everything due to the fear of missing out;
over half of the respondents said that they barely
invest sufficient energy or time in delving into topics
or new interests. Moreover, FoMO serves as a motive for an escalating usage of social media, which
could distract people from learning in the classroom and operating motor vehicles. Furthermore,
unhealthy digital habits, such as constantly checking
on emails and social media updates, could be developed and thus lead to insufficient engagement in the
present social interactions.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear_of_missing_out
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»Am I significant?«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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MR NOBODY - AS LONG AS YOU DON‘T CHOOSE

»As long as you don’t

choose, everything
remains possible.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Pth0SBpBIk
VIEWS: 1.149
UPLOADED BY: Mamma Antes
UPLOADED: 12/04/2014
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0485947/
http://www.amazon.com/Mr-Nobody-Blu-ray-Jared-Leto/dp/
B00H3JHFOK
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Mr-Nobody-Blu-ray-Jared-Leto/dp/
B005C4444C

CHOICE
Choice involves mentally making a decision: judging
the merits of multiple options and selecting one or
more of them. One can make a choice between imagined options (»what would I do if ...?«) or between
real options followed by the corresponding action.
For example, a traveller might choose a route for
a journey based on the preference of arriving at a
given destination as soon as possible. The preferred
(and therefore chosen) route can then follow from
information such as the length of each of the possible routes, traffic conditions, etc. If the arrival at a
choice includes more complex motivators, cognition,
instinct and feeling can become more intertwined.
Simple choices might include what to eat for dinner
or what to wear on a Saturday morning - choices
that have relatively low-impact on the chooser’s life
overall. More complex choices might involve (for
example) what candidate to vote for in an election, what profession to pursue, a life partner, etc.
- choices based on multiple influences and having
larger ramifications.
Most people[quantify] regard having choices as a
good thing, though a severely limited or artificially
restricted choice can lead to discomfort with choosing, and possibly an unsatisfactory outcome. In contrast, a choice with excessively numerous options
may lead to confusion, regret of the alternatives not
taken, and indifference in an unstructured existence;
and the illusion that choosing an object or a course
leads necessarily to control of that object or course
can cause psychological problems.
TYPES
There are four main types of decisions, although
they can be expressed in different ways. Brian Tracy
breaks them down into:

Delegated decisions, which may be made by anyone, such as the color of the bike shed, and should
be delegated, as the decision must be made but the
choice is inconsequential.
Avoided decisions, where the outcome could be
so severe that the choice should not be made, as
the consequences can not be recovered from if the
wrong choice is made. This will most likely result in
negative actions, such as death.
»No-brainer« decisions, where the choice is so obvious that only one choice can reasonably be made.
A fifth type, however, or fourth if three and four are
combined as one type, is the collaborative decision,
which should be made in consultation with, and by
agreement of others. Collaborative Decision Making
revolutionized air-traffic safety by not deferring to
the captain when a lesser crew member becomes
aware of a problem.
Another way of looking at decisions focuses on the
thought mechanism used, is the decision:
Rational
Intuitive
Recognition based
Combination
Recognizing that »type« is an imprecise term, an alternate way to classify types of choices is to look at
outcomes and the impacted entity. For example, using
this approach three types of choices would be:
Business
Personal
Consumer
In this approach, establishing the types of choices
makes it possible to identify the related decisions that
will influence and constrain a specific choice as well
as be influenced and constrained by another choice.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Choice

Command decisions, which can only be made by you,
as the »Commander in Chief«; or owner of a company.
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»But there is a limit on how

much we can connect and
when we overconnect, we
feel a strain.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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FOMO - THE FEAR OF MISSING OUT: BOBBY MOOK AT TEDXUNC

»Keys to being happy are

connection and accomplishment.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZAQC9djPE
VIEWS: 9.419
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 20/03/2014
One of our student speakers, Chapel Hill native Bobby Mook, shared
a current dysfunction in society called FOMO- The Fear of Missing
Out. FOMO impedes us from achieving our goals as the question »Am
I significant?« is the underlying disturbance. Bobby challenged us to
reevaluate our reliance on technology and be content with living in
the moment.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are selforganized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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FEAR OF MISSING OUT
From the theoretical lens of psychological needs,
FoMO could be attributed to situational or long-term
deficits in psychological needs satisfaction. The
prevalence of contributes to an increasing transparency of other people’s social life and an escalating
amount of real-time information. According to uses
and gratifications theory, people actively choose and
use social media to fulfill their specific needs, such
as their needs for information or staying connected
with others through socializing. For people who
grapple with FoMO, social media involvement could
be attractive, because it serves as a convenient tool
to be socially connected with a relatively low cost.
However, social media could not completely substitute face-to-face communication. Therefore, people
with FoMO end up with a higher level of loneliness
and isolation, which leads to more FoMO.
Self-determination theory contends that an individual’s psychological satisfaction in their competence,
autonomy, and relatedness consist three basic
psychological needs for human beings. People with
lower levels of basic psychological satisfaction
reported higher level of FoMO; in other words, a
significant correlation was identified between basic
psychological satisfaction and FoMO. In addition,
nearly four in ten young people reported that they
experience FoMO sometimes or often. FoMO was
found to be negatively correlated with age and men
are more likely than women to report FoMO.
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I WANT TO FEEL IMPORTANT #THEMOVEMENT

»Man, I want to feel impor-

tant. I want to feel known
around the world. I want to
be known. I want this and
I feel like I can have this,
if I achieve it and when I
achieve it, it’s going to be
in my hand. The power.
The power.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZtwt7p2Juw
VIEWS: 745
UPLOADED BY: Tyquonne
UPLOADED: 24/11/2013
REMEMBER I AM NOT DEMANDING YOU GUYS TO DO ANYTHING IM
JUST ASKING :)
Facebook Fan Page: www.facebook.com/pages/Florida954Quonne/
154235774672802?ref=hl
Officially Facebook: www.facebook.com/Florida954Quonne
Follow Me On Twitter: twitter.com/Tyquonne
Follow On Instagram: @Florida954Quonne
Follow Me On Vine?: @Florida954quonne
Subscribe My Second Channel: www.youtube.com/user/TyquonneBlogs
Subscribe My Gamer Channel: www.youtube.com/user/Iamvideogames954
Thanks everyone for your support it means alot to your boy i got a
dream and thats to become one of the youtube icons on this shit bra
bra!

4:07
SURROUNDINGS

FEELING
Feeling is the nominalization of the verb to feel. The
word was first used in the English language to describe the physical sensation of touch through either
experience or perception. The word is also used to
describe experiences other than the physical sensation of touch, such as »a feeling of warmth« and of
sentience in general. In Latin, sentire meant to feel,
hear or smell. In psychology, the word is usually
reserved for the conscious subjective experience of
emotion. Phenomenology and heterophenomenology are philosophical approaches that provide some
basis for knowledge of feelings. Many schools of
psychotherapy depend on the therapist achieving
some kind of understanding of the client’s feelings,
for which methodologies exist. Some theories of interpersonal relationships also have a role for shared
feelings or understanding of another person’s feelings.[citation needed]

to simple common knowledge phrases which are
true no matter when said, such as »Water is wet«,
»Fire is hot«, or to ideas that an individual intuitively
regards as true, without proof (see »Truthiness« for
examples).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feeling

Perception of the physical world does not necessarily result in a universal reaction among receivers (see
emotions), but varies depending on one’s tendency
to handle the situation, how the situation relates to
the receiver’s past experiences, and any number of
other factors. Feelings are also known as a state of
consciousness, such as that resulting from emotions, sentiments or desires.
GUT
A gut feeling, or gut reaction, is a visceral emotional
reaction to something. It may be negative, such as a
feeling of uneasiness, or positive, such as a feeling
of trust. Gut feelings are generally regarded as not
modulated by conscious thought, and as a reflection
of intuition rather than rationality. The phrase »gut
feeling« may also be used as a shorthand term
for an individual’s »common sense« perception of
what is considered »the right thing to do«; such as:
helping an injured passerby, avoiding dark alleys
and generally acting in accordance with instinctive
feelings about a given situation. It can also refer
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CUTEST THING I‘VE EVER SEEN = AN OTTER WAVING FOR 20 SECONDS STRAIGHT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46ZqREHecng
VIEWS: 907
UPLOADED BY: Jess K
UPLOADED: 27/06/2013
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WE ALL JUST WANNA BELONG [TO SOMEWHERE/SOMEONE/SOMETHING]

»It could be good stuff, it

could be bad stuff for wanting to try to belong somewhere. But is is all because
the ego tells us, we need to
try to belong somewhere.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKBPTn0aZX8
VIEWS: 77
UPLOADED BY: WeAreBullets
UPLOADED: 15/01/2014
its a function of our humanity. but our Soul knows that we already
belong.
this Ego trip of constantly feeling like we need to belong somewhere
is what causes a lot of our behaviours and thoughts and attitudes in
this physical existence.

SOCIAL GROUP
A social group within social sciences has been defined as two or more people who interact with one
another, share similar characteristics, and collectively have a sense of unity. Other theorists disagree
however, and are wary of definitions which stress
the importance of interdependence or objective similarity. Instead, researchers within the social identity
tradition generally define it as „a group is defined in
terms of those who identify themselves as members
of the group». Regardless, social groups come in a
myriad of sizes and varieties. For example, a society
can be viewed as a large social group.
DEFINITION
SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION APPROACH
Explicitly contrasted against a social cohesion based
definition for social groups is the social identity
perspective, which draws on insights made in social
identity theory. Here, rather than defining a social
group based on expressions of cohesive social
relationships between individuals, the social identity
model assumes that »psychological group membership has primarily a perceptual or cognitive basis«.
It posits that the necessary and sufficient condition
for individuals to act as group members is »awareness of a common category membership« and that
a social group can be »usefully conceptualized as
a number of individuals who have internalized the
same social category membership as a component
of their self concept«. Stated otherwise, while the
social cohesion approach expects group members
to ask »who am I attracted to?«, the social identity
perspective expects group members to simply ask
»who am I?«

where no individual self-interest is possible). Also
problematic for the social cohesion account is recent research showing that seemingly meaningless
categorization can be an antecedent of perceptions
of interdependence with fellow category members.
While the roots of this approach to social groups
had its foundations in social identity theory, more
concerted exploration of these ideas occurred later
in the form of self-categorization theory. Whereas
social identity theory was directed initially at the
explanation of intergroup conflict in the absence of
any conflict of interests, self-categorization theory
was developed to explain how individuals come
to perceive themselves as members of a group in
the first place, and how this self-grouping process
underlies and determines all problems subsequent
aspects of group behaviour.

Empirical support for the social identity perspective
on groups was initially drawn from work using the
minimal group paradigm. For example, it has been
shown that the mere act of allocating individuals to
explicitly random categories is sufficient to lead individuals to act in an ingroup favouring fashion (even

4:23
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BIRD SWARMS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFFcl6ukTO4
VIEWS: 78
UPLOADED BY: David Lamb
UPLOADED: 24/02/2012
A random snapshot of Rome. Just watch. The music in the background is a busker. I continued to watch this for another hour.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY

»Get together and
hold together.«

SOCIAL GROUP
Some examples of types of groups include the
following:
Peer group: A peer group is a group with members
of approximately the same age, social status, and
interests. Generally, people are relatively equal in
terms of power when they interact with peers.
Clique: A group of people that have many of the
same interests & commonly found in a High School/
College setting; most of the time they have a name
& rules for themselves.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_HmRajg50U
VIEWS: 2.734
UPLOADED BY: Mingyur Rinpoche
UPLOADED: 13/02/2014
In this short teaching, Mingyur Rinpoche talks about the importance
of community to support our practice. This video was originally
shared as part of the free monthly teachings curriculum on learning.
tergar.org
How do you think the Tergar Community embodies the community
ideals set out by the Buddha? How might we all do better, both online
and out in the world?
For more information about Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche and the Tergar
Meditation Community, please visit www.tergar.org.

Club: A club is a group, which usually requires one
to apply to become a member. Such clubs may be
dedicated to particular activities: sporting clubs, for
example.
Cabal: A cabal is a group of people united in some
close design together, usually to promote their
private views or interests in a church, state, or other
community, often by intrigue.
Household: All individuals who live in the same
home. Anglophone culture may include various
models of household, including the family, blended
families, share housing, and group homes.
Community: A community is a group of people
with a commonality or sometimes a complex net of
overlapping commonalities, often–but not always–in
proximity with one another with some degree of
continuity over time.

Mob: A mob is usually a group of people that has
taken the law into their own hands. Mobs are usually groups which gather temporarily for a particular
reason.
Posse: A posse was originally found in English common law. It is generally obsolete, and survives only
in America, where it is the law enforcement equivalent of summoning the militia for military purposes.
However, it can also refer to a street group.
Squad: This is usually a small group, of around 3 to
15 people, who work as a team to accomplish their
goals.
Dyad: This is a social group with two members.
Social interaction in a dyad is typically more intense
than in larger groups because neither member
shares the other’s attention with anyone else.
Triad: This is a social group with three members,
which contains three relationships, each uniting
two of the three people. A triad is more stable than
a dyad because one member can act as a mediator should the relationship between the other two
become strained.
Team: Similar to a squad, though a team may contain many more members. A team works in a similar
way to a squad.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_group

Gang: A gang is usually an urban group that gathers
in a particular area. It is a group of people that often
hang around each other. They can be like some clubs,
but much less formal. They are usually known in
many countries to cause social unrest and also have
negative influence on the members and may be a target for the law enforcers in case of any social vices.

4:32
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UWE PETTENBERG ÜBER LIEBE, ANERKENNUNG UND ZUGEHÖRIGKEIT. LEBENSTRAINER NÜRNBERG

»Von wem geliebt werden?

Von wem anerkannt werden
und wo dazugehören?«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbe30Lfr32I
VIEWS: 164
UPLOADED BY: ICHselbstAG®
UPLOADED: 20/04/2015
Uwe Pettenberg, Lebenstrainer und Begründer der ICHselbstAG®-Methode über die Suche nach Liebe, Anerkennung und
Zugehörigkeit.
Mehr unter www.ICHselbstAG.de

LOVE
Love is a variety of different feelings, states, and
attitudes that ranges from interpersonal affection (»I
love my mother«) to pleasure (»I loved that meal«).
It can refer to an emotion of a strong attraction
and personal attachment. It can also be a virtue
representing human kindness, compassion, and affection—«the unselfish loyal and benevolent concern
for the good of another«. It may also describe compassionate and affectionate actions towards other
humans, one’s self or animals.
Non-Western traditions have also distinguished
variants or symbioses of these states. This diversity
of uses and meanings combined with the complexity of the feelings involved makes love unusually
difficult to consistently define, compared to other
emotional states.
Love in its various forms acts as a major facilitator of interpersonal relationships and, owing to its
central psychological importance, is one of the most
common themes in the creative arts.
Love may be understood as a function to keep
human beings together against menaces and to
facilitate the continuation of the species.
DEFINITIONS
The word »love« can have a variety of related but
distinct meanings in different contexts. Many other
languages use multiple words to express some of
the different concepts that in English are denoted as
»love«; one example is the plurality of Greek words
for »love« which includes agape and eros. Cultural
differences in conceptualizing love thus doubly impede the establishment of a universal definition.

positive sentiment (a stronger form of like) is commonly contrasted with hate (or neutral apathy); as
a less sexual and more emotionally intimate form of
romantic attachment, love is commonly contrasted
with lust; and as an interpersonal relationship with
romantic overtones, love is sometimes contrasted
with friendship, although the word love is often
applied to close friendships. (Further possible ambiguities come with usages »girlfriend«, »boyfriend«,
»just good friends«).
Abstractly discussed love usually refers to an experience one person feels for another. Love often
involves caring for or identifying with a person
or thing (cf. vulnerability and care theory of love),
including oneself (cf. narcissism). In addition to
cross-cultural differences in understanding love,
ideas about love have also changed greatly over
time. Some historians date modern conceptions of
romantic love to courtly Europe during or after the
Middle Ages, although the prior existence of romantic attachments is attested by ancient love poetry.
The complex and abstract nature of love often
reduces discourse of love to a thought-terminating
cliché. Several common proverbs regard love, from
Virgil’s »Love conquers all« to The Beatles’ »All You
Need Is Love«. St. Thomas Aquinas, following Aristotle, defines love as »to will the good of another.«
Bertrand Russell describes love as a condition of
»absolute value,« as opposed to relative value.[citation needed] Philosopher Gottfried Leibniz said that
love is »to be delighted by the happiness of another.« Meher Baba stated that in love there is a »feeling
of unity« and an »active appreciation of the intrinsic
worth of the object of love.« Biologist Jeremy Griffith defines love as »unconditional selflessness«.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Love

Although the nature or essence of love is a subject
of frequent debate, different aspects of the word
can be clarified by determining what isn’t love (antonyms of »love«). Love as a general expression of
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INALIENABLE RIGHTS: LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF BELONGING: TERRELL STRAYHORN AT TEDXCOLUMBUS

»All of us want to belong.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ak6T9kw0H28
VIEWS: 13.889
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 15/10/2012
When you consider that in Columbus nearly 140,000 residents are
college students, there is a hope that they are successful in school,
graduate and get a job. But taking a multi-dimensional look at that
»success« part, Dr. Strayhorns’ research reveals a fundamental need
of the student. And it isn’t tied so much to good grades or money.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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NATURAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS
Natural and legal rights are two types of rights.
Legal rights are those bestowed onto a person
by a given legal system. (i.e., rights that can be
modified, repealed, and restrained by human laws).
Natural rights are those not contingent upon the
laws, customs, or beliefs of any particular culture or
government, and therefore universal and inalienable
(i.e., rights that cannot be repealed or restrained by
human laws).
The concept of natural law is closely related to the
concept of natural rights. During the Age of Enlightenment, the concept of natural laws was used to
challenge the divine right of kings, and became an
alternative justification for the establishment of a
social contract, positive law, and government – and
thus legal rights – in the form of classical republicanism.[dubious – discuss][original research?][clarification needed] Conversely, the concept of natural
rights is used by others to challenge the legitimacy
of all such establishments.
The idea of human rights is also closely related
to that of natural rights: some acknowledge no
difference between the two, regarding them as
synonymous, while others choose to keep the
terms separate to eliminate association with some
features traditionally associated with natural rights.
Natural rights, in particular, are considered beyond
the authority of any government or international
body to dismiss. The 1948 United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is an important legal
instrument enshrining one conception of natural
rights into international soft law. Natural rights were
traditionally viewed as exclusively negative rights,
whereas human rights also comprise positive rights.
Even on a natural rights conception of human rights,
the two terms may not be synonymous.

HISTORY
The idea that certain rights are natural or inalienable
also has a history dating back at least to the Stoics
of late Antiquity and Catholic law of the early Middle
Ages, and descending through the Protestant Reformation and the Age of Enlightenment to today.
The existence of natural rights has been asserted by
different individuals on different premises, such as a
priori philosophical reasoning or religious principles.
For example, Immanuel Kant claimed to derive natural rights through reason alone. The United States
Declaration of Independence, meanwhile, is based
upon the »self-evident« truth that »all men are ...
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights«.
Likewise, different philosophers and statesmen
have designed different lists of what they believe
to be natural rights; almost all include the right to
life and liberty as the two highest priorities. H. L. A.
Hart argued that if there are any rights at all, there
must be the right to liberty, for all the others would
depend upon this. T. H. Green argued that »if there
are such things as rights at all, then, there must be
a right to life and liberty, or, to put it more properly
to free life.« John Locke emphasized »life, liberty
and property« as primary. However, despite Locke’s
influential defense of the right of revolution, Thomas
Jefferson substituted »pursuit of happiness« in
place of »property« in the United States Declaration
of Independence.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY

»And that is the power of

community. As a community
is very important. Espacially
nowadays, in the modern
world. Everybody has different styles, different ideas
and everbody feels alone.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_HmRajg50U
VIEWS: 2.734
UPLOADED BY: Mingyur Rinpoche
UPLOADED: 13/02/2014
In this short teaching, Mingyur Rinpoche talks about the importance
of community to support our practice. This video was originally
shared as part of the free monthly teachings curriculum on learning.
tergar.org
How do you think the Tergar Community embodies the community
ideals set out by the Buddha? How might we all do better, both online
and out in the world?
For more information about Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche and the Tergar
Meditation Community, please visit www.tergar.org.

SOCIAL GROUP
Some examples of types of groups include the
following:
Peer group: A peer group is a group with members
of approximately the same age, social status, and
interests. Generally, people are relatively equal in
terms of power when they interact with peers.
Clique: A group of people that have many of the
same interests & commonly found in a High School/
College setting; most of the time they have a name
& rules for themselves.
Club: A club is a group, which usually requires one
to apply to become a member. Such clubs may be
dedicated to particular activities: sporting clubs, for
example.
Cabal: A cabal is a group of people united in some
close design together, usually to promote their
private views or interests in a church, state, or other
community, often by intrigue.
Household: All individuals who live in the same
home. Anglophone culture may include various
models of household, including the family, blended
families, share housing, and group homes.
Community: A community is a group of people
with a commonality or sometimes a complex net of
overlapping commonalities, often–but not always–in
proximity with one another with some degree of
continuity over time.

Mob: A mob is usually a group of people that has
taken the law into their own hands. Mobs are usually groups which gather temporarily for a particular
reason.
Posse: A posse was originally found in English common law. It is generally obsolete, and survives only
in America, where it is the law enforcement equivalent of summoning the militia for military purposes.
However, it can also refer to a street group.
Squad: This is usually a small group, of around 3 to
15 people, who work as a team to accomplish their
goals.
Dyad: This is a social group with two members.
Social interaction in a dyad is typically more intense
than in larger groups because neither member
shares the other’s attention with anyone else.
Triad: This is a social group with three members,
which contains three relationships, each uniting
two of the three people. A triad is more stable than
a dyad because one member can act as a mediator should the relationship between the other two
become strained.
Team: Similar to a squad, though a team may contain many more members. A team works in a similar
way to a squad.
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_group

Gang: A gang is usually an urban group that gathers
in a particular area. It is a group of people that often
hang around each other. They can be like some clubs,
but much less formal. They are usually known in
many countries to cause social unrest and also have
negative influence on the members and may be a target for the law enforcers in case of any social vices.
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BIRD SWARM IN NEW ORLEANS!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t50yk3bXgnY
VIEWS: 63
UPLOADED BY: Angelo Young
UPLOADED: 24/10/2011
A »bird swarm« over the French Quarter in New Orleans, Oct. 23,
2011.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE ANONYMOUS COLLECTIVE

»We are anonymous,
we are the people.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elf6Qw4RCWQ
VIEWS: 2.082
UPLOADED BY: Anonymous#1867
UPLOADED: 11/07/2015
A Message From The Anonymous Collective

Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/anonymous1867

ANONYMITY
Anonymity, adjective »anonymous«, is derived from
the Greek word ἀνωνυμία, anonymia, meaning »without a name« or »namelessness«. In colloquial use,
»anonymous« is used to describe situations where
the acting person’s name is unknown. It can be said
as not using your own name, simply. Some writers
have argued that namelessness, though technically
correct, does not capture what is more centrally
at stake in contexts of anonymity. The important
idea here is that a person be non-identifiable, unreachable, or untrackable. Anonymity is seen as a
technique, or a way of realizing, certain other values,
such as privacy, or liberty.

The term »anonymous message« typically refers to
a message that does not reveal its sender. In many
countries, anonymous letters are protected by law
and must be delivered as regular letters.
In mathematics, in reference to an arbitrary element
(e.g., a human, an object, a computer), within a
well-defined set (called the »anonymity set«), »anonymity« of that element refers to the property of
that element of not being identifiable within this set.
If it is not identifiable, then the element is said to be
»anonymous.«
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anonymity

An important example for anonymity being not
only protected, but enforced by law is probably the
vote in free elections. In many other situations (like
conversation between strangers, buying some product or service in a shop), anonymity is traditionally
accepted as natural. There are also various situations in which a person might choose to withhold
their identity. Acts of charity have been performed
anonymously when benefactors do not wish to
be acknowledged. A person who feels threatened
might attempt to mitigate that threat through anonymity. A witness to a crime might seek to avoid
retribution, for example, by anonymously calling a
crime tipline. Criminals might proceed anonymously
to conceal their participation in a crime. Anonymity
may also be created unintentionally, through the loss
of identifying information due to the passage of time
or a destructive event.
In certain situations, however, it may be illegal to
remain anonymous. In the United States, 24 states
have »stop and identify« statutes that requires persons detained to self-identify when requested by a
law enforcement officer. In Germany, people have to
indicate their names at the door of their homes.
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GRUNDBEDÜRFNIS ZUGEHÖRIGKEIT

»Zugehörigkeit ist ein
Urbedürfnis.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FmWWo2E2Fvk
VIEWS: 996
UPLOADED BY: Aniko Willems
UPLOADED: 10/11/2014
Zugehörigkeit zu einer Gruppe ist kein Luxus, sondern ein Grundbedürfnis. Was bedeutet dies im beruflichen Kontext?
Ein Videocast von Aniko Willems, BEYOND AVERAGE - Coaching Expertin mit Passion für Menschen, Herausforderungen und Potenziale.

MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is a theory in psychology proposed by Abraham Maslow in his 1943 paper
»A Theory of Human Motivation« in Psychological
Review. Maslow subsequently extended the idea to
include his observations of humans’ innate curiosity.
His theories parallel many other theories of human
developmental psychology, some of which focus on
describing the stages of growth in humans. Maslow
used the terms »physiological«, »safety«, »belongingness« and »love«, »esteem«, »self-actualization«,
and »self-transcendence« to describe the pattern
that human motivations generally move through.

and safety) and psychological (love, self-esteem, and
self-actualization). In 1991, a retrospective peacetime measure was established and collected during
the Persian Gulf War and US citizens were asked
to recall the importance of needs from the previous
year. Once again, only two levels of needs were
identified; therefore, people have the ability and
competence to recall and estimate the importance
of needs. For citizens in the Middle East (Egypt and
Saudi Arabia), three levels of needs regarding importance and satisfaction surfaced during the 1990
retrospective peacetime. These three levels were
completely different from those of the US citizens.

Maslow studied what he called exemplary people
such as Albert Einstein, Jane Addams, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Frederick Douglass rather than mentally
ill or neurotic people, writing that »the study of crippled, stunted, immature, and unhealthy specimens
can yield only a cripple psychology and a cripple
philosophy.« Maslow studied the healthiest 1% of
the college student population.

Changes regarding the importance and satisfaction
of needs from the retrospective peacetime to the
wartime due to stress varied significantly across
cultures (the US vs. the Middle East). For the US
citizens, there was only one level of needs since
all needs were considered equally important. With
regards to satisfaction of needs during the war, in
the US there were three levels: physiological needs,
safety needs, and psychological needs (social,
self-esteem, and self-actualization). During the war,
the satisfaction of physiological needs and safety
needs were separated into two independent needs
while during peacetime, they were combined as one.
For the people of the Middle East, the satisfaction
of needs changed from three levels to two during
wartime.[26
[…]

Maslow’s theory was fully expressed in his 1954
book Motivation and Personality. The hierarchy
remains a very popular framework in sociology
research, management training and secondary and
higher psychology instruction.
CHANGES TO THE HIERARCHY
BY CIRCUMSTANCE
The higher-order (self-esteem and self-actualization)
and lower-order (physiological, safety, and love)
needs classification of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
is not universal and may vary across cultures due to
individual differences and availability of resources in
the region or geopolitical entity/country.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs

In one study, exploratory factor analysis (EFA) of a
thirteen item scale showed there were two particularly important levels of needs in the US during the
peacetime of 1993 to 1994: survival (physiological
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INALIENABLE RIGHTS: LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF BELONGING: TERRELL STRAYHORN AT TEDXCOLUMBUS

»You want to fit in, you

want to feel connected.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ak6T9kw0H28
VIEWS: 13.889
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 15/10/2012
When you consider that in Columbus nearly 140,000 residents are
college students, there is a hope that they are successful in school,
graduate and get a job. But taking a multi-dimensional look at that
»success« part, Dr. Strayhorns’ research reveals a fundamental need
of the student. And it isn’t tied so much to good grades or money.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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SURROUNDINGS

NATURAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS
Natural and legal rights are two types of rights.
Legal rights are those bestowed onto a person
by a given legal system. (i.e., rights that can be
modified, repealed, and restrained by human laws).
Natural rights are those not contingent upon the
laws, customs, or beliefs of any particular culture or
government, and therefore universal and inalienable
(i.e., rights that cannot be repealed or restrained by
human laws).
The concept of natural law is closely related to the
concept of natural rights. During the Age of Enlightenment, the concept of natural laws was used to
challenge the divine right of kings, and became an
alternative justification for the establishment of a
social contract, positive law, and government – and
thus legal rights – in the form of classical republicanism.[dubious – discuss][original research?][clarification needed] Conversely, the concept of natural
rights is used by others to challenge the legitimacy
of all such establishments.
The idea of human rights is also closely related
to that of natural rights: some acknowledge no
difference between the two, regarding them as
synonymous, while others choose to keep the
terms separate to eliminate association with some
features traditionally associated with natural rights.
Natural rights, in particular, are considered beyond
the authority of any government or international
body to dismiss. The 1948 United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is an important legal
instrument enshrining one conception of natural
rights into international soft law. Natural rights were
traditionally viewed as exclusively negative rights,
whereas human rights also comprise positive rights.
Even on a natural rights conception of human rights,
the two terms may not be synonymous.

HISTORY
The idea that certain rights are natural or inalienable
also has a history dating back at least to the Stoics
of late Antiquity and Catholic law of the early Middle
Ages, and descending through the Protestant Reformation and the Age of Enlightenment to today.
The existence of natural rights has been asserted by
different individuals on different premises, such as a
priori philosophical reasoning or religious principles.
For example, Immanuel Kant claimed to derive natural rights through reason alone. The United States
Declaration of Independence, meanwhile, is based
upon the »self-evident« truth that »all men are ...
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights«.
Likewise, different philosophers and statesmen
have designed different lists of what they believe
to be natural rights; almost all include the right to
life and liberty as the two highest priorities. H. L. A.
Hart argued that if there are any rights at all, there
must be the right to liberty, for all the others would
depend upon this. T. H. Green argued that »if there
are such things as rights at all, then, there must be
a right to life and liberty, or, to put it more properly
to free life.« John Locke emphasized »life, liberty
and property« as primary. However, despite Locke’s
influential defense of the right of revolution, Thomas
Jefferson substituted »pursuit of happiness« in
place of »property« in the United States Declaration
of Independence.
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UWE PETTENBERG ÜBER LIEBE, ANERKENNUNG UND ZUGEHÖRIGKEIT. LEBENSTRAINER NÜRNBERG

»Uns über alle Maßen
anzupassen.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbe30Lfr32I
VIEWS: 164
UPLOADED BY: ICHselbstAG®
UPLOADED: 20/04/2015
Uwe Pettenberg, Lebenstrainer und Begründer der ICHselbstAG®-Methode über die Suche nach Liebe, Anerkennung und
Zugehörigkeit.
Mehr unter www.ICHselbstAG.de

LOVE
Love is a variety of different feelings, states, and
attitudes that ranges from interpersonal affection (»I
love my mother«) to pleasure (»I loved that meal«).
It can refer to an emotion of a strong attraction
and personal attachment. It can also be a virtue
representing human kindness, compassion, and affection—«the unselfish loyal and benevolent concern
for the good of another«. It may also describe compassionate and affectionate actions towards other
humans, one’s self or animals.
Non-Western traditions have also distinguished
variants or symbioses of these states. This diversity
of uses and meanings combined with the complexity of the feelings involved makes love unusually
difficult to consistently define, compared to other
emotional states.
Love in its various forms acts as a major facilitator of interpersonal relationships and, owing to its
central psychological importance, is one of the most
common themes in the creative arts.
Love may be understood as a function to keep
human beings together against menaces and to
facilitate the continuation of the species.
DEFINITIONS
The word »love« can have a variety of related but
distinct meanings in different contexts. Many other
languages use multiple words to express some of
the different concepts that in English are denoted as
»love«; one example is the plurality of Greek words
for »love« which includes agape and eros. Cultural
differences in conceptualizing love thus doubly impede the establishment of a universal definition.

positive sentiment (a stronger form of like) is commonly contrasted with hate (or neutral apathy); as
a less sexual and more emotionally intimate form of
romantic attachment, love is commonly contrasted
with lust; and as an interpersonal relationship with
romantic overtones, love is sometimes contrasted
with friendship, although the word love is often
applied to close friendships. (Further possible ambiguities come with usages »girlfriend«, »boyfriend«,
»just good friends«).
Abstractly discussed love usually refers to an experience one person feels for another. Love often
involves caring for or identifying with a person
or thing (cf. vulnerability and care theory of love),
including oneself (cf. narcissism). In addition to
cross-cultural differences in understanding love,
ideas about love have also changed greatly over
time. Some historians date modern conceptions of
romantic love to courtly Europe during or after the
Middle Ages, although the prior existence of romantic attachments is attested by ancient love poetry.
The complex and abstract nature of love often
reduces discourse of love to a thought-terminating
cliché. Several common proverbs regard love, from
Virgil’s »Love conquers all« to The Beatles’ »All You
Need Is Love«. St. Thomas Aquinas, following Aristotle, defines love as »to will the good of another.«
Bertrand Russell describes love as a condition of
»absolute value,« as opposed to relative value.[citation needed] Philosopher Gottfried Leibniz said that
love is »to be delighted by the happiness of another.« Meher Baba stated that in love there is a »feeling
of unity« and an »active appreciation of the intrinsic
worth of the object of love.« Biologist Jeremy Griffith defines love as »unconditional selflessness«.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Love

Although the nature or essence of love is a subject
of frequent debate, different aspects of the word
can be clarified by determining what isn’t love (antonyms of »love«). Love as a general expression of
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INALIENABLE RIGHTS: LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF BELONGING: TERRELL STRAYHORN AT TEDXCOLUMBUS

»People do things, because

they want to belong. People wear certain things, act
a certain way, talk a certain
way, go certain places, because they want to fit in.
They want to belong.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ak6T9kw0H28
VIEWS: 13.889
UPLOADED BY: TEDx Talks
UPLOADED: 15/10/2012
When you consider that in Columbus nearly 140,000 residents are
college students, there is a hope that they are successful in school,
graduate and get a job. But taking a multi-dimensional look at that
»success« part, Dr. Strayhorns’ research reveals a fundamental need
of the student. And it isn’t tied so much to good grades or money.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small group.
These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general
guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.* (*Subject to certain rules and regulations)
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NATURAL AND LEGAL RIGHTS
Natural and legal rights are two types of rights.
Legal rights are those bestowed onto a person
by a given legal system. (i.e., rights that can be
modified, repealed, and restrained by human laws).
Natural rights are those not contingent upon the
laws, customs, or beliefs of any particular culture or
government, and therefore universal and inalienable
(i.e., rights that cannot be repealed or restrained by
human laws).
The concept of natural law is closely related to the
concept of natural rights. During the Age of Enlightenment, the concept of natural laws was used to
challenge the divine right of kings, and became an
alternative justification for the establishment of a
social contract, positive law, and government – and
thus legal rights – in the form of classical republicanism.[dubious – discuss][original research?][clarification needed] Conversely, the concept of natural
rights is used by others to challenge the legitimacy
of all such establishments.
The idea of human rights is also closely related
to that of natural rights: some acknowledge no
difference between the two, regarding them as
synonymous, while others choose to keep the
terms separate to eliminate association with some
features traditionally associated with natural rights.
Natural rights, in particular, are considered beyond
the authority of any government or international
body to dismiss. The 1948 United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights is an important legal
instrument enshrining one conception of natural
rights into international soft law. Natural rights were
traditionally viewed as exclusively negative rights,
whereas human rights also comprise positive rights.
Even on a natural rights conception of human rights,
the two terms may not be synonymous.

HISTORY
The idea that certain rights are natural or inalienable
also has a history dating back at least to the Stoics
of late Antiquity and Catholic law of the early Middle
Ages, and descending through the Protestant Reformation and the Age of Enlightenment to today.
The existence of natural rights has been asserted by
different individuals on different premises, such as a
priori philosophical reasoning or religious principles.
For example, Immanuel Kant claimed to derive natural rights through reason alone. The United States
Declaration of Independence, meanwhile, is based
upon the »self-evident« truth that »all men are ...
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights«.
Likewise, different philosophers and statesmen
have designed different lists of what they believe
to be natural rights; almost all include the right to
life and liberty as the two highest priorities. H. L. A.
Hart argued that if there are any rights at all, there
must be the right to liberty, for all the others would
depend upon this. T. H. Green argued that »if there
are such things as rights at all, then, there must be
a right to life and liberty, or, to put it more properly
to free life.« John Locke emphasized »life, liberty
and property« as primary. However, despite Locke’s
influential defense of the right of revolution, Thomas
Jefferson substituted »pursuit of happiness« in
place of »property« in the United States Declaration
of Independence.
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STORYTELLER
Can we only experience our life through others
experiencing our experiences? Is my life valuable if I
don’t get attention for it? We make decisions for our
life depending on the attention we will get for them.
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STORYTELLER
»should have« – these two words describe the way
we think about our past. We regret.
The now is a term that is used quite frequently
these days. We are supposed to live in the moment.
Everything became instantaneous. But if we think
about our lives, when we reflect or when we make
plans, we divide our lives into past and future. We
either regret or we are scared of what is going to
happen next. In the now, we are trying to avoid
these two feelings. We focus on the moment.

0:14
TIME

SUNRISE TO SUNSET TIME LAPSE! [1080P]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xs9hfF3UPQY
VIEWS: 46.390
UPLOADED BY: Evan Rackle
UPLOADED: 04/12/2012
Finally! It is here! Time lapse from my roof from the sunrise to the
sunset. Enjoy!(:

0:14
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HYPNOTIZING CIRCLE DANCE BY SUFI ZIKR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5goISKPSH8
VIEWS: 744.463
UPLOADED BY: OMattitudes
UPLOADED: 03/04/2013
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PHILOSOPHY - SOREN KIERKEGAARD

»Life can only be under-

stood backwards, but
must be lived forwards.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9JCwkx558o
VIEWS: 181.982
UPLOADED BY: The School of Life
UPLOADED: 26/06/2015
Soren Kierkegaard is useful to us because of the intensity of his despair at the compromises and cruelties of daily life. He is a companion
for our darkest moments. Please subscribe here:
http://tinyurl.com/o28mut7
Help us to continue making films by visiting our online shop:
http://www.theschooloflife.com/shop
Brought to you by http://www.theschooloflife.com
Produced in collaboration with Mad Adam Films
http://www.madadamfilms.co.uk

SØREN KIERKEGAARD
Søren Aabye Kierkegaard (/ˈsɔrən ˈkɪərkɨɡɑrd/ or /
ˈkɪərkɨɡɔr/; Danish: [sɶːɐn ˈkʰiɐ̯ɡ̊əɡ̊ɒːˀ] ( listen); 5 May
1813 – 11 November 1855) was a Danish philosopher, theologian, poet, social critic and religious
author who is widely considered to be the first existentialist philosopher. He wrote critical texts on organized religion, Christendom, morality, ethics, psychology, and the philosophy of religion, displaying
a fondness for metaphor, irony and parables. Much
of his philosophical work deals with the issues of
how one lives as a »single individual«, giving priority
to concrete human reality over abstract thinking and
highlighting the importance of personal choice and
commitment. He was against literary critics who
defined idealist intellectuals and philosophers of his
time. Swedenborg, Hegel, Goethe, Fichte, Schelling,
Schlegel and Hans Christian Andersen were all »understood« far too quickly by »scholars«.

wrote: »Science and scholarship want to teach that
becoming objective is the way. Christianity teaches
that the way is to become subjective, to become a
subject.« While scientists can learn about the world
by observation, Kierkegaard emphatically denied that
observation could reveal the inner workings of the
world of the spirit.
Some of Kierkegaard’s key ideas include the concept
of »Truth as Subjectivity«, the knight of faith, the
recollection and repetition dichotomy, angst, the
infinite qualitative distinction, faith as a passion, and
the three stages on life’s way. Kierkegaard’s writings
were written in Danish and were initially limited to
Scandinavia, but by the turn of the 20th century,
his writings were translated into major European
languages, such as French and German. By the mid20th century, his thought exerted a substantial influence on philosophy, theology, and Western culture.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%B8ren_Kierkegaard

Kierkegaard’s theological work focuses on Christian
ethics, the institution of the Church, the differences between purely objective proofs of Christianity,
the infinite qualitative distinction between man and
God, and the individual’s subjective relationship to
the God-Man Jesus the Christ, which came through
faith. Much of his work deals with Christian love. He
was extremely critical of the practice of Christianity
as a state religion, primarily that of the Church of
Denmark. His psychological work explored the emotions and feelings of individuals when faced with life
choices.
Kierkegaard’s early work was written under various
pseudonyms that he used to present distinctive
viewpoints and to interact with each other in
complex dialogue. He explored particularly complex
problems from different viewpoints, each under a
different pseudonym. He wrote many Upbuilding
Discourses under his own name and dedicated
them to the »single individual« who might want
to discover the meaning of his works. Notably, he
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IN CAMERA, JEAN PAUL SARTRE, NO EXIT, HUIS CLOS, HAROLD PINTER (ENGLISH)

»I died to soon, I wasn’t

allowed time to carry out
the actions of my life.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mshvqdva0vY
VIEWS: 110.893
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 02/03/2012
English adaptation of Jean Paul Satre’s »Huis Clos«
(No Exit / In Camera)

NO EXIT
No Exit (French: Huis Clos, pronounced: [ɥi klo]) is a
1944 existentialist French play by Jean-Paul Sartre.
The original title is the French equivalent of the legal
term in camera, referring to a private discussion
behind closed doors; English translations have also
been performed under the titles In Camera, No Way
Out, Vicious Circle, Behind Closed Doors, and Dead
End. The play was first performed at the Théâtre du
Vieux-Colombier in May 1944.
The play is a depiction of the afterlife in which three
deceased characters are punished by being locked
into a room together for eternity. It is the source of
Sartre’s especially famous and often misinterpreted
quotation »L’enfer, c’est les autres« or »Hell is other
people«, a reference to Sartre’s ideas about the
look and the perpetual ontological struggle of being
caused to see oneself as an object in the world of
another consciousness.
PLOT SYNOPSIS
Three damned souls, Joseph Garcin, Inès Serrano,
and Estelle Rigault, are brought to the same room in
Hell and locked inside by a mysterious valet. They
had all expected torture devices to punish them for
eternity, but instead find a plain room furnished in
the style of the Second French Empire. At first, none
of them will admit the reason for their damnation:
Joseph says that he was executed for being a
pacifist, while Estelle insists that a mistake has been
made; Inès, however, is the only one to demand
that they all stop lying to themselves and confess
to their moral crimes. She refuses to believe that
they have all ended up in the room by accident and
soon realizes that they have been placed together to
make each other miserable; she deduces that they
are to be one another’s torturers. Joseph suggests
that they try to leave each other alone and to be
silent, but Inès starts to sing about an execution and
Estelle vainly wants to find a mirror to check on her
appearance. Inès tries to seduce Estelle by offering

1:09
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to be her »mirror« by telling her everything she sees,
but ends up frightening her instead. It is soon clear
that Inès is attracted to Estelle, Estelle is attracted
to Joseph, and Joseph is in no mood for sexual
behavior.
After arguing, they decide to confess to their crimes
so they know what to expect from each other.
Joseph cheated on and mistreated his wife; Inès
seduced her cousin’s wife while living with them;
and Estelle had an affair and then killed the resulting
child, prompting the child’s father to commit suicide.
Despite their revelations, they continue to get on
each other’s nerves. Joseph finally begins giving
in to the lascivious Estelle’s escalating attempts
to seduce him, which drives Inès crazy. Joseph is
constantly interrupted by his own thought, though,
and begs Estelle to tell him he is not a coward for
attempting to flee his country during wartime. While
she complies, Inès tells him that Estelle is just feigning attraction to him so that she can be with a man –
any man. This causes Joseph to abruptly attempt an
escape. After his trying to open the door repeatedly,
it inexplicably and suddenly opens, but he is unable
to bring himself to leave, and the others remain as
well. He says that he will not be saved until he can
convince Inès to trust in him. She refuses, saying
that he is obviously a coward, and promising to
make him miserable forever. Joseph concludes that
rather than torture devices or physical punishment,
»hell is other people.« Estelle tries to persevere in
her seduction of Joseph, but he says that he cannot
make love while Inès is watching. Estelle, infuriated,
picks up a paper knife and repeatedly stabs Inès. As
they are all already dead, this attack does nothing
and Inès even halfheartedly stabs herself, beginning
to laugh. As Estelle comments on the idea of their
being trapped here forever and laughs too, all three
join in prolonged fit of laughter before Joseph finally
concludes, »Eh bien, continuons« (roughly »Eh well,
let’s continue...«).
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit
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BLACK KID MISSING THE BUS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=81_DsLoIN3w
VIEWS: 502
UPLOADED BY: Dan Ipk
UPLOADED: 12/02/2013
Go ok lad!!
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KATHRYN SCHULZ: BEDAUERN SIE IHR BEDAUERN NICHT.

»We can obviously experi-

ence regret about a lot of
different things.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ka8L1YMR88U
VIEWS: 164.548
UPLOADED BY: TED
UPLOADED: 02/12/2011
Wir sollen versuchen, unser Leben ohne Bedauern zu leben, heisst
es. Aber warum? Mit ihrem eigenen Tattoo als Beispiel hält Kathryn
Schulz ein kraftvolles und bewegendes Plädoyer für das Annehmen
unseres Bedauerns.

REGRET
Regret is a negative conscious and emotional reaction to personal past acts and behaviors. Regret is
often expressed by the term »sorry« whereas »I’m
sorry« can express both regret and sympathy. Regret
is often a feeling of sadness, shame, embarrassment, depression, annoyance, or guilt, after one acts
in a manner and later wishes not to have done so.
Regret is distinct from guilt, which is a deeply emotional form of regret — one which may be difficult
to comprehend in an objective or conceptual way. In
this regard, the concept of regret is subordinate to
guilt in terms of its emotional intensity. By comparison, shame typically refers to the social (rather than
personal) aspect of guilt or (in minor context) regret
as imposed by the society or culture (enforcement
of ethics, morality), which has substantial bearing in
matters of (personal and social) honor.

ings then include decisions about career, romance,
and parenting. Education was the forerunner of
regret in a number of different studies. This finding
can be attributed to the opportunity principle.

It is also distinct from remorse, which is a more direct and emotional form of regret over a past action
that is considered by society to be hurtful, shameful, or violent. Unlike regret, it includes a strong
element of desire for apology to others rather than
an internal reflection on one’s actions, and may be
expressed (sincerely or not) in order to reduce the
punishment one receives.

Regret pushes people toward revised decision making and corrective action that often bring improvement in life circumstances. A study measured regret
in accordance to negative reviews with service
providers. It was concluded that regret was an accurate predictor of who switched providers. Regret can
be seen as an evolutionary development. As more
intense regret is experienced, the likelihood of initiating change is increased. Consequently, the more
opportunity of corrective action available, the larger
the regret felt and the more likely corrective action is
achieved. People learn from their mistakes.
[…]

Regret can describe not only the dislike for an action
that has been committed, but also, importantly,
regret of inaction. Many people find themselves
wishing that they had done something in a past
situation.

OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
Opportunity principle defines people’s biggest
regrets as those marked by the greatest opportunity
for corrective action. When the opportunity to improve conditions is nonexistent, cognitive processes
proceed to mitigate regret. Education is the forerunner of what we regret most because it is seen as
something where circumstances could be changed:
»In contemporary society, education is open to
continual modification throughout life. With the rise
of community colleges and student aid programs in
recent decades, education of some sort is accessible to nearly all socioeconomic groups.«

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regret

PSYCHOLOGICAL
People who suffer from antisocial personality disorder and dissocial personality disorder are incapable
of feeling regret or remorse.
Meta-analysis involving what we regret most has
concluded that overall, Americans regret choices regarding their education the most. Subsequent rank-
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LETTING GO OF THE PAST - HOW TO GET OVER THE PAST IN MINUTES

»All of us have something

in the past. Everyone of
us has something in the
past that hunts us, right?
Something in the past that
hinders our performance.
Something in the past we
keep going back to.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFYl8TVNwg8
VIEWS: 246.512
UPLOADED BY: Actualized.org
UPLOADED: 26/03/2014
Letting Go Of The Past - An easy, simple process for how to release
past trauma right now.
The Ultimate Life Purpose Course - Create Your Dream Career:
http://www.actualized.org/life-purpose-course
Leo’s Top 140 Self Help Books
http://www.actualized.org/books
Full Video Transcript Here:
http://www.actualized.org/articles/letting-go-of-the-past
Video Summary:
We’ve all had experiences we’d like to forget. While past experiences
can be instructive, re-living them and nursing the festering wound of
a past event adds nothing good to your life. Once you’ve learned the
lesson to be had from that experience, you can choose to let it go.
The past, while real at one time, is now just a concept, as is the
future. The only time you have is now. Don’t let something in the past
rob you of your present productivity and happiness. Choose to let it
go and live. When you have trouble letting go of the past, it’s typically
because you keep bringing it back into your life.
Identify the memory that besieges you the most. Use guided meditation to let it go and replace it with the present. During the guided
meditation, you dwell on the present, which forces the past out of
your consciousness. Repeated sessions of guided meditation will
teach you how to deprive the past of the life you’ve inadvertently
been breathing back into it.

REGRET
THE LOST OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
In response to the opportunity principle, the lost
opportunity principle directly opposes its views. The
lost opportunity principle states that regret should
intensify, not diminish, when people feel that they
could have made better choices in the past but now
perceive limited opportunities to take corrective
action in the future. »People who habitually consider
future consequences (and how they may avoid future negative outcomes) experience less, rather than
more, intense regret after a negative outcome.« This
principle offers another reason as to why education is the most regretted aspect in life. Education
becomes a more limited opportunity as time passes.
Aspects such as making friends, becoming more
spiritual, and community involvement tend to be
less regrettable which makes sense because these
are also aspects in life that do not become limited
opportunities. As the opportunity to remedy a situation passes, feelings of hopelessness may increase.
An explanation of the Lost Opportunity Principle can
be seen as a lack of closure. Low closure makes
past occurrences feel unresolved. Low closure is
associated with »reductions in state self-esteem
and persistent negative affect over time«. Because
high closure is associated with acceptance of lost
opportunity, low closure is then associated with the
realization and regret of lost opportunity.
The lost opportunity principle suggests that regret
does not serve as a corrective motive (which the
opportunity principle suggests). Instead, regret
serves as a more general reminder to seize the day.
Feeling regret will spur future action to make sure
other opportunities are taken so that regret will not
be experienced again.

Designing a more positive present that’s too busy to dwell on the past
can help push it out of your life. So can journaling, introspection, and
counseling or coaching. Make the choice to stop reviving the past.
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LETTING GO OF THE PAST - HOW TO GET OVER THE PAST IN MINUTES

»The past is a concept.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFYl8TVNwg8
VIEWS: 246.512
UPLOADED BY: Actualized.org
UPLOADED: 26/03/2014
Letting Go Of The Past - An easy, simple process for how to release
past trauma right now.
The Ultimate Life Purpose Course - Create Your Dream Career:
http://www.actualized.org/life-purpose-course
Leo’s Top 140 Self Help Books
http://www.actualized.org/books
Full Video Transcript Here:
http://www.actualized.org/articles/letting-go-of-the-past
Video Summary:
We’ve all had experiences we’d like to forget. While past experiences
can be instructive, re-living them and nursing the festering wound of
a past event adds nothing good to your life. Once you’ve learned the
lesson to be had from that experience, you can choose to let it go.
The past, while real at one time, is now just a concept, as is the
future. The only time you have is now. Don’t let something in the past
rob you of your present productivity and happiness. Choose to let it
go and live. When you have trouble letting go of the past, it’s typically
because you keep bringing it back into your life.
Identify the memory that besieges you the most. Use guided meditation to let it go and replace it with the present. During the guided
meditation, you dwell on the present, which forces the past out of
your consciousness. Repeated sessions of guided meditation will
teach you how to deprive the past of the life you’ve inadvertently
been breathing back into it.

REGRET
THE LOST OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
In response to the opportunity principle, the lost
opportunity principle directly opposes its views. The
lost opportunity principle states that regret should
intensify, not diminish, when people feel that they
could have made better choices in the past but now
perceive limited opportunities to take corrective
action in the future. »People who habitually consider
future consequences (and how they may avoid future negative outcomes) experience less, rather than
more, intense regret after a negative outcome.« This
principle offers another reason as to why education is the most regretted aspect in life. Education
becomes a more limited opportunity as time passes.
Aspects such as making friends, becoming more
spiritual, and community involvement tend to be
less regrettable which makes sense because these
are also aspects in life that do not become limited
opportunities. As the opportunity to remedy a situation passes, feelings of hopelessness may increase.
An explanation of the Lost Opportunity Principle can
be seen as a lack of closure. Low closure makes
past occurrences feel unresolved. Low closure is
associated with »reductions in state self-esteem
and persistent negative affect over time«. Because
high closure is associated with acceptance of lost
opportunity, low closure is then associated with the
realization and regret of lost opportunity.
The lost opportunity principle suggests that regret
does not serve as a corrective motive (which the
opportunity principle suggests). Instead, regret
serves as a more general reminder to seize the day.
Feeling regret will spur future action to make sure
other opportunities are taken so that regret will not
be experienced again.

Designing a more positive present that’s too busy to dwell on the past
can help push it out of your life. So can journaling, introspection, and
counseling or coaching. Make the choice to stop reviving the past.

1:30
TIME
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MISSING THE BUS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1rh75u6pSY
VIEWS: 130
UPLOADED BY: Corey Reding
UPLOADED: 23/05/2014

1:30
TIME

#108 /
#120

DO WE HAVE FREE WILL? (THE BIG QUESTIONS, 19/4/15)

»And we spend all our lives

running after one and running away from another. And
that very much dictates how
we live our lives.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5L5XbuxKNI8
VIEWS: 27.314
UPLOADED BY: Traditionalism Archive
UPLOADED: 16/05/2015
....

FREE WILL
Free will is the ability to choose between different
possible courses of action. It is closely linked to
the concepts of responsibility, praise, guilt, sin,
and other judgments which apply only to actions
that are freely chosen. It is also connected with the
concepts of advice, persuasion, deliberation, and
prohibition. Traditionally, only actions that are freely
willed are seen as deserving credit or blame. There
are numerous different concerns about threats to
the possibility of free will, varying by how exactly
it is conceived, which is a matter of some debate.
Free will is sometimes understood to mean origination, the power to break the causal chain of events,
so that one’s choice is uncaused by any previous
event, external or internal. The concern for this conception of free will is to reconcile the existence of
free will thus conceived with the possibly deterministic nature of the universe. Determinism suggests
that only one course of events is possible, which is
inconsistent with the existence of free will thus conceived. As far as we know, this problem was first
suggested by Aristotle in the fourth century B.C.E.,
but it is still a major focus of philosophical debate.
This view that conceives free will to be incompatible with determinism is called incompatibilism, and
encompasses both metaphysical libertarianism, the
claim that determinism is false and thus free will is
at least possible, and hard determinism, the claim
that determinism is true and thus free will is not
possible. It also encompasses hard incompatibilism, which holds not only determinism but also its
negation to be incompatible with free will, and thus
free will to be impossible whatever the case may be
regarding determinism.

sense of how choices will turn out. Compatibilists
thus consider the debate between libertarians and
hard determinists over free will vs determinism a
false dilemma. Different compatibilists offer very
different definitions of what »free will« even means,
and consequently find different types of constraints
to be relevant to the issue. Classical compatiblists
considered free will nothing more than freedom of
action, considering one free of will simply if, had one
counterfactually wanted to do otherwise, one could
have done otherwise without physical impediment.
Contemporary compatibilists instead identify free
will as a psychological capacity, such as to direct
one’s behavior in a way responsive to reason. And
there are still further different conceptions of free
will, each with their own concerns, sharing only
the common feature of not finding the possibility of
determinism a threat to the possibility of free will.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will

In contrast, compatibilists hold that free will is
compatible with determinism. Some compatibilists even hold that determinism is necessary for
free will, arguing that choice involves preference
for one course of action over another, requiring a

1:34
TIME
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE, HUIS-CLOS

»Il faut que je met ma
vie en ordre.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlknrhTiMTc
VIEWS: 13.565
UPLOADED BY: DOCUS TV
UPLOADED: 06/03/2015
Réalisé par Jacqueline Audry en 1954, avec Arletty, Frank Villard,
Gaby Sylvia.

HUIS CLOS
CHARACTERS
Joseph Garcin – cowardice and callousness caused
his young wife to die »of grief« after his execution.
He is from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and deserted during
an unspecified military conflict. He was unfaithful
to his wife – he even recalls, without any sympathy,
bringing home another woman one night, and his
wife bringing them their morning coffee after hearing their engagement all night. Initially, he hates Inès
because she understands his weakness, and wants
Estelle because he feels that if she treats him as a
man he will become manly. However, by the end of
the play he understands that because Inès understands the meaning of cowardice and wickedness,
only absolution at her hands can redeem him (if
indeed redemption is possible). In a later translation
and adaptation of the play by American translator
Paul Bowles, Garcin is renamed Vincent Cradeau.

motivated a suicide). She lusts over »manly men«,
which Garcin himself strives to be.
Valet – The Valet enters the room with each character, but his only real dialogue is with Garcin. We
learn little about him, except that his uncle is the
head valet, and that he does not have any eyelids,
which links to Garcin because Garcin’s eyelids are
atrophied.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit

Inès Serrano – Inès is the second character to enter
the room. A lesbian postal clerk, she turned a wife
against her husband, twisting the wife’s perception
of her spouse and the subsequent murder of the
man (who is Inès’ cousin). Indeed, Inès seems to be
the only character who understands the power of
opinion, manipulating Estelle’s and Garcin’s opinions
of themselves and of each other throughout the
play. She is honest about the evil deeds she, Garcin,
and Estelle have done. She frankly acknowledges
the fact that she is a cruel person.
Estelle Rigault – Estelle is a high-society woman,
a blonde who married an older man for his money
and had an affair with a younger man. To her, the
affair is merely an insignificant fling, but her lover
becomes emotionally attached to her and she bears
him a child. She drowns the child by throwing it into
the lake, which drives her lover to commit suicide.
Throughout the play she tries to get at Garcin,
seeking to define herself as a woman in relation to
a man. Her sins are deceit and murder (which also

1:40
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Wir schreiten zwar

voran, sind aber ständig
in Momenten gefangen.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

1:44
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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LETTING GO OF THE PAST - HOW TO GET OVER THE PAST IN MINUTES

»What is past, is now just
a memory in your head.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFYl8TVNwg8
VIEWS: 246.512
UPLOADED BY: Actualized.org
UPLOADED: 26/03/2014
Letting Go Of The Past - An easy, simple process for how to release
past trauma right now.
The Ultimate Life Purpose Course - Create Your Dream Career:
http://www.actualized.org/life-purpose-course
Leo’s Top 140 Self Help Books
http://www.actualized.org/books
Full Video Transcript Here:
http://www.actualized.org/articles/letting-go-of-the-past
Video Summary:
We’ve all had experiences we’d like to forget. While past experiences
can be instructive, re-living them and nursing the festering wound of
a past event adds nothing good to your life. Once you’ve learned the
lesson to be had from that experience, you can choose to let it go.
The past, while real at one time, is now just a concept, as is the
future. The only time you have is now. Don’t let something in the past
rob you of your present productivity and happiness. Choose to let it
go and live. When you have trouble letting go of the past, it’s typically
because you keep bringing it back into your life.
Identify the memory that besieges you the most. Use guided meditation to let it go and replace it with the present. During the guided
meditation, you dwell on the present, which forces the past out of
your consciousness. Repeated sessions of guided meditation will
teach you how to deprive the past of the life you’ve inadvertently
been breathing back into it.

REGRET
THE LOST OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
In response to the opportunity principle, the lost
opportunity principle directly opposes its views. The
lost opportunity principle states that regret should
intensify, not diminish, when people feel that they
could have made better choices in the past but now
perceive limited opportunities to take corrective
action in the future. »People who habitually consider
future consequences (and how they may avoid future negative outcomes) experience less, rather than
more, intense regret after a negative outcome.« This
principle offers another reason as to why education is the most regretted aspect in life. Education
becomes a more limited opportunity as time passes.
Aspects such as making friends, becoming more
spiritual, and community involvement tend to be
less regrettable which makes sense because these
are also aspects in life that do not become limited
opportunities. As the opportunity to remedy a situation passes, feelings of hopelessness may increase.
An explanation of the Lost Opportunity Principle can
be seen as a lack of closure. Low closure makes
past occurrences feel unresolved. Low closure is
associated with »reductions in state self-esteem
and persistent negative affect over time«. Because
high closure is associated with acceptance of lost
opportunity, low closure is then associated with the
realization and regret of lost opportunity.
The lost opportunity principle suggests that regret
does not serve as a corrective motive (which the
opportunity principle suggests). Instead, regret
serves as a more general reminder to seize the day.
Feeling regret will spur future action to make sure
other opportunities are taken so that regret will not
be experienced again.

Designing a more positive present that’s too busy to dwell on the past
can help push it out of your life. So can journaling, introspection, and
counseling or coaching. Make the choice to stop reviving the past.

1:48
TIME
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WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU‘RE ALWAYS RUNNING OUT OF TIME

»We need to become more

conscious of how we are
using our time.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4b5V_DtvSpI
VIEWS: 121
UPLOADED BY: Susanna Halonen
UPLOADED: 16/09/2015
Are you tired of ending your days feeling destroyed and distraught because you feel like you didn’t get enough done? Stop this feeling now
by learning to manage your time and energy more effectively with this
special Happyologist® matrix. To download the PDF & sign-up to free
happiness insights, visit:
http://www.happyologist.co.uk/wellbeing/what-to-do-when-yourealways-running-out-of-time/

TIME
Time is a measure in which events can be ordered
from the past through the present into the future,
and also the measure of durations of events and the
intervals between them. Time is often referred to as
the fourth dimension, along with the three spatial
dimensions.
Time has long been a major subject of study in
religion, philosophy, and science, but defining it in a
manner applicable to all fields without circularity has
consistently eluded scholars. Nevertheless, diverse
fields such as business, industry, sports, the sciences, and the performing arts all incorporate some
notion of time into their respective measuring systems. Some simple definitions of time include »time
is what clocks measure«, which is a problematically
vague and self-referential definition that utilizes the
device used to measure the subject as the definition
of the subject, and »time is what keeps everything
from happening at once«, which is without substantive meaning in the absence of the definition of simultaneity in the context of the limitations of human
sensation, observation of events, and the perception
of such events.
Two contrasting viewpoints on time divide many
prominent philosophers. One view is that time is
part of the fundamental structure of the universe—a
dimension independent of events, in which events
occur in sequence. Sir Isaac Newton subscribed to
this realist view, and hence it is sometimes referred
to as Newtonian time. The opposing view is that
time does not refer to any kind of »container« that
events and objects »move through«, nor to any entity that »flows«, but that it is instead part of a fundamental intellectual structure (together with space
and number) within which humans sequence and
compare events. This second view, in the tradition
of Gottfried Leibniz and Immanuel Kant, holds that
time is neither an event nor a thing, and thus is not
itself measurable nor can it be travelled.

1:50
TIME

Time is one of the seven fundamental physical
quantities in both the International System of Units
and International System of Quantities. Time is used
to define other quantities—such as velocity—so defining time in terms of such quantities would result
in circularity of definition. An operational definition
of time, wherein one says that observing a certain
number of repetitions of one or another standard
cyclical event (such as the passage of a free-swinging pendulum) constitutes one standard unit such as
the second, is highly useful in the conduct of both
advanced experiments and everyday affairs of life.
The operational definition leaves aside the question
whether there is something called time, apart from
the counting activity just mentioned, that flows and
that can be measured. Investigations of a single
continuum called spacetime bring questions about
space into questions about time, questions that
have their roots in the works of early students of
natural philosophy.
Furthermore, it may be that there is a subjective
component to time, but whether or not time itself is
»felt«, as a sensation, or is a judgment, is a matter
of debate.
Temporal measurement has occupied scientists
and technologists, and was a prime motivation
in navigation and astronomy. Periodic events and
periodic motion have long served as standards for
units of time. Examples include the apparent motion
of the sun across the sky, the phases of the moon,
the swing of a pendulum, and the beat of a heart.
Currently, the international unit of time, the second,
is defined by measuring the electronic transition frequency of caesium atoms (see below). Time is also
of significant social importance, having economic
value (»time is money«) as well as personal value,
due to an awareness of the limited time in each day
and in human life spans.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Die Menschen reagieren

immer auf das, was vorher
geschehen ist.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

1:55
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Während bisher die Ge-

schichte von der Langzeit
bestimmt wurde, kollidiert
das 21. Jahrhundert zunehmend mit der Echtzeit.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

1:59
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SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Man kann allerdings sagen,

dass die Geschwindigkeit
manche Probleme verschärft.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

2:06
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Wir sind in der Totalität

gefangen. Wir leben in der
Zeit der Endlichkeit, während die vollendete Welt,
die Vollendung des Fortschritts die Welt um uns
verschlossen hat.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

2:10
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»Time is a very

important factor.«

Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. ‘Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.’
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

2:19
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Mit anderen Worten, je

wichtiger die Momentaufnahme wird, desto nachdrücklicher muss die Besinnung auf die Dauer als das
Andere betrieben werden.
Denn wir Menschen lieben
zwar die Momentaufnahme,
leben aber nur in der Dauer.«
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

2:21
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Sind wir gezwungen, uns

in einer Welt zurechtzufinden,
die aus aufeinanderfolgenden Augenblicken besteht.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

2:32
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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MISSING THE BUS
Scene 4
Silence falls over the graveyard until a domino hits the tree stump.
The Haunted Hangman jumps out of his grave.

Scene 21
The Starburts go into action, activating 5 rays of dominoes for an
exciting starburst effect repeated many times in this scene.

Scene 5
A domino makes the elevator rise. Once it reaches the top of the
tower it sends the skull down the slide.

Scene 22
A falling domino makes the Power Tower Elevator rise. Once the
elevator reaches the top of each tower, it sends another domino
swerving down the curve.

Scene 6
Dominoes hit a lever that tilts the eerie eyeball holder, releases the
eyeball and sends it slithering down the staircase.
Scene 7
Dominoes leading up to the Mad Scientist hit a lever which triggers
the ooze. The dripping glob becomes his tongue which stretches until
it hits the cauldron. (I had to speed this up!)
Scene 8
The dominoes tip the test tubes to make brains bubble over.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BVr6LaC_HQ
VIEWS: 9.052.578
UPLOADED BY: FlippyCat
UPLOADED: 26/06/2014
I set out to create a domino screen link showing the many stunts from
Domino Rally toy sets I’ve collected over the years. After a lot of time
and effort to make these things work, this is the result!
Please give thumbs up after watching and let me know which scene/
stunts you liked most.
Thanks for watching!
Like what you see? Subscribe http://flippycat.com/subscribe
See more at http://youtube.com/flippycat
EXTRAS: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI-DUxlBK4Q
Music is from YouTube’s music library (»Busy Beat«).
Scene 1
Starts by spinning the Terrifying Tarantula and watching it move
around the web.
The lead domino hits the empty cart, and sends it rolling down the
rickety track and through the Phantom Mine.
The cart comes out the door the abandoned shack opens and drops a
coffin for an extra eerie attractio.
Scene 2
A scary spirit keeps watch over the Creepy Castle door, the gate
crashes down and four more spirits rise up to give a ghastly glowing
greeting.
The spinning skeletons whirl on impact and set off dominoes anywhere in their reach.
Scene 3
The Ghastly Guillotine drops a plastic blade down and sends a »head«
rolling down into the basket and into the next row of dominoes

2:32
TIME

Scene 9
Action launchers send boulders flying into the Dino-Roar’s mouth. His
large teeth chomp down as he roars and his danger-alerting eyes light
up. When activated the tail shoots up and starts two more rows of
dominoes tumbling.
Scene 10
Spinning robots.
Scene 11
The starbursts set off and the Helicopter propellers spin into action.
Scene 12
Marbles tumble down 5 Zig Zag levels.
Scene 13
A domino makes a complete 360 LOOP-THE-LOOP before it shoots
out, hits the next domino and continues the action.
Scene 14
Several LOOP-THE-LOOPs in one scene.
Scene 15
Rocket Bases are triggered and activate a countdown 3-2-1 and liftoff. The styrofoam rockets soar in the air.
Scene 16
More rockets.
Scene 17
Spider’s legs kick out.
Scene 18
Big mountain launchers release the High Flying Hang Gliders.
Scene 19
Waves send the surfers up a full tilt track.
Scene 20
The mountain bike takes off, flies through the Canyon, then blasts
through the »finish«.

Scene 23
Power Tower Elevators send a muncher down the slide where he
munches his way to the next line of dominoes.
Scene 24
A marble zooms along the special marble track leading up to the
alley-oop drawbridge which lifts the marble high up and across the
elevated track. It then enters the wide top of the giant whirl pool and
spins round and round as it goes down and down.
Scene 25
One marble glides down the high end of each of the 4 Volcano Crossings, sending two other marbles in the opposite directions.
Scene 26
The Stunt Cycle races down the track. The monster wheels charges
down the slide, over the dominoes lined up.
Scene 27
A weighted domino hits the launcher and sends planes up, up and
away.
Scene 28
Dominoes go up over and down the bridges. (I later found another
box of bridges I did not use in this scene!)
Scene 29
Marbles are released from the top of the marble mazes in a steady
drop, drop, drop right into the next line of dominoes. These also can
fall down like dominoes too!
Scene 30
It’s a triple threat stunt, as a domino activates a catapult that sends
a boulder into the air, through the colorful Ring of Fire and into the
Doorway to Doom
Scene 31
The action sound center creates »exciting and realistic stunt sounds«.
It creates the boulder and Ring of Fire and Doorway to Doom sounds,
and plane sounds for the Adventure set.
Scene 32
It’s a ring of planes!
Scene 33
Another layout of planes...
Scene 34
More planes...as each one crashes into the next continuing the chain
reaction.
Scene 35
A final plane knocks down the Domino Rally boxes that have been
stacked like dominoes for the grand finale.
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE, HUIS-CLOS

»Il n’y a plus despoir, mais

nous sommes toujours
avant. On n’avons pas
commencer de souffrir.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlknrhTiMTc
VIEWS: 13.565
UPLOADED BY: DOCUS TV
UPLOADED: 06/03/2015
Réalisé par Jacqueline Audry en 1954, avec Arletty, Frank Villard,
Gaby Sylvia.

HUIS CLOS
CHARACTERS
Joseph Garcin – cowardice and callousness caused
his young wife to die »of grief« after his execution.
He is from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and deserted during
an unspecified military conflict. He was unfaithful
to his wife – he even recalls, without any sympathy,
bringing home another woman one night, and his
wife bringing them their morning coffee after hearing their engagement all night. Initially, he hates Inès
because she understands his weakness, and wants
Estelle because he feels that if she treats him as a
man he will become manly. However, by the end of
the play he understands that because Inès understands the meaning of cowardice and wickedness,
only absolution at her hands can redeem him (if
indeed redemption is possible). In a later translation
and adaptation of the play by American translator
Paul Bowles, Garcin is renamed Vincent Cradeau.

motivated a suicide). She lusts over »manly men«,
which Garcin himself strives to be.
Valet – The Valet enters the room with each character, but his only real dialogue is with Garcin. We
learn little about him, except that his uncle is the
head valet, and that he does not have any eyelids,
which links to Garcin because Garcin’s eyelids are
atrophied.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit

Inès Serrano – Inès is the second character to enter
the room. A lesbian postal clerk, she turned a wife
against her husband, twisting the wife’s perception
of her spouse and the subsequent murder of the
man (who is Inès’ cousin). Indeed, Inès seems to be
the only character who understands the power of
opinion, manipulating Estelle’s and Garcin’s opinions
of themselves and of each other throughout the
play. She is honest about the evil deeds she, Garcin,
and Estelle have done. She frankly acknowledges
the fact that she is a cruel person.
Estelle Rigault – Estelle is a high-society woman,
a blonde who married an older man for his money
and had an affair with a younger man. To her, the
affair is merely an insignificant fling, but her lover
becomes emotionally attached to her and she bears
him a child. She drowns the child by throwing it into
the lake, which drives her lover to commit suicide.
Throughout the play she tries to get at Garcin,
seeking to define herself as a woman in relation to
a man. Her sins are deceit and murder (which also
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE, HUIS-CLOS

»Alors, tu es ratée. Et tu es

contente? Qu’est-ce que tu
attends pour venir moins
joindre?«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlknrhTiMTc
VIEWS: 13.565
UPLOADED BY: DOCUS TV
UPLOADED: 06/03/2015
Réalisé par Jacqueline Audry en 1954, avec Arletty, Frank Villard,
Gaby Sylvia.

HUIS CLOS
CHARACTERS
Joseph Garcin – cowardice and callousness caused
his young wife to die »of grief« after his execution.
He is from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and deserted during
an unspecified military conflict. He was unfaithful
to his wife – he even recalls, without any sympathy,
bringing home another woman one night, and his
wife bringing them their morning coffee after hearing their engagement all night. Initially, he hates Inès
because she understands his weakness, and wants
Estelle because he feels that if she treats him as a
man he will become manly. However, by the end of
the play he understands that because Inès understands the meaning of cowardice and wickedness,
only absolution at her hands can redeem him (if
indeed redemption is possible). In a later translation
and adaptation of the play by American translator
Paul Bowles, Garcin is renamed Vincent Cradeau.

motivated a suicide). She lusts over »manly men«,
which Garcin himself strives to be.
Valet – The Valet enters the room with each character, but his only real dialogue is with Garcin. We
learn little about him, except that his uncle is the
head valet, and that he does not have any eyelids,
which links to Garcin because Garcin’s eyelids are
atrophied.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_Exit

Inès Serrano – Inès is the second character to enter
the room. A lesbian postal clerk, she turned a wife
against her husband, twisting the wife’s perception
of her spouse and the subsequent murder of the
man (who is Inès’ cousin). Indeed, Inès seems to be
the only character who understands the power of
opinion, manipulating Estelle’s and Garcin’s opinions
of themselves and of each other throughout the
play. She is honest about the evil deeds she, Garcin,
and Estelle have done. She frankly acknowledges
the fact that she is a cruel person.
Estelle Rigault – Estelle is a high-society woman,
a blonde who married an older man for his money
and had an affair with a younger man. To her, the
affair is merely an insignificant fling, but her lover
becomes emotionally attached to her and she bears
him a child. She drowns the child by throwing it into
the lake, which drives her lover to commit suicide.
Throughout the play she tries to get at Garcin,
seeking to define herself as a woman in relation to
a man. Her sins are deceit and murder (which also
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PAST REGRET

»When we forgive and

when we move on, even
though that can be difficult,
as we first learn to do that,
we realise that we can move
on and we realise that we
can become new.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CexUUbs-Cy4
VIEWS: 201
UPLOADED BY: PositiveChristianity
UPLOADED: 08/07/2014

PAST
The past is a term used to indicate the totality of
events which occurred before a given point in time.
The past is contrasted with and defined by the
present and the future. The concept of the past
is derived from the linear fashion in which human
observers experience time, and is accessed through
memory and recollection. In addition, human beings
have recorded the past since the advent of written
language.
The past is the object of such fields as history,
memory, archaeology, archaeoastronomy, chronology, geology, historical geology, historical linguistics,
law, ontology, paleontology, paleobotany, paleoethnobotany, palaeogeography, paleoclimatology, and
cosmology.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Past

Wednesday July 9, 2014 Christopher Ian Chenoweth
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LETTING GO OF THE PAST - HOW TO GET OVER THE PAST IN MINUTES

»The future by the way is

not real as well. The future
is a concept.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFYl8TVNwg8
VIEWS: 246.512
UPLOADED BY: Actualized.org
UPLOADED: 26/03/2014
Letting Go Of The Past - An easy, simple process for how to release
past trauma right now.
The Ultimate Life Purpose Course - Create Your Dream Career:
http://www.actualized.org/life-purpose-course
Leo’s Top 140 Self Help Books
http://www.actualized.org/books
Full Video Transcript Here:
http://www.actualized.org/articles/letting-go-of-the-past
Video Summary:
We’ve all had experiences we’d like to forget. While past experiences
can be instructive, re-living them and nursing the festering wound of
a past event adds nothing good to your life. Once you’ve learned the
lesson to be had from that experience, you can choose to let it go.
The past, while real at one time, is now just a concept, as is the
future. The only time you have is now. Don’t let something in the past
rob you of your present productivity and happiness. Choose to let it
go and live. When you have trouble letting go of the past, it’s typically
because you keep bringing it back into your life.
Identify the memory that besieges you the most. Use guided meditation to let it go and replace it with the present. During the guided
meditation, you dwell on the present, which forces the past out of
your consciousness. Repeated sessions of guided meditation will
teach you how to deprive the past of the life you’ve inadvertently
been breathing back into it.

REGRET
THE LOST OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
In response to the opportunity principle, the lost
opportunity principle directly opposes its views. The
lost opportunity principle states that regret should
intensify, not diminish, when people feel that they
could have made better choices in the past but now
perceive limited opportunities to take corrective
action in the future. »People who habitually consider
future consequences (and how they may avoid future negative outcomes) experience less, rather than
more, intense regret after a negative outcome.« This
principle offers another reason as to why education is the most regretted aspect in life. Education
becomes a more limited opportunity as time passes.
Aspects such as making friends, becoming more
spiritual, and community involvement tend to be
less regrettable which makes sense because these
are also aspects in life that do not become limited
opportunities. As the opportunity to remedy a situation passes, feelings of hopelessness may increase.
An explanation of the Lost Opportunity Principle can
be seen as a lack of closure. Low closure makes
past occurrences feel unresolved. Low closure is
associated with »reductions in state self-esteem
and persistent negative affect over time«. Because
high closure is associated with acceptance of lost
opportunity, low closure is then associated with the
realization and regret of lost opportunity.
The lost opportunity principle suggests that regret
does not serve as a corrective motive (which the
opportunity principle suggests). Instead, regret
serves as a more general reminder to seize the day.
Feeling regret will spur future action to make sure
other opportunities are taken so that regret will not
be experienced again.

Designing a more positive present that’s too busy to dwell on the past
can help push it out of your life. So can journaling, introspection, and
counseling or coaching. Make the choice to stop reviving the past.
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PHILOSOPHY - SOREN KIERKEGAARD

»Or angst as we know it in

English. A condition where
we understand how many
choices we face and how
little understanding we can
ever have of how to exercise
these choices wisely.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9JCwkx558o
VIEWS: 181.982
UPLOADED BY: The School of Life
UPLOADED: 26/06/2015
Soren Kierkegaard is useful to us because of the intensity of his despair at the compromises and cruelties of daily life. He is a companion
for our darkest moments. Please subscribe here:
http://tinyurl.com/o28mut7
Help us to continue making films by visiting our online shop:
http://www.theschooloflife.com/shop
Brought to you by http://www.theschooloflife.com
Produced in collaboration with Mad Adam Films
http://www.madadamfilms.co.uk

SØREN KIERKEGAARD
Søren Aabye Kierkegaard (/ˈsɔrən ˈkɪərkɨɡɑrd/ or /
ˈkɪərkɨɡɔr/; Danish: [sɶːɐn ˈkʰiɐ̯ɡ̊əɡ̊ɒːˀ] ( listen); 5 May
1813 – 11 November 1855) was a Danish philosopher, theologian, poet, social critic and religious
author who is widely considered to be the first existentialist philosopher. He wrote critical texts on organized religion, Christendom, morality, ethics, psychology, and the philosophy of religion, displaying
a fondness for metaphor, irony and parables. Much
of his philosophical work deals with the issues of
how one lives as a »single individual«, giving priority
to concrete human reality over abstract thinking and
highlighting the importance of personal choice and
commitment. He was against literary critics who
defined idealist intellectuals and philosophers of his
time. Swedenborg, Hegel, Goethe, Fichte, Schelling,
Schlegel and Hans Christian Andersen were all »understood« far too quickly by »scholars«.

wrote: »Science and scholarship want to teach that
becoming objective is the way. Christianity teaches
that the way is to become subjective, to become a
subject.« While scientists can learn about the world
by observation, Kierkegaard emphatically denied that
observation could reveal the inner workings of the
world of the spirit.
Some of Kierkegaard’s key ideas include the concept
of »Truth as Subjectivity«, the knight of faith, the
recollection and repetition dichotomy, angst, the
infinite qualitative distinction, faith as a passion, and
the three stages on life’s way. Kierkegaard’s writings
were written in Danish and were initially limited to
Scandinavia, but by the turn of the 20th century,
his writings were translated into major European
languages, such as French and German. By the mid20th century, his thought exerted a substantial influence on philosophy, theology, and Western culture.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%B8ren_Kierkegaard

Kierkegaard’s theological work focuses on Christian
ethics, the institution of the Church, the differences between purely objective proofs of Christianity,
the infinite qualitative distinction between man and
God, and the individual’s subjective relationship to
the God-Man Jesus the Christ, which came through
faith. Much of his work deals with Christian love. He
was extremely critical of the practice of Christianity
as a state religion, primarily that of the Church of
Denmark. His psychological work explored the emotions and feelings of individuals when faced with life
choices.
Kierkegaard’s early work was written under various
pseudonyms that he used to present distinctive
viewpoints and to interact with each other in
complex dialogue. He explored particularly complex
problems from different viewpoints, each under a
different pseudonym. He wrote many Upbuilding
Discourses under his own name and dedicated
them to the »single individual« who might want
to discover the meaning of his works. Notably, he
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»Freedom from fear and the

feeling of being completely
free.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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OCULUS SEXY RIFT: THE BEST AND FUNNIEST OR REACTIONS EVER COMPILATION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INDKNA7kXoo
VIEWS: 6.634.245
UPLOADED BY: Chicarron Norteño
UPLOADED: 27/08/2013
Thank you all for watch this videos :D, share it if you like it.
One of the most viewed video about OR in youtube.
March, 2014: Facebook bought Oculus Rift.
Gracias a todos por ver éste video, compartelo si te gustó!
Las mejores reacciones con Oculus Rift The best oculus rift reactions
Music 8:50 & 11:08 : The Raver (Xilent Remix)

3:26
TIME
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DOCUMENTARY ON THE LIFE OF JEAN PAUL SARTRE : THE ROAD TO FREEDOM

»Anything can occur, any-

thing can happen. I kept
saying to myself in anguish,
where should I go? Where
should I go? Anything can
happen.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAMCZKDgL04
VIEWS: 169.568
UPLOADED BY: doostmusic
UPLOADED: 26/07/2012
Human, All Too Human is a three-part 1999 documentary television
series produced by the BBC. It follows the lives of three prominent European philosophers: Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and JeanPaul Sartre. The theme of this documentary revolves heavily around
the school of philosophical thought known as existentialism, although
the term had not been coined at the time of Nietzsche’s writing, and
Heidegger declaimed the label. The documentary is named after the
1878 book written by Nietzsche, titled Human, All Too Human: A Book
for Free Spirits.
The final episode in this series, The Road to Freedom, describes the
life of the French philosopher, Jean-Paul Sartre. This is when the term
existentialism begins to enter the realm of philosophy. The documentary shows that Sartre believes it is up to each individual human being
to give his or her own life a meaning and a purpose.

3:31
TIME

JEAN-PAUL SARTRE
Jean-Paul Charles Aymard Sartre (/ˈsɑrtrə/; French:
[saʁtʁ]; 21 June 1905 – 15 April 1980) was a French
philosopher, playwright, novelist, political activist,
biographer, and literary critic. He was one of the
key figures in the philosophy of existentialism and
phenomenology, and one of the leading figures in
20th-century French philosophy and Marxism.
His work has also influenced sociology, critical
theory, post-colonial theory, and literary studies, and
continues to influence these disciplines. Sartre has
also been noted for his open relationship with the
prominent feminist theorist Simone de Beauvoir.
He was awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Literature
but refused it, saying that he always declined official
honours and that »a writer should not allow himself
to be turned into an institution«. According to Nobel
committee member Lars Gyllensten, Sartre asked
for the $53,000 prize money later on but was turned
down.
THOUGHT
Sartre’s primary idea is that people, as humans, are
»condemned to be free«. This theory relies upon his
position that there is no creator, and is illustrated
using the example of the paper cutter. Sartre says
that if one considered a paper cutter, one would
assume that the creator would have had a plan for
it: an essence. Sartre said that human beings have
no essence before their existence because there is
no Creator. Thus: »existence precedes essence«.
This forms the basis for his assertion that since one
cannot explain one’s own actions and behaviour
by referencing any specific human nature, they are
necessarily fully responsible for those actions. »We
are left alone, without excuse.« »We can act without
being determined by our past which is always separated from us.«

Sartre maintained that the concepts of authenticity
and individuality have to be earned but not learned.
We need to experience »death consciousness« so as
to wake up ourselves as to what is really important;
the authentic in our lives which is life experience,
not knowledge. Death draws the final point when
we as beings cease to live for ourselves and permanently become objects that exist only for the outside
world. In this way death emphasizes the burden of
our free, individual existence.
As a junior lecturer at the Lycée du Havre in 1938,
Sartre wrote the novel La Nausée (Nausea), which
serves in some ways as a manifesto of existentialism and remains one of his most famous books.
Taking a page from the German phenomenological
movement, he believed that our ideas are the product of experiences of real-life situations, and that
novels and plays can well describe such fundamental experiences, having equal value to discursive
essays for the elaboration of philosophical theories
such as existentialism. With such purpose, this novel concerns a dejected researcher (Roquentin) in a
town similar to Le Havre who becomes starkly conscious of the fact that inanimate objects and situations remain absolutely indifferent to his existence.
As such, they show themselves to be resistant to
whatever significance human consciousness might
perceive in them.
He also took inspiration from phenomenologist
epistemology, explained by Franz Adler in this way:
»Man chooses and makes himself by acting. Any
action implies the judgment that he is right under
the circumstances not only for the actor, but also for
everybody else in similar circumstances.«
[…]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Paul_Sartre
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JUHA VAN‘T ZELFDE - DREAD. FEAR IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACCELERATION

»The dizziness of freedom

– it’s the vertigo you get
when you think about all
the possibilities that might
happen and this eventually
leads to thinking about you
own death.«

FEAR
Fear is an emotion induced by a threat perceived by
living entities, which causes a change in brain and
organ function and ultimately a change in behavior, such as running away, hiding or freezing from
traumatic events. Fear may occur in response to a
specific stimulus happening in the present, or to a
future situation, which is perceived as risk to health
or life, status, power, security, or, in the case of humans, wealth or anything held valuable. The fear response arises from the perception of danger leading
to confrontation with or escape from/avoiding the
threat (also known as the fight-or-flight response),
which in extreme cases of fear (horror and terror)
can be a freeze response or paralysis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOuA93dEc-4
VIEWS: 274
UPLOADED BY: Post Digital Cultures
UPLOADED: 11/12/2013
Post Digital Cultures, 6-7.12.2013, Lausanne
Symposium presented by the Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Switzerland and Les Urbaines
Juha van’t Zelfde - Dread. Fear in the age of technological acceleration
ABSTRACT
Juha van ‘t Zelfde will talk about the aesthetics of dread in the age of
digital accumulation. From 6 September until 24 November, his exhibition Dread - Fear in the age of technological acceleration took place
at museum De Hallen Haarlem. The exhibition investigated how artists
engage with dread, an anticipatory fear of possibility, as a result of
technological progress.
After 9/11, with the rise of mass Internet surveillance, drone strikes
and the disappearance of privacy, dread has gained ground as the
human condition of the 21st century. The revelations by Edward
Snowden have shown the abuse of power by the US, UK and many
other governments, in name of security and control.
A new generation of artists, under whom Sarah van Sonsbeeck,
James Bridle and Metahaven, is joining Snowden by hacking the postPrism world, to reveal and reclaim the black sites of democracy.

In humans and animals, fear is modulated by the
process of cognition and learning. Thus fear is
judged as rational or appropriate and irrational or
inappropriate. An irrational fear is called a phobia.
Psychologists such as John B. Watson, Robert Plutchik, and Paul Ekman have suggested that there is
only a small set of basic or innate emotions and that
fear is one of them. This hypothesized set includes
such emotions as joy, sadness, fright, dread, horror,
panic, anxiety, acute stress reaction and anger.
Fear is closely related to, but should be distinguished from, the emotion »anxiety«, which occurs
as the result of threats that are perceived to be
uncontrollable or unavoidable.

al fear can branch out to many areas such as the
hereafter, the next ten years, or even tomorrow. In
these cases specialists use False Evidence Appearing Real as a definition. Being scared makes people
to anticipate and aggravate of what may lie ahead
rather than plan and evaluate. E.g. Continuation of
scholarly education, most educators perceive this as
a risk that may cause them fear and stress and they
would rather teach things they’ve been taught than
go and do research. This can lead to habits such as
laziness and procrastination.[better source needed] The ambiguity of a situations that tend to be
uncertain and unpredictable can cause anxiety, other
psychological and physical problems in some populations; especially those who engage it constantly.
E.g. War-ridden or Conflict places, Terrorism, Abuse
...etc. Poor parenting that instills fear can also debilitate children’s psyche development or personality.
E.g. Parents tell their children not to talk to strangers
in order to protect them. In school they would be
motivated to not show fear in talking with strangers,
but to be assertive and also aware of the risks and
the environment that it takes place. Ambiguous and
mixed messages like this can affect their self-esteem and self-confidence. Researcher’s say talking
to strangers isn’t something to be thwarted but allowed in a parent’s presence if required. Developing
a sense of equanimity to handle various situations is
often advocated as an antidote to irrational fear and
essential skill by a number of ancient philosophies.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear

The fear response serves survival by generating
appropriate behavioral responses, so it has been
preserved throughout evolution.
TYPES
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
Fear of the unknown or irrational fear is caused by
negative thinking which arises from anxiety. Many
people are scared of the »unknown«. The irration-
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UNDERSTANDING, NOT CONTROLLING, DESIRE : KRISHNAMURTI

»Fear has created such mis-

ery. So many activities born
of fear, ideologies and gods,
that we never seem to be
free completely from fear.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9hfzn1RoI8
VIEWS: 6.486
UPLOADED BY: Zen Master
UPLOADED: 21/09/2013
Subtitles: English, French, Greek, Portuguese, Spanish.
Discussion In this Conversation:
What is pleasure? What is desire? We are not condemning pleasure,
but observing it. To really go into the question of pleasure one has to
look into desire. Through propaganda desire is inflamed.
What is desire? How does it come about that this very strong desire is
born, is cultivated? How does it take place in each one of us?
Must desire be controlled at all? Desire seems to be a very active and
demanding instinct that is going on in us all the time.
Why has pleasure, whether of sex, possession, power knowledge, or
enlightenment become so extraordinarily important in life?
Pleasure is an extraordinary thing. To see a beautiful thing and to
enjoy it, what is wrong with that?
This is the seventh conversation between Jiddu Krishnamurti and Dr.
Allan W. Anderson in San Diego, California,1974.

JIDDU KRISHNAMURTI
TEACHING
[…]
Freedom is not a reaction; freedom is not choice. It
is man’s pretence that because he has choice he is
free. Freedom is pure observation without direction,
without fear of punishment and reward. Freedom
is without motive; freedom is not at the end of the
evolution of man but lies in the first step of his
existence. In observation one begins to discover the
lack of freedom. Freedom is found in the choiceless
awareness of our daily existence.
Thought is time. Thought is born of experience, of
knowledge, which are inseparable from time. Time
is the psychological enemy of man. Our action is
based on knowledge and therefore time, so man is
always a slave to the past.
When man becomes aware of the movement of his
own consciousness he will see the division between
the thinker and the thought, the observer and the
observed, the experiencer and the experience. He
will discover that this division is an illusion. Then
only is there pure observation which is insight without any shadow of the past. This timeless insight
brings about a deep radical change in the mind.
Total negation is the essence of the positive. When
there is negation of all those things which are not
love - desire, pleasure - then love is, with its compassion and intelligence.
— J. Krishnamurti, The Core of the Teaching,
October 1980
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiddu_Krishnamurti
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JUHA VAN‘T ZELFDE - DREAD. FEAR IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACCELERATION

»And dread as a dizziness

of freedom as a kind of
pre-empty fear of what is
possible.«

FEAR
Fear is an emotion induced by a threat perceived by
living entities, which causes a change in brain and
organ function and ultimately a change in behavior, such as running away, hiding or freezing from
traumatic events. Fear may occur in response to a
specific stimulus happening in the present, or to a
future situation, which is perceived as risk to health
or life, status, power, security, or, in the case of humans, wealth or anything held valuable. The fear response arises from the perception of danger leading
to confrontation with or escape from/avoiding the
threat (also known as the fight-or-flight response),
which in extreme cases of fear (horror and terror)
can be a freeze response or paralysis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOuA93dEc-4
VIEWS: 274
UPLOADED BY: Post Digital Cultures
UPLOADED: 11/12/2013
Post Digital Cultures, 6-7.12.2013, Lausanne
Symposium presented by the Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Switzerland and Les Urbaines
Juha van’t Zelfde - Dread. Fear in the age of technological acceleration
ABSTRACT
Juha van ‘t Zelfde will talk about the aesthetics of dread in the age of
digital accumulation. From 6 September until 24 November, his exhibition Dread - Fear in the age of technological acceleration took place
at museum De Hallen Haarlem. The exhibition investigated how artists
engage with dread, an anticipatory fear of possibility, as a result of
technological progress.
After 9/11, with the rise of mass Internet surveillance, drone strikes
and the disappearance of privacy, dread has gained ground as the
human condition of the 21st century. The revelations by Edward
Snowden have shown the abuse of power by the US, UK and many
other governments, in name of security and control.
A new generation of artists, under whom Sarah van Sonsbeeck,
James Bridle and Metahaven, is joining Snowden by hacking the postPrism world, to reveal and reclaim the black sites of democracy.

In humans and animals, fear is modulated by the
process of cognition and learning. Thus fear is
judged as rational or appropriate and irrational or
inappropriate. An irrational fear is called a phobia.
Psychologists such as John B. Watson, Robert Plutchik, and Paul Ekman have suggested that there is
only a small set of basic or innate emotions and that
fear is one of them. This hypothesized set includes
such emotions as joy, sadness, fright, dread, horror,
panic, anxiety, acute stress reaction and anger.
Fear is closely related to, but should be distinguished from, the emotion »anxiety«, which occurs
as the result of threats that are perceived to be
uncontrollable or unavoidable.

al fear can branch out to many areas such as the
hereafter, the next ten years, or even tomorrow. In
these cases specialists use False Evidence Appearing Real as a definition. Being scared makes people
to anticipate and aggravate of what may lie ahead
rather than plan and evaluate. E.g. Continuation of
scholarly education, most educators perceive this as
a risk that may cause them fear and stress and they
would rather teach things they’ve been taught than
go and do research. This can lead to habits such as
laziness and procrastination.[better source needed] The ambiguity of a situations that tend to be
uncertain and unpredictable can cause anxiety, other
psychological and physical problems in some populations; especially those who engage it constantly.
E.g. War-ridden or Conflict places, Terrorism, Abuse
...etc. Poor parenting that instills fear can also debilitate children’s psyche development or personality.
E.g. Parents tell their children not to talk to strangers
in order to protect them. In school they would be
motivated to not show fear in talking with strangers,
but to be assertive and also aware of the risks and
the environment that it takes place. Ambiguous and
mixed messages like this can affect their self-esteem and self-confidence. Researcher’s say talking
to strangers isn’t something to be thwarted but allowed in a parent’s presence if required. Developing
a sense of equanimity to handle various situations is
often advocated as an antidote to irrational fear and
essential skill by a number of ancient philosophies.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear

The fear response serves survival by generating
appropriate behavioral responses, so it has been
preserved throughout evolution.
TYPES
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
Fear of the unknown or irrational fear is caused by
negative thinking which arises from anxiety. Many
people are scared of the »unknown«. The irration-
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JUHA VAN‘T ZELFDE - DREAD. FEAR IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACCELERATION

»Environment of fear as

this kind of always thinking
about this future potential
catastrophe.«

FEAR
Fear is an emotion induced by a threat perceived by
living entities, which causes a change in brain and
organ function and ultimately a change in behavior, such as running away, hiding or freezing from
traumatic events. Fear may occur in response to a
specific stimulus happening in the present, or to a
future situation, which is perceived as risk to health
or life, status, power, security, or, in the case of humans, wealth or anything held valuable. The fear response arises from the perception of danger leading
to confrontation with or escape from/avoiding the
threat (also known as the fight-or-flight response),
which in extreme cases of fear (horror and terror)
can be a freeze response or paralysis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOuA93dEc-4
VIEWS: 274
UPLOADED BY: Post Digital Cultures
UPLOADED: 11/12/2013
Post Digital Cultures, 6-7.12.2013, Lausanne
Symposium presented by the Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Switzerland and Les Urbaines
Juha van’t Zelfde - Dread. Fear in the age of technological acceleration
ABSTRACT
Juha van ‘t Zelfde will talk about the aesthetics of dread in the age of
digital accumulation. From 6 September until 24 November, his exhibition Dread - Fear in the age of technological acceleration took place
at museum De Hallen Haarlem. The exhibition investigated how artists
engage with dread, an anticipatory fear of possibility, as a result of
technological progress.
After 9/11, with the rise of mass Internet surveillance, drone strikes
and the disappearance of privacy, dread has gained ground as the
human condition of the 21st century. The revelations by Edward
Snowden have shown the abuse of power by the US, UK and many
other governments, in name of security and control.
A new generation of artists, under whom Sarah van Sonsbeeck,
James Bridle and Metahaven, is joining Snowden by hacking the postPrism world, to reveal and reclaim the black sites of democracy.

In humans and animals, fear is modulated by the
process of cognition and learning. Thus fear is
judged as rational or appropriate and irrational or
inappropriate. An irrational fear is called a phobia.
Psychologists such as John B. Watson, Robert Plutchik, and Paul Ekman have suggested that there is
only a small set of basic or innate emotions and that
fear is one of them. This hypothesized set includes
such emotions as joy, sadness, fright, dread, horror,
panic, anxiety, acute stress reaction and anger.
Fear is closely related to, but should be distinguished from, the emotion »anxiety«, which occurs
as the result of threats that are perceived to be
uncontrollable or unavoidable.

al fear can branch out to many areas such as the
hereafter, the next ten years, or even tomorrow. In
these cases specialists use False Evidence Appearing Real as a definition. Being scared makes people
to anticipate and aggravate of what may lie ahead
rather than plan and evaluate. E.g. Continuation of
scholarly education, most educators perceive this as
a risk that may cause them fear and stress and they
would rather teach things they’ve been taught than
go and do research. This can lead to habits such as
laziness and procrastination.[better source needed] The ambiguity of a situations that tend to be
uncertain and unpredictable can cause anxiety, other
psychological and physical problems in some populations; especially those who engage it constantly.
E.g. War-ridden or Conflict places, Terrorism, Abuse
...etc. Poor parenting that instills fear can also debilitate children’s psyche development or personality.
E.g. Parents tell their children not to talk to strangers
in order to protect them. In school they would be
motivated to not show fear in talking with strangers,
but to be assertive and also aware of the risks and
the environment that it takes place. Ambiguous and
mixed messages like this can affect their self-esteem and self-confidence. Researcher’s say talking
to strangers isn’t something to be thwarted but allowed in a parent’s presence if required. Developing
a sense of equanimity to handle various situations is
often advocated as an antidote to irrational fear and
essential skill by a number of ancient philosophies.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear

The fear response serves survival by generating
appropriate behavioral responses, so it has been
preserved throughout evolution.
TYPES
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
Fear of the unknown or irrational fear is caused by
negative thinking which arises from anxiety. Many
people are scared of the »unknown«. The irration-
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JUHA VAN‘T ZELFDE - DREAD. FEAR IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACCELERATION

»Everywhere in the world,

everybody is sharing their
emotions. All these things
are instantaneous now and
in real time and we share
them through all the media
that we use.«

FEAR
Fear is an emotion induced by a threat perceived by
living entities, which causes a change in brain and
organ function and ultimately a change in behavior, such as running away, hiding or freezing from
traumatic events. Fear may occur in response to a
specific stimulus happening in the present, or to a
future situation, which is perceived as risk to health
or life, status, power, security, or, in the case of humans, wealth or anything held valuable. The fear response arises from the perception of danger leading
to confrontation with or escape from/avoiding the
threat (also known as the fight-or-flight response),
which in extreme cases of fear (horror and terror)
can be a freeze response or paralysis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOuA93dEc-4
VIEWS: 274
UPLOADED BY: Post Digital Cultures
UPLOADED: 11/12/2013
Post Digital Cultures, 6-7.12.2013, Lausanne
Symposium presented by the Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Switzerland and Les Urbaines
Juha van’t Zelfde - Dread. Fear in the age of technological acceleration
ABSTRACT
Juha van ‘t Zelfde will talk about the aesthetics of dread in the age of
digital accumulation. From 6 September until 24 November, his exhibition Dread - Fear in the age of technological acceleration took place
at museum De Hallen Haarlem. The exhibition investigated how artists
engage with dread, an anticipatory fear of possibility, as a result of
technological progress.
After 9/11, with the rise of mass Internet surveillance, drone strikes
and the disappearance of privacy, dread has gained ground as the
human condition of the 21st century. The revelations by Edward
Snowden have shown the abuse of power by the US, UK and many
other governments, in name of security and control.
A new generation of artists, under whom Sarah van Sonsbeeck,
James Bridle and Metahaven, is joining Snowden by hacking the postPrism world, to reveal and reclaim the black sites of democracy.

In humans and animals, fear is modulated by the
process of cognition and learning. Thus fear is
judged as rational or appropriate and irrational or
inappropriate. An irrational fear is called a phobia.
Psychologists such as John B. Watson, Robert Plutchik, and Paul Ekman have suggested that there is
only a small set of basic or innate emotions and that
fear is one of them. This hypothesized set includes
such emotions as joy, sadness, fright, dread, horror,
panic, anxiety, acute stress reaction and anger.
Fear is closely related to, but should be distinguished from, the emotion »anxiety«, which occurs
as the result of threats that are perceived to be
uncontrollable or unavoidable.

al fear can branch out to many areas such as the
hereafter, the next ten years, or even tomorrow. In
these cases specialists use False Evidence Appearing Real as a definition. Being scared makes people
to anticipate and aggravate of what may lie ahead
rather than plan and evaluate. E.g. Continuation of
scholarly education, most educators perceive this as
a risk that may cause them fear and stress and they
would rather teach things they’ve been taught than
go and do research. This can lead to habits such as
laziness and procrastination.[better source needed] The ambiguity of a situations that tend to be
uncertain and unpredictable can cause anxiety, other
psychological and physical problems in some populations; especially those who engage it constantly.
E.g. War-ridden or Conflict places, Terrorism, Abuse
...etc. Poor parenting that instills fear can also debilitate children’s psyche development or personality.
E.g. Parents tell their children not to talk to strangers
in order to protect them. In school they would be
motivated to not show fear in talking with strangers,
but to be assertive and also aware of the risks and
the environment that it takes place. Ambiguous and
mixed messages like this can affect their self-esteem and self-confidence. Researcher’s say talking
to strangers isn’t something to be thwarted but allowed in a parent’s presence if required. Developing
a sense of equanimity to handle various situations is
often advocated as an antidote to irrational fear and
essential skill by a number of ancient philosophies.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear

The fear response serves survival by generating
appropriate behavioral responses, so it has been
preserved throughout evolution.
TYPES
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
Fear of the unknown or irrational fear is caused by
negative thinking which arises from anxiety. Many
people are scared of the »unknown«. The irration-
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WORLD‘S BUSIEST INTERSECTION, TOKYO (JAPAN)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGMBSJAwyvw
VIEWS: 3.428
UPLOADED BY: Vic Stefanu - World Travels and Adventures
UPLOADED: 21/12/2013
PLEASE SUBSCRIBE! World’s busiest intersection, Tokyo (Japan). Vic
Stefanu, vstefanu@yahoo.com

4:28
TIME
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Es fand eine Globalisierung

der Affekte statt, das heißt,
eine Emotionsgemeinschaft
trat an die Stelle einer Interessengemeinschaft.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

4:36
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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(184)

JUHA VAN‘T ZELFDE - DREAD. FEAR IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACCELERATION

»The transmission of infor-

mation – it plays a prominent
role establishing fear as a
global environment, because
it allows the synchronisation of emotion on a global
scale.«

FEAR
Fear is an emotion induced by a threat perceived by
living entities, which causes a change in brain and
organ function and ultimately a change in behavior, such as running away, hiding or freezing from
traumatic events. Fear may occur in response to a
specific stimulus happening in the present, or to a
future situation, which is perceived as risk to health
or life, status, power, security, or, in the case of humans, wealth or anything held valuable. The fear response arises from the perception of danger leading
to confrontation with or escape from/avoiding the
threat (also known as the fight-or-flight response),
which in extreme cases of fear (horror and terror)
can be a freeze response or paralysis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOuA93dEc-4
VIEWS: 274
UPLOADED BY: Post Digital Cultures
UPLOADED: 11/12/2013
Post Digital Cultures, 6-7.12.2013, Lausanne
Symposium presented by the Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Switzerland and Les Urbaines
Juha van’t Zelfde - Dread. Fear in the age of technological acceleration
ABSTRACT
Juha van ‘t Zelfde will talk about the aesthetics of dread in the age of
digital accumulation. From 6 September until 24 November, his exhibition Dread - Fear in the age of technological acceleration took place
at museum De Hallen Haarlem. The exhibition investigated how artists
engage with dread, an anticipatory fear of possibility, as a result of
technological progress.
After 9/11, with the rise of mass Internet surveillance, drone strikes
and the disappearance of privacy, dread has gained ground as the
human condition of the 21st century. The revelations by Edward
Snowden have shown the abuse of power by the US, UK and many
other governments, in name of security and control.
A new generation of artists, under whom Sarah van Sonsbeeck,
James Bridle and Metahaven, is joining Snowden by hacking the postPrism world, to reveal and reclaim the black sites of democracy.

In humans and animals, fear is modulated by the
process of cognition and learning. Thus fear is
judged as rational or appropriate and irrational or
inappropriate. An irrational fear is called a phobia.
Psychologists such as John B. Watson, Robert Plutchik, and Paul Ekman have suggested that there is
only a small set of basic or innate emotions and that
fear is one of them. This hypothesized set includes
such emotions as joy, sadness, fright, dread, horror,
panic, anxiety, acute stress reaction and anger.
Fear is closely related to, but should be distinguished from, the emotion »anxiety«, which occurs
as the result of threats that are perceived to be
uncontrollable or unavoidable.

al fear can branch out to many areas such as the
hereafter, the next ten years, or even tomorrow. In
these cases specialists use False Evidence Appearing Real as a definition. Being scared makes people
to anticipate and aggravate of what may lie ahead
rather than plan and evaluate. E.g. Continuation of
scholarly education, most educators perceive this as
a risk that may cause them fear and stress and they
would rather teach things they’ve been taught than
go and do research. This can lead to habits such as
laziness and procrastination.[better source needed] The ambiguity of a situations that tend to be
uncertain and unpredictable can cause anxiety, other
psychological and physical problems in some populations; especially those who engage it constantly.
E.g. War-ridden or Conflict places, Terrorism, Abuse
...etc. Poor parenting that instills fear can also debilitate children’s psyche development or personality.
E.g. Parents tell their children not to talk to strangers
in order to protect them. In school they would be
motivated to not show fear in talking with strangers,
but to be assertive and also aware of the risks and
the environment that it takes place. Ambiguous and
mixed messages like this can affect their self-esteem and self-confidence. Researcher’s say talking
to strangers isn’t something to be thwarted but allowed in a parent’s presence if required. Developing
a sense of equanimity to handle various situations is
often advocated as an antidote to irrational fear and
essential skill by a number of ancient philosophies.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear

The fear response serves survival by generating
appropriate behavioral responses, so it has been
preserved throughout evolution.
TYPES
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
Fear of the unknown or irrational fear is caused by
negative thinking which arises from anxiety. Many
people are scared of the »unknown«. The irration-
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TIME
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PAUL VIRILIO - DENKER DER GESCHWINDIGKEIT DROMOLOGIE MEDIENTHEORIE PART6

»Demzufolge kann es

natürlich zu einem Clash,
zu Informationskatastrophen kommen.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKw0xufETc4
VIEWS: 1.063
UPLOADED BY: suicidal667
UPLOADED: 17/12/2011

4:53
TIME

SPEED
In everyday use and in kinematics, the speed of an
object is the magnitude of its velocity (the rate of
change of its position); it is thus a scalar quantity.
The average speed of an object in an interval of time
is the distance travelled by the object divided by the
duration of the interval; the instantaneous speed is
the limit of the average speed as the duration of the
time interval approaches zero.
Like velocity, speed has the dimensions of a length
divided by a time; the SI unit of speed is the metre
per second, but the most common unit of speed in
everyday usage is the kilometre per hour or, in the
US and the UK, miles per hour. For air and marine
travel the knot is commonly used.
The fastest possible speed at which energy or
information can travel, according to special relativity,
is the speed of light in a vacuum c = 299792458
metres per second (approximately 1079000000
km/h or 671000000 mph). Matter cannot quite reach
the speed of light, as this would require an infinite
amount of energy. In relativity physics, the concept
of rapidity replaces the classical idea of speed.
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GOPRO: BUILDING DEMOLITION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYjF9WPyZfg
VIEWS: 867.003
UPLOADED BY: GoPro
UPLOADED: 20/10/2014
Demolition experts use almost a ton of explosives to implode the 116
meter AFE Tower in Frankfurt, Germany.
Special thanks to Christian Cyfus.
vimeo.com/christiancyfus
Shot 100% on the HERO3+® camera from http://GoPro.com.
Get stoked and subscribe: http://goo.gl/HgVXpQ
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»Now we are being gov-

erned by a technology that
moves several million times
faster than the speed of the
human brain.«

Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. ‘Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.’
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_VirilioW

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»With new information

technologies, we now can
organise our time at the
speed of light and below
the realm of human experience and perception.«

Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. ‘Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.’
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»We are really disassociat-

ing human experience from
the speed of communication
and information that we are
capable of moving down the
flow line.«

Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. ‘Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.’
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»You maximise the output in

such a small time fragment
that no duration happens
and therefore you lose no
time. You lose no time at all.
Therefore, you are constantly alive and you never walk
towards death.«
Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. ‘Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.’
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

5:22
TIME
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»We think the faster we

can do things and the more
speed is involved and the
more efficient we become,
the better able we are to
ward off death.«

Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. ‘Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.’
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio
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PAUL VIRILIO »PENSER LA VITESSE«

»On est interessé par rien

d’autre que le digital, parceque c’est instantané dans le
present tout de suite.«

Ma-tes-ou Sanka
VIEWS: 2.584
UPLOADED BY: Ma-tes-ou Sanka
UPLOADED: 17/03/2015
» Paul Virilio : Penser la vitesse« un film de Stéphane Paoli (documentaire 90 min / 2008 / La Générale de Production / ARTE France) De
façon inédite, cette histoire fulgurante de la pensée de Paul Virilio se
confronte à la réflexion de philosophes, d’acteurs politiques de journalistes comme Rifkin, Yunus, Bender, Klein, Jean Nouvel.

PAUL VIRILIO
Paul Virilio (French: [viʁiljo]; born 1932) is a French
cultural theorist and urbanist. He is best known for
his writings about technology as it has developed in
relation to speed and power, with diverse references
to architecture, the arts, the city and the military.
DROMOLOGY
‘Dromos’ is the Greek noun for road, but Virilio takes
it to mean the activity of race (Virilio 1977:47). It is
with this meaning in mind that he coins the term
‘dromology’, which he defined as the »science (or
logic) of speed». Dromology is important when
considering the structuring of society in relation to
warfare and modern media. He notes that the speed
at which something happens may change its essential nature, and that which moves with speed quickly
comes to dominate that which is slower. »Whoever
controls the territory possesses it. Possession of
territory is not primarily about laws and contracts,
but first and foremost a matter of movement and
circulation.«
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Virilio

5:44
TIME

(182) /
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LETTING GO OF THE PAST - HOW TO GET OVER THE PAST IN MINUTES

»The only thing that is real
is the now, right now.«

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFYl8TVNwg8
VIEWS: 246.512
UPLOADED BY: Actualized.org
UPLOADED: 26/03/2014
Letting Go Of The Past - An easy, simple process for how to release
past trauma right now.
The Ultimate Life Purpose Course - Create Your Dream Career:
http://www.actualized.org/life-purpose-course
Leo’s Top 140 Self Help Books
http://www.actualized.org/books
Full Video Transcript Here:
http://www.actualized.org/articles/letting-go-of-the-past
Video Summary:
We’ve all had experiences we’d like to forget. While past experiences
can be instructive, re-living them and nursing the festering wound of
a past event adds nothing good to your life. Once you’ve learned the
lesson to be had from that experience, you can choose to let it go.
The past, while real at one time, is now just a concept, as is the
future. The only time you have is now. Don’t let something in the past
rob you of your present productivity and happiness. Choose to let it
go and live. When you have trouble letting go of the past, it’s typically
because you keep bringing it back into your life.
Identify the memory that besieges you the most. Use guided meditation to let it go and replace it with the present. During the guided
meditation, you dwell on the present, which forces the past out of
your consciousness. Repeated sessions of guided meditation will
teach you how to deprive the past of the life you’ve inadvertently
been breathing back into it.

REGRET
THE LOST OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
In response to the opportunity principle, the lost
opportunity principle directly opposes its views. The
lost opportunity principle states that regret should
intensify, not diminish, when people feel that they
could have made better choices in the past but now
perceive limited opportunities to take corrective
action in the future. »People who habitually consider
future consequences (and how they may avoid future negative outcomes) experience less, rather than
more, intense regret after a negative outcome.« This
principle offers another reason as to why education is the most regretted aspect in life. Education
becomes a more limited opportunity as time passes.
Aspects such as making friends, becoming more
spiritual, and community involvement tend to be
less regrettable which makes sense because these
are also aspects in life that do not become limited
opportunities. As the opportunity to remedy a situation passes, feelings of hopelessness may increase.
An explanation of the Lost Opportunity Principle can
be seen as a lack of closure. Low closure makes
past occurrences feel unresolved. Low closure is
associated with »reductions in state self-esteem
and persistent negative affect over time«. Because
high closure is associated with acceptance of lost
opportunity, low closure is then associated with the
realization and regret of lost opportunity.
The lost opportunity principle suggests that regret
does not serve as a corrective motive (which the
opportunity principle suggests). Instead, regret
serves as a more general reminder to seize the day.
Feeling regret will spur future action to make sure
other opportunities are taken so that regret will not
be experienced again.

Designing a more positive present that’s too busy to dwell on the past
can help push it out of your life. So can journaling, introspection, and
counseling or coaching. Make the choice to stop reviving the past.

5:50
TIME

(183) /
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STORYTELLER
We live in moments that are strung together. Moments, too diverting, too brief to make the change
you hoped for while regretting and being scared.
Moments have different speeds, depending on the
time scale you use while looking at them. We experience our life as one now following the next one.

5:53
TIME

DOMINO CHAIN REACTION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y97rBdSYbkg
VIEWS: 2.179.538
UPLOADED BY: Stephen Morris
UPLOADED: 04/10/2009
A domino can knock over another domino about 1.5x larger than
itself. A chain of dominos of increasing size makes a kind of mechanical chain reaction that starts with a tiny push and knocks down an
impressively large domino.
Original idea by Lorne Whitehead, American Journal of Physics, Vol.
51, page 182 (1983).
See
http://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0401018 and
http://arxiv.org/abs/1301.0615
for sophisticated discussions of the physics.
As seen on QI in the »kinetic« episode. I was contacted by those
Elves.
http://youtu.be/9jzlUEpXK48?t=39m30s

6:17
TIME

#114 /
#120

STORYTELLER
At this point, you are probably still waiting for a
solution. Of course, the issues we talked about are
not only problems. These aspects are in another
form the important basis for our society.

0:09
CHANGE

LCD-TÜR, SICHTSCHUTZ PER SCHALTER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfAMkK53Cqo
VIEWS: 5.425
UPLOADED BY: NettgauMovies
UPLOADED: 30/07/2012
Modernst Technik in einem Café in Wahrenholz, Niedersachsen. Wo!
Auf den Toiletten. Frei: durchsichtige Glastür. Besetzt/geschlossen:
Milchglas = undurchsichtig. Tolle Technik, die begeistert. Einfach mal
hinfahren und ausprobieren!

0:18
CHANGE

#115 /
#120

JUHA VAN‘T ZELFDE - DREAD. FEAR IN THE AGE OF TECHNOLOGICAL ACCELERATION

»What shall we dream of

when everything becomes
visible? We will dream of
being blind.«

FEAR
Fear is an emotion induced by a threat perceived by
living entities, which causes a change in brain and
organ function and ultimately a change in behavior, such as running away, hiding or freezing from
traumatic events. Fear may occur in response to a
specific stimulus happening in the present, or to a
future situation, which is perceived as risk to health
or life, status, power, security, or, in the case of humans, wealth or anything held valuable. The fear response arises from the perception of danger leading
to confrontation with or escape from/avoiding the
threat (also known as the fight-or-flight response),
which in extreme cases of fear (horror and terror)
can be a freeze response or paralysis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOuA93dEc-4
VIEWS: 274
UPLOADED BY: Post Digital Cultures
UPLOADED: 11/12/2013
Post Digital Cultures, 6-7.12.2013, Lausanne
Symposium presented by the Federal Office of Culture (FOC), Switzerland and Les Urbaines
Juha van’t Zelfde - Dread. Fear in the age of technological acceleration
ABSTRACT
Juha van ‘t Zelfde will talk about the aesthetics of dread in the age of
digital accumulation. From 6 September until 24 November, his exhibition Dread - Fear in the age of technological acceleration took place
at museum De Hallen Haarlem. The exhibition investigated how artists
engage with dread, an anticipatory fear of possibility, as a result of
technological progress.
After 9/11, with the rise of mass Internet surveillance, drone strikes
and the disappearance of privacy, dread has gained ground as the
human condition of the 21st century. The revelations by Edward
Snowden have shown the abuse of power by the US, UK and many
other governments, in name of security and control.
A new generation of artists, under whom Sarah van Sonsbeeck,
James Bridle and Metahaven, is joining Snowden by hacking the postPrism world, to reveal and reclaim the black sites of democracy.

In humans and animals, fear is modulated by the
process of cognition and learning. Thus fear is
judged as rational or appropriate and irrational or
inappropriate. An irrational fear is called a phobia.
Psychologists such as John B. Watson, Robert Plutchik, and Paul Ekman have suggested that there is
only a small set of basic or innate emotions and that
fear is one of them. This hypothesized set includes
such emotions as joy, sadness, fright, dread, horror,
panic, anxiety, acute stress reaction and anger.
Fear is closely related to, but should be distinguished from, the emotion »anxiety«, which occurs
as the result of threats that are perceived to be
uncontrollable or unavoidable.

al fear can branch out to many areas such as the
hereafter, the next ten years, or even tomorrow. In
these cases specialists use False Evidence Appearing Real as a definition. Being scared makes people
to anticipate and aggravate of what may lie ahead
rather than plan and evaluate. E.g. Continuation of
scholarly education, most educators perceive this as
a risk that may cause them fear and stress and they
would rather teach things they’ve been taught than
go and do research. This can lead to habits such as
laziness and procrastination.[better source needed] The ambiguity of a situations that tend to be
uncertain and unpredictable can cause anxiety, other
psychological and physical problems in some populations; especially those who engage it constantly.
E.g. War-ridden or Conflict places, Terrorism, Abuse
...etc. Poor parenting that instills fear can also debilitate children’s psyche development or personality.
E.g. Parents tell their children not to talk to strangers
in order to protect them. In school they would be
motivated to not show fear in talking with strangers,
but to be assertive and also aware of the risks and
the environment that it takes place. Ambiguous and
mixed messages like this can affect their self-esteem and self-confidence. Researcher’s say talking
to strangers isn’t something to be thwarted but allowed in a parent’s presence if required. Developing
a sense of equanimity to handle various situations is
often advocated as an antidote to irrational fear and
essential skill by a number of ancient philosophies.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fear

The fear response serves survival by generating
appropriate behavioral responses, so it has been
preserved throughout evolution.
TYPES
FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
Fear of the unknown or irrational fear is caused by
negative thinking which arises from anxiety. Many
people are scared of the »unknown«. The irration-

0:25
CHANGE
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STORYTELLER
You might have already sensed these problems
yourself. Now that they became visbile, it is not an
option to make them turn unrecognised again.
Borders blur. Society is no longer bound to a geographical territory. The First World shares values
worth protecting, but we cannot ignore the problems arising with them.
So we have to find out: What is it about our values
that turn them into a problem? How do these problems shape our society? The problems we have
been talking about are no longer problems of single
individuals. If many individuals of one society are
affected by them, it has an effect on the society
as a whole.
Living in the First World means to live in a world
in which some problems have already been solved
without your effort. But with not having problems
regarding the basic needs, come other ones. Every
surrounding brings new problems with it. Maybe it
is about time to change these surroudings in order
to solve the problems arising in them. Changing
these surroundings means redefining the First
World and by that, the society we live in.
This society grows bigger and bigger as we become
one by the synchronisation of needs through digitalisation. We are aligning the things we want to
achieve in life by comparing one to another member
of the society.
As you are observing this guide, you might be an
inhabitant of the First World. This guide is capturing
the concept of the First World as it is now, which
means that in the future, considerable changes and
ideas of this concept might occur. In other words, it
is an idea with an open end.

0:31
CHANGE

MELTING ICE SCULPTURE - BRAIN 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S9dXQloDQEc
VIEWS: 84
UPLOADED BY: arustyrednail x
UPLOADED: 23/04/2014

0:31
CHANGE
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TIME LAPSE OF PEA SHOOT / ROOT GROWTH

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDA8rmUP5ZM
VIEWS: 479.080
UPLOADED BY: mortrek
UPLOADED: 22/03/2010
Time-lapse of a pea plant growing from seed, showing both the shoot
and root system. Late in the video, the plant loses its water supply
and wilts/desiccates, but bounces back once water is re-added.
Timelapse is at 20 min per frame, 15fps. That means that 1 second of
video is 5 hours in real time.

0:48
CHANGE
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TIMELAPSE OF CRYSTALS GROWING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eHfO8pmaXMg
VIEWS: 26.876
UPLOADED BY: Esoteric Worlds
UPLOADED: 11/05/2012
Growing crystals on a microscope slide in cross-polarised light.
Filmed on a Canon 550D using Magic Lantern @ 2fps, played back at
12.5x speed.
Brunel Wedmore SP14 microscope using 4x and 10x objectives.

1:03
CHANGE
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00-03913 CRYSTAL GROWING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-0XRGqupS4
VIEWS: 111.984
UPLOADED BY: 4mweb
UPLOADED: 21/10/2013
Grow your colourful crystal in the container provided. It’s a fun sparkling chemistry experiment.
For further information or enquiries, please go to www.4m-ind.com.

1:56
CHANGE
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HANDS_COMPARING_BY_SLY_AND_ACA.WMV

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMRbVWRWLcI
VIEWS: 60.453
UPLOADED BY: Bojan Vukša
UPLOADED: 12/12/2011
Amazon Sly ,with hands size 23 cm ,comparing hands with smaller girl.

2:23
CHANGE
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HOW TO SOLVE THE FIRST WORLD PROBLEM
As the term arose in the Internet, the material that
you see and listen to is collected from the Internet,
from people sharing content and by that sharing
knowledge and opinions with the community. In this
PDF, the guide to the guide, you find the sources
of each video and audio piece. Furthermore, it contextualizes the material. You find a Wikipedia article
next to every quote, explaining not only the audio
piece but also my choice of each.
Video pieces are listed by #number and audio pieces
are listed by (number).
I do not own the rights for the material that has
been used for the video guide. This is a non-profit
project in a scientific context. Please contact me if
you see your owner rights violated. I do own the
rights for this specific arrangement of video and
audio pieces. If you would like to use any of the
content, please contact me as well.
info@howtosolvethefirstworldproblem.com

